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The	
  analysis	
  that	
  is	
  included	
  at	
  the	
  beginning	
  of	
  each	
  section	
  in	
  this	
  report	
  is	
  (are)	
  the	
  sole	
  
opinion(s)	
  of	
  Councilman	
  Steinhagen.	
  	
  The	
  McLendon-‐Chisholm	
  City	
  Council	
  has	
  affirmed	
  no	
  part	
  or	
  
portion	
  of	
  the	
  included	
  analysis	
  at	
  the	
  time	
  of	
  its	
  publication.	
  	
  Alternative	
  opinions	
  by	
  other	
  
members	
  of	
  the	
  City	
  Council	
  are	
  therefore	
  not	
  included	
  in	
  this	
  report.	
  	
  No	
  part	
  or	
  portion	
  of	
  the	
  
survey	
  analysis	
  that	
  is	
  included	
  in	
  this	
  report	
  should	
  be	
  considered	
  the	
  official	
  opinion(s)	
  of	
  the	
  city	
  
council.	
  	
  Distribution	
  of	
  this	
  report	
  is	
  to	
  provide	
  interested	
  parties	
  the	
  perspective	
  of	
  just	
  one	
  city	
  
council	
  member	
  where	
  alternative	
  written	
  opinions	
  by	
  members	
  of	
  city	
  council	
  may	
  also	
  be	
  made	
  
available	
  to	
  the	
  public	
  as	
  they	
  become	
  available.	
  
	
  
	
  

*A	
  good	
  faith	
  effort	
  was	
  made	
  to	
  redact	
  negative	
  comments	
  by	
  survey	
  respondents	
  that	
  are	
  directed	
  toward	
  an	
  individual	
  or	
  
group	
  of	
  individuals.	
  	
  Any	
  oversight	
  in	
  removing	
  such	
  statements	
  is	
  unintentional.	
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Dedication	
  

In	
  Memory	
  of	
  Councilman	
  Klutts	
  

	
  
This	
  report	
  is	
  dedicated	
  to	
  Councilman	
  Jerry	
  Klutts	
  who,	
  on	
  January	
  21	
  left	
  his	
  mortal	
  body	
  
here	
  on	
  earth	
  and	
  is	
  now	
  face	
  to	
  face	
  with	
  his	
  Lord	
  and	
  Savior	
  in	
  heaven	
  (2	
  Corinthians	
  5:8).	
  
As	
  the	
  fourth	
  generation	
  to	
  grow	
  up	
  on	
  the	
  open	
  fields	
  of	
  his	
  family	
  farm,	
  Jerry	
  cherished	
  the	
  
freedom	
  he	
  had	
  to	
  build	
  his	
  own	
  house	
  and,	
  together	
  with	
  his	
  beloved	
  wife	
  Rita	
  of	
  almost	
  
fifty	
  years,	
  enjoy	
  the	
  unique	
  lifestyle	
  that	
  was	
  shared	
  by	
  most	
  in	
  the	
  greater	
  McLendon-‐
Chisholm	
  community.	
  	
  Jerry	
  cherished	
  the	
  wide-‐open	
  spaces	
  and	
  more	
  rural	
  atmosphere	
  of	
  
McLendon-‐Chisholm	
  and	
  desired	
  that	
  it	
  be	
  preserved	
  and	
  protected	
  for	
  future	
  generations.	
  	
  	
  
He	
  also	
  believed	
  that	
  corrals	
  were	
  meant	
  for	
  cattle	
  and	
  government,	
  not	
  people;	
  that	
  
government	
  should,	
  at	
  every	
  level,	
  be	
  limited.	
  	
  	
  So	
  as	
  a	
  man	
  of	
  action,	
  in	
  2015	
  he	
  ran	
  for,	
  and	
  
won	
  a	
  seat	
  on	
  the	
  city	
  council	
  to	
  help	
  preserve	
  the	
  unique	
  lifestyle	
  of	
  the	
  community	
  and	
  to	
  
limit	
  the	
  size	
  and	
  scope	
  of	
  the	
  local	
  government.	
  
In	
  an	
  age	
  where	
  politicians	
  distinguish	
  themselves	
  through	
  compromise,	
  by	
  contrast	
  Jerry	
  
exhibited	
  himself	
  as	
  a	
  statesman	
  on	
  the	
  city	
  council,	
  standing	
  firm	
  on	
  the	
  conviction	
  of	
  his	
  
beliefs.	
  	
  	
  	
  
Jerry	
  wanted	
  to	
  ensure	
  that	
  the	
  voice	
  of	
  McLendon-‐Chisholm’s	
  citizens	
  could	
  finally	
  be	
  heard	
  
and	
  helped	
  overcome	
  efforts	
  that	
  had	
  impeded	
  and	
  delayed	
  this	
  survey	
  from	
  moving	
  
forward.	
  	
  Sadly,	
  he	
  died	
  just	
  days	
  before	
  this	
  report	
  was	
  published.	
  	
  He	
  certainly	
  would	
  have	
  
appreciated	
  and	
  embraced	
  the	
  findings	
  contained	
  in	
  it	
  as	
  they	
  reflect	
  his	
  own	
  values	
  and	
  
affirm	
  his	
  belief	
  that	
  protecting	
  the	
  open	
  spaces,	
  bolstering	
  a	
  more	
  rural	
  lifestyle,	
  and	
  
limiting	
  our	
  city	
  government	
  is	
  what	
  the	
  people	
  in	
  McLendon-‐Chisholm	
  most	
  want.	
  
Respectfully,	
  
	
  
	
  
-‐Councilman	
  Robert	
  Steinhagen	
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Survey	
  Details	
  
Purpose	
  
Following	
  an	
  election	
  that	
  unseated/replaced	
  three	
  long-‐term	
  incumbents	
  and	
  a	
  ballot	
  
measure	
  that	
  garnered	
  an	
  overwhelming	
  majority	
  to	
  rollback	
  the	
  newly	
  adopted	
  tax-‐rate,	
  the	
  
majority	
  of	
  the	
  city	
  council	
  sought	
  to	
  clarify	
  attitudes	
  and	
  opinions	
  of	
  citizens	
  to	
  help	
  guide	
  a	
  
long-‐term	
  vision	
  for	
  the	
  city	
  by	
  conducting	
  a	
  self-‐selecting	
  constituent	
  survey.	
  	
  	
  
	
  
The	
  survey	
  would	
  also	
  serve	
  as	
  a	
  guide	
  before	
  taking	
  steps	
  to	
  plan	
  and/or	
  revise	
  plans	
  of	
  the	
  
city.	
  

Approval	
  Process	
  
Councilman	
  Robert	
  Steinhagen	
  proposed	
  a	
  citizen	
  survey	
  and	
  presented	
  initial	
  drafts	
  of	
  
questions	
  at	
  the	
  October	
  11,	
  2016	
  regular	
  meeting	
  of	
  the	
  city	
  council.	
  	
  The	
  council	
  was	
  
invited	
  and	
  encouraged	
  to	
  provide	
  feedback	
  to	
  those	
  proposed	
  and/or	
  offer	
  new	
  questions.	
  	
  
A	
  Special	
  Workshop	
  was	
  held	
  on	
  November	
  8,	
  election	
  night,	
  where	
  both	
  citizens	
  and	
  the	
  full	
  
council	
  participated	
  in	
  formulating,	
  revising,	
  &	
  finalizing	
  the	
  survey	
  questions,	
  the	
  survey	
  
structure,	
  and	
  the	
  rules	
  that	
  would	
  govern	
  the	
  process	
  of	
  conducting	
  the	
  survey,	
  in-‐house.	
  
	
  
By	
  a	
  unanimous	
  vote,	
  the	
  survey	
  was	
  approved	
  and	
  authorization	
  was	
  given	
  to	
  move	
  
forward.	
  

Survey	
  Guidelines	
  
The	
  City	
  Secretary	
  was	
  to	
  be	
  the	
  administrator	
  of	
  the	
  survey	
  engine	
  with	
  the	
  only	
  one	
  
permitted	
  to	
  have	
  access.	
  	
  Only	
  the	
  City	
  Secretary	
  and	
  the	
  city’s	
  part-‐time	
  administrative	
  
assistant	
  were	
  to	
  be	
  allowed/permitted	
  to	
  prepare	
  the	
  postcard	
  invitations	
  that	
  had	
  a	
  
“Unique	
  Respondent	
  Identification	
  Number”	
  [URID#],	
  a	
  string	
  of	
  randomly	
  generated	
  
alphanumeric	
  characters	
  assigned	
  to	
  each	
  prospective	
  respondent,	
  which	
  was	
  a	
  respondent’s	
  
exclusive	
  key	
  of	
  entry	
  into	
  the	
  online	
  survey.	
  	
  
The	
  City	
  Secretary	
  acquired	
  two	
  lists;	
  the	
  first	
  was	
  of	
  all	
  eligible	
  voters	
  that	
  were	
  registered	
  
in	
  the	
  city	
  of	
  McLendon-‐Chisholm	
  [M-‐C]	
  from	
  the	
  Rockwall	
  County	
  Elections	
  Office	
  and	
  the	
  
second	
  was	
  all	
  property	
  owners	
  on	
  file	
  from	
  the	
  Rockwall	
  County	
  Appraisal	
  District	
  Office	
  as	
  
of	
  November	
  1,	
  2016.	
  	
  To	
  eliminate	
  duplicates	
  Constituents,	
  whose	
  names	
  were	
  included	
  on	
  
both,	
  were	
  then	
  removed	
  from	
  the	
  property	
  owner’s	
  list	
  before	
  the	
  two	
  files	
  of	
  data	
  were	
  
combined,	
  which	
  resulted	
  in	
  the	
  final	
  dataset	
  of	
  1,752	
  [See	
  Overall	
  Statistics,	
  pg.19].	
  	
  	
  
	
  
Before	
  fields	
  that	
  included	
  the	
  prospective	
  respondent’s	
  identity,	
  name,	
  address,	
  etc.,	
  were	
  
removed	
  from	
  the	
  data	
  that	
  was	
  uploaded	
  into	
  the	
  online	
  survey	
  engine,1	
  fields	
  to	
  identify	
  
each	
  prospective	
  respondent	
  as	
  either	
  a	
  registered	
  voter	
  or	
  a	
  non-‐registered	
  property	
  owner	
  
and,	
  using	
  Rockwall	
  CAD	
  data,	
  the	
  subdivision	
  in	
  which	
  the	
  constituent	
  resides	
  were	
  added	
  
to	
  help	
  aid	
  in	
  the	
  data	
  analysis	
  [See	
  CHART	
  1:	
  Response	
  Statistics	
  by	
  Subdivision	
  &	
  CHART	
  2:	
  
Subdivision	
  Response	
  Rate].	
  	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
1	
  Personal	
  information	
  was	
  not	
  imported	
  into	
  the	
  survey	
  engine	
  so	
  that	
  respondent	
  anonymity	
  could	
  be	
  assured,	
  should	
  an	
  
open	
  record’s	
  request	
  be	
  submitted	
  for	
  the	
  raw	
  data	
  following	
  the	
  completion	
  of	
  the	
  survey.	
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The	
  URID#	
  allowed	
  for	
  each	
  prospective	
  respondent	
  to	
  take	
  the	
  survey	
  only	
  once,	
  along	
  with	
  
a	
  “ballot	
  stuffing”	
  option,	
  which	
  allowed	
  for	
  the	
  survey	
  to	
  be	
  taken	
  only	
  once	
  from	
  any	
  device	
  
(Computer,	
  iPad	
  or	
  Smartphone,	
  etc.).	
  
Though	
  the	
  survey	
  engine	
  was	
  online,	
  all	
  prospective	
  respondents	
  were	
  invited	
  to	
  participate	
  
by	
  personalized	
  postcard	
  via	
  US	
  Mail2	
  [SEE	
  APPENDIX	
  III.	
  Postcard	
  Invitation	
  Samples,	
  
pg.171].	
  	
  The	
  postcard	
  invitation	
  included	
  the	
  website	
  address,	
  www.mycityasksme.com	
  and	
  
the	
  constituents’	
  URID#	
  printed	
  in	
  red	
  typeface.	
  
As	
  a	
  way	
  to	
  improve	
  the	
  response	
  rate,	
  each	
  constituent	
  could	
  receive	
  as	
  many	
  as	
  three	
  
separate	
  mailings,	
  a	
  second	
  and	
  third	
  were	
  mailed	
  approximately	
  two	
  weeks	
  after	
  the	
  one	
  
before	
  to	
  prospective	
  respondents	
  that	
  remained	
  unresponsive,	
  respectively.	
  
Citizens	
  without	
  access	
  to	
  the	
  Internet	
  could	
  request	
  a	
  printed	
  copy	
  of	
  the	
  survey	
  [SEE	
  
APPENDIX	
  II.	
  Hard-‐Copy	
  Version	
  of	
  Online	
  Survey,	
  pg.165].	
  	
  Hard-‐copy	
  surveys	
  were	
  
required	
  to	
  be	
  turned-‐in	
  to	
  the	
  City	
  Secretary	
  or	
  postmarked,	
  via	
  US	
  Mail,	
  by	
  the	
  survey	
  
deadline,	
  which	
  was	
  extended	
  to	
  January	
  3.	
  	
  The	
  hard	
  copy	
  version	
  of	
  the	
  survey	
  included	
  a	
  
cover	
  page	
  [SEE	
  Appendix	
  I.	
  Cover	
  Sheet	
  for	
  Hard-‐Copy	
  Version	
  of	
  Survey,	
  pg.164]	
  on	
  which	
  
respondents	
  were	
  required	
  to	
  include	
  their	
  name,	
  address,	
  and	
  URID#,	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  the	
  
respondent’s	
  signature	
  &	
  date.	
  	
  	
  

Survey	
  Integrity	
  
Following	
  the	
  insertion	
  of	
  the	
  approved	
  questions	
  and	
  final	
  setup	
  of	
  the	
  survey	
  engine,	
  the	
  
City	
  Secretary	
  took	
  complete	
  control	
  of	
  the	
  administrative	
  privileges	
  by	
  changing	
  the	
  
gateway	
  password.	
  	
  Citizen	
  Michael	
  Davis3	
  verified	
  the	
  integrity	
  of	
  the	
  City	
  Secretary’s	
  sole	
  
access	
  to	
  the	
  survey	
  engine.	
  	
  From	
  that	
  point	
  forward	
  only	
  the	
  City	
  Secretary	
  was	
  permitted	
  
access	
  to	
  the	
  survey	
  engine.	
  	
  	
  	
  
The	
  City	
  Secretary	
  added	
  a	
  mail	
  ID#	
  to	
  the	
  data	
  that	
  was	
  imported	
  into	
  the	
  survey	
  engine	
  so	
  
that	
  she	
  could	
  remove	
  from	
  the	
  subsequent	
  invitation	
  mailings	
  constituents	
  that	
  had	
  already	
  
participated	
  in	
  the	
  survey4.	
  
Though	
  only	
  the	
  City	
  Secretary	
  and	
  the	
  city’s	
  part-‐time	
  administrative	
  assistant	
  were	
  
supposed	
  to	
  have	
  been	
  allowed/permitted	
  access	
  to	
  the	
  postcard	
  invitations	
  after	
  the	
  URID#	
  
had	
  been	
  printed	
  on	
  it,	
  the	
  City	
  Administrator	
  delivered	
  the	
  first	
  postcard	
  mailing	
  to	
  the	
  post	
  
office,	
  which	
  violated	
  the	
  guideline.	
  
Therefore,	
  new	
  URID#’s	
  were	
  assigned	
  to	
  constituents	
  that	
  had	
  not	
  yet	
  responded	
  to	
  the	
  
survey	
  by	
  the	
  time	
  that	
  the	
  second	
  mailing	
  was	
  ready	
  to	
  go	
  out,	
  which	
  were	
  printed	
  on	
  the	
  
two	
  subsequent	
  postcard	
  mailings.5	
  	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
2	
  No	
  invitations	
  via	
  email	
  were	
  distributed.	
  
3	
  Mr.	
  Davis	
  is	
  a	
  Product	
  Technologist	
  with	
  Dell	
  and	
  resides	
  in	
  Chisholm	
  Crossing,	
  where	
  he	
  serves	
  as	
  President	
  of	
  the	
  
Chisholm	
  Crossing	
  Homeowners	
  Association.	
  
4	
  The	
  mail	
  ID#	
  was	
  only	
  included	
  in	
  the	
  first	
  two	
  mailings,	
  changed	
  for	
  each,	
  and	
  was	
  not	
  linked	
  to	
  responses	
  so	
  that	
  
respondent	
  anonymity	
  could	
  be	
  assured,	
  should	
  an	
  open	
  record’s	
  request	
  be	
  submitted	
  for	
  the	
  raw	
  data.	
  
5	
  This	
  did	
  allow	
  constituents	
  that	
  had	
  not	
  yet	
  participated	
  in	
  the	
  survey	
  before	
  the	
  second	
  mailing	
  was	
  dropped,	
  to	
  take	
  the	
  
survey	
  twice,	
  since	
  they	
  would	
  have	
  received	
  the	
  second	
  and	
  possibly	
  third	
  postcard,	
  with	
  a	
  different	
  URID#	
  than	
  the	
  first	
  
mailing.	
  	
  For	
  respondents	
  that	
  took	
  the	
  survey	
  twice,	
  which	
  was	
  just	
  three	
  respondents,	
  the	
  second	
  response	
  was	
  recorded	
  
for	
  analysis.	
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For	
  the	
  twelve	
  constituents	
  that	
  participated	
  via	
  hard-‐copy,	
  following	
  the	
  close	
  of	
  the	
  survey,	
  
the	
  City	
  Secretary,	
  removed	
  and	
  separated	
  the	
  cover	
  sheet	
  from	
  the	
  rest	
  of	
  the	
  survey	
  and	
  
manually	
  entered	
  each	
  surveys	
  into	
  the	
  online	
  survey	
  engine,	
  utilizing	
  the	
  URID#	
  for	
  
validation.	
  	
  The	
  cover	
  sheets	
  were	
  filed	
  separately,	
  to	
  ensure	
  confidentiality,	
  as	
  Councilman	
  
Steinhagen,	
  to	
  ensure	
  the	
  integrity	
  of	
  the	
  data	
  that	
  was	
  entered,	
  observed	
  the	
  data	
  entry.	
  	
  

Survey	
  Viability	
  
The	
  survey	
  conducted	
  by	
  the	
  city	
  is	
  technically	
  a	
  “census,”	
  as	
  are	
  elections,	
  since	
  respondents	
  
have	
  complete	
  control	
  over	
  their	
  participation.	
  	
  	
  
Unlike	
  a	
  random	
  sample	
  poll,	
  where	
  a	
  small	
  subset	
  (sample)	
  is	
  selected	
  at	
  random	
  where	
  
everyone	
  within	
  the	
  designated	
  group	
  (sample	
  frame)	
  has	
  a	
  chance	
  of	
  being	
  selected,	
  self-‐
selecting	
  surveys	
  like	
  this	
  one	
  invites	
  participation	
  from	
  the	
  entire	
  data	
  pool.	
  	
  	
  
Why	
  Not	
  A	
  “Scientific”	
  Random	
  Sample	
  Poll?	
  
Polls	
  that	
  take	
  a	
  random	
  sample	
  of	
  the	
  population	
  are	
  most	
  commonly	
  used	
  to	
  gather	
  data	
  on	
  
public	
  opinions	
  because	
  the	
  universe	
  of	
  prospective	
  respondents	
  are	
  typically	
  tens	
  of	
  
thousands/hundreds	
  of	
  thousands/millions	
  of	
  people,	
  which	
  makes	
  it	
  impractical	
  and	
  cost-‐
prohibitive	
  to	
  try	
  and	
  census	
  the	
  entire	
  population.	
  	
  	
  
Random	
  sample	
  polls	
  [RSP]’s	
  are	
  considered	
  scientific	
  only	
  because	
  the	
  methodology	
  
employed	
  can	
  identify	
  and	
  calculate	
  the	
  proportions	
  of	
  subsets	
  from	
  within	
  the	
  total	
  
population	
  so	
  that	
  there	
  is	
  control	
  over	
  the	
  number	
  of	
  respondents,	
  chosen	
  randomly	
  from	
  
each	
  subset	
  that	
  participates.	
  	
  The	
  two	
  means	
  of	
  conducting	
  an	
  RSP	
  that	
  are	
  most	
  often	
  
employed	
  are	
  telephone	
  and	
  face	
  to	
  face.	
  
Telephone	
  Polling	
  
The	
  primary	
  methods	
  of	
  enumeration	
  for	
  a	
  telephone	
  RSP	
  are	
  Random	
  Digit	
  Dialing6	
  and	
  
Registration	
  Based	
  Sampling.7.	
  	
  	
  
The	
  biggest	
  challenge	
  for	
  these	
  kinds	
  of	
  methodologies	
  used	
  to	
  be	
  ensuring	
  that	
  a	
  proper	
  
proportion	
  of	
  each	
  subset	
  was	
  included.	
  	
  Today,	
  the	
  biggest	
  obstacle	
  is	
  the	
  shrinking	
  
universe,	
  where	
  pollsters	
  are	
  drawing	
  from	
  a	
  smaller	
  proportion	
  of	
  the	
  prospective	
  
respondent	
  pool	
  due	
  to	
  barriers	
  created	
  by	
  changing	
  technologies	
  and	
  government	
  
regulations.	
  	
  	
  
The	
  federal	
  government	
  prohibits	
  pollsters	
  from	
  calling	
  wireless	
  phone	
  numbers,	
  leaving	
  
only	
  landline	
  phones,	
  and	
  since	
  more	
  people	
  are	
  wireless,	
  a	
  growing	
  majority	
  of	
  the	
  
prospective	
  universe,	
  especially	
  among	
  various	
  demographic	
  groups	
  are	
  being	
  excluded,	
  
while	
  others	
  are	
  disproportionately	
  measured,	
  which	
  decreases	
  reliability.	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
6	
  Random-‐Digit	
  Dialing	
  (RDD)	
  is	
  where	
  samples	
  of	
  telephone	
  area	
  codes	
  and	
  exchanges	
  are	
  taken,	
  and	
  then	
  random	
  digits	
  
are	
  added	
  to	
  the	
  end	
  to	
  create	
  10-‐digit	
  phone	
  numbers.	
  The	
  first	
  step	
  ensures	
  phone	
  numbers	
  are	
  distributed	
  properly	
  by	
  
geography.	
  The	
  second	
  step,	
  adding	
  the	
  random	
  numbers,	
  makes	
  sure	
  that	
  even	
  unlisted	
  numbers	
  are	
  included.	
  This	
  is	
  the	
  
standard	
  practiced	
  by	
  almost	
  all	
  public	
  pollsters.	
  The	
  major	
  advantage	
  of	
  RDD	
  is	
  the	
  coverage	
  of	
  the	
  population:	
  Everyone	
  
with	
  a	
  telephone	
  is	
  eligible	
  to	
  be	
  sampled.	
  
7	
  Registration-‐Based	
  Sampling	
  (RBS)	
  begins	
  with	
  a	
  sample	
  of	
  individuals	
  drawn	
  from	
  lists	
  of	
  registered	
  voters,	
  to	
  which	
  
phone	
  numbers	
  are	
  then	
  matched	
  (or	
  sometimes	
  available	
  from	
  the	
  voter	
  list).	
  This	
  is	
  less	
  costly	
  and	
  more	
  efficient,	
  as	
  
almost	
  all	
  calls	
  result	
  in	
  reaching	
  a	
  working	
  phone	
  number,	
  which	
  is	
  not	
  true	
  of	
  an	
  RDD	
  sample.	
  The	
  primary	
  disadvantage	
  
of	
  an	
  RBS	
  sample	
  is	
  that	
  voter	
  lists	
  often	
  do	
  not	
  include	
  unlisted	
  telephone	
  numbers	
  and	
  may	
  have	
  voters	
  who	
  have	
  moved	
  
or	
  otherwise	
  might	
  not	
  be	
  truly	
  eligible	
  to	
  vote	
  in	
  their	
  current	
  precinct.	
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Face	
  to	
  Face	
  Polling	
  
	
  Face-‐to-‐face	
  polling	
  is	
  another	
  way	
  to	
  conduct	
  a	
  RSP,	
  however	
  the	
  location(s)	
  utilized	
  to	
  
conduct	
  this	
  kind	
  of	
  poll,	
  the	
  day	
  of	
  the	
  week	
  and	
  time	
  of	
  day	
  adds	
  variables	
  that	
  reduces	
  the	
  
statistical	
  reliability	
  of	
  the	
  sample.	
  	
  To	
  be	
  considered	
  scientifically	
  valid,	
  there	
  must	
  be	
  a	
  
means	
  to	
  qualify	
  and	
  quantify	
  the	
  pool	
  of	
  prospective	
  respondents	
  as	
  representative	
  of	
  the	
  
prospective	
  respondent	
  pool.	
  
With	
  the	
  exception	
  of	
  exit	
  polling	
  on	
  Election	
  Day,	
  these	
  kinds	
  of	
  RSPs	
  are	
  typically	
  employed	
  
in	
  product	
  research,	
  since	
  every	
  prospective	
  respondent	
  is	
  easily	
  qualified	
  and	
  the	
  
demographic	
  of	
  a	
  polling	
  site	
  can	
  be	
  measured	
  to	
  better	
  ensure	
  proportional	
  representation	
  
within	
  the	
  sample.	
  
The	
  Fallibility	
  of	
  “Science”	
  (See:	
  November	
  8,	
  2016)	
  
The	
  last	
  presidential	
  election	
  demonstrates	
  how	
  unreliable	
  even	
  the	
  most	
  sophisticated	
  
scientific	
  polls	
  can	
  be.	
  	
  In	
  the	
  month’s	
  leading	
  up	
  to	
  the	
  election,	
  every	
  RSP	
  that	
  was	
  
conducted	
  by	
  respected	
  researchers	
  predicted	
  that	
  Hilary	
  Clinton	
  would	
  win	
  comfortably.	
  	
  	
  
Most	
  interesting	
  of	
  all	
  was	
  how	
  devastating	
  to	
  Trump	
  the	
  results	
  were	
  from	
  exit	
  polls.	
  	
  	
  
This	
  is	
  why	
  the	
  cacophony	
  of	
  shock	
  that	
  reverberated	
  through	
  every	
  media	
  news	
  outlet	
  was	
  
glaring,	
  as	
  most	
  veterans	
  of	
  news	
  could	
  not	
  conceal	
  their	
  true	
  feelings.	
  	
  Donald	
  Trump’s	
  
victory	
  over	
  Hillary	
  Clinton	
  in	
  the	
  face	
  of	
  conflicting	
  polling	
  data	
  that	
  met	
  the	
  rigors	
  of	
  
science	
  demonstrates	
  how	
  deceptively	
  unreliable	
  RSP’s	
  can	
  be.	
  
In	
  the	
  end,	
  the	
  election	
  (technically	
  a	
  “census”)	
  was	
  the	
  only	
  real	
  survey	
  that	
  mattered.	
  	
  
Anonymity	
  Increases	
  Reliability	
  
Bottom	
  line,	
  people	
  are	
  often	
  afraid	
  to	
  tell	
  researchers	
  what	
  they	
  really	
  think.	
  	
  This	
  is	
  what	
  is	
  
called	
  "social	
  desirability	
  bias"	
  —	
  the	
  idea	
  that	
  respondents	
  give	
  polling	
  answers	
  that	
  for	
  
whatever	
  reason	
  they	
  think	
  will	
  reflect	
  well	
  upon	
  them.	
  	
  Instead,	
  more	
  people	
  prefer	
  the	
  safe	
  
confines	
  of	
  an	
  election	
  booth	
  to	
  the	
  risk	
  of	
  expressing	
  their	
  true	
  feelings	
  openly,	
  even	
  if	
  it	
  is	
  
to	
  a	
  dispassionate	
  and	
  unbiased	
  researcher.	
  
Some	
  respondents	
  in	
  this	
  survey	
  articulated	
  the	
  same	
  kinds	
  of	
  sentiment	
  where	
  they	
  talk	
  of	
  a	
  
familiar	
  relationship	
  with	
  the	
  very	
  ones	
  whose	
  actions	
  they	
  rail	
  against	
  in	
  the	
  comment	
  
section	
  of	
  this,	
  an	
  anonymous	
  survey.	
  	
  It	
  is	
  therefore	
  reasonable	
  to	
  conclude	
  that	
  the	
  only	
  
way	
  to	
  discover	
  the	
  real	
  feelings	
  and	
  opinions	
  of	
  people	
  inside	
  this	
  community	
  is	
  through	
  a	
  
mechanism	
  that	
  helps	
  to	
  ensure	
  and	
  protect	
  a	
  respondent’s	
  anonymity.	
  
Focus	
  on	
  Reliability	
  
For	
  populations	
  of	
  less	
  than	
  100,000,	
  like	
  M-‐C,	
  census-‐type	
  surveys	
  are	
  the	
  ideal	
  way	
  to	
  
gather	
  public	
  opinion.	
  	
  Though	
  they	
  take	
  significantly	
  more	
  time	
  to	
  conduct,	
  the	
  results	
  are	
  
typically	
  more	
  reliable	
  than	
  a	
  random	
  sample	
  poll	
  because	
  respondents	
  are	
  demonstrating,	
  
by	
  their	
  participation,	
  higher	
  levels	
  of	
  interest	
  in	
  what	
  is	
  going	
  on	
  in	
  the	
  city	
  than	
  those	
  who	
  
opt	
  out.	
  	
  	
  
A	
  self-‐selecting	
  survey,	
  like	
  this	
  one,	
  is	
  a	
  far	
  more	
  reliable	
  way	
  to	
  sample	
  the	
  views	
  of	
  voters,	
  
since	
  those	
  who	
  respond	
  are	
  likely	
  to	
  be	
  the	
  same	
  ones	
  to	
  show	
  up	
  at	
  the	
  polls.	
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Believe	
  It	
  or	
  Not!	
  
Other	
  observers	
  of	
  this	
  survey’s	
  data	
  may	
  draw	
  different	
  conclusions	
  than	
  those	
  contained	
  in	
  
this	
  report.	
  	
  Considering	
  how	
  much	
  data	
  there	
  is	
  to	
  be	
  analyzed,	
  information	
  may	
  have	
  been	
  
overlooked	
  that	
  may	
  be	
  more	
  informative	
  and	
  render	
  an	
  alternative	
  interpretation	
  of	
  the	
  
results.	
  
However,	
  as	
  past	
  action	
  is	
  the	
  best	
  predictors	
  of	
  future	
  
behavior,	
  it	
  reasonable	
  to	
  expect	
  that	
  some	
  who	
  stand	
  in	
  
opposition	
  to	
  the	
  report’s	
  conclusions	
  will	
  summarily	
  
reject	
  the	
  findings	
  based	
  on	
  its	
  author8	
  or	
  by	
  challenging	
  
the	
  integrity	
  of	
  the	
  survey,	
  its	
  questions	
  and	
  lack	
  of	
  
sufficient	
  information	
  or	
  even	
  the	
  actual	
  data	
  results.	
  	
  For	
  
them,	
  it	
  would	
  serve	
  to	
  invalidate	
  all	
  findings,	
  which	
  
would	
  render	
  any	
  interpretation	
  as	
  baseless.	
  	
  
Proverbs	
  18:2	
  tells	
  us	
  that	
  “fools	
  have	
  no	
  interest	
  in	
  understanding;	
  they	
  only	
  want	
  to	
  air	
  
their	
  own	
  opinions,”	
  so	
  it	
  is	
  unlikely	
  that	
  these	
  findings	
  will	
  persuade	
  those	
  who	
  are	
  
apathetic	
  to	
  the	
  attitudes	
  and	
  opinions	
  of	
  the	
  majority.	
  	
  	
  
As	
  evidence	
  of	
  this,	
  last	
  May’s	
  municipal	
  election	
  with	
  its	
  record	
  turnout,	
  landslide	
  victories	
  
for	
  the	
  three	
  newly	
  elected	
  members	
  on	
  the	
  council,	
  and	
  the	
  overwhelming	
  support	
  for	
  the	
  
tax	
  rollback	
  initiative,	
  did	
  little	
  to	
  convince	
  the	
  opposition	
  that	
  it	
  was	
  a	
  referendum	
  against	
  
the	
  direction	
  toward	
  which	
  elected	
  officials	
  had	
  been	
  taking	
  the	
  city.9	
  	
  
However,	
  the	
  findings	
  in	
  this	
  report	
  provide	
  empirical	
  evidence	
  that	
  the	
  election	
  was	
  indeed	
  
repudiation	
  for	
  past	
  actions	
  taken	
  by	
  the	
  city	
  and	
  a	
  mandate	
  for	
  changing	
  the	
  direction	
  for	
  
the	
  future.	
  

Distribution	
  

Following	
  the	
  completion	
  of	
  the	
  survey,	
  the	
  Mayor	
  &	
  city	
  council	
  received	
  a	
  draft	
  of	
  this	
  
report	
  (un-‐redacted)	
  on	
  Tuesday,	
  January	
  24	
  &	
  this	
  final	
  version	
  on	
  January	
  31,	
  and	
  could,	
  
upon	
  request,	
  receive	
  an	
  electronic	
  version	
  of	
  the	
  raw	
  data	
  results	
  from	
  the	
  City	
  Secretary	
  at	
  
any	
  time	
  following	
  the	
  close	
  of	
  the	
  survey.	
  	
  	
  
Basic	
  Report	
  
Two	
  reports	
  were	
  published	
  and	
  made	
  available	
  for	
  download	
  on	
  the	
  city’s	
  website.	
  	
  The	
  first	
  
is	
  a	
  basic	
  report	
  that	
  includes	
  charts	
  and	
  graphs	
  of	
  the	
  survey	
  results	
  without	
  respondent	
  
comments.	
  	
  
Full	
  [Redacted]	
  Report	
  
The	
  second	
  is	
  the	
  full	
  report.	
  	
  A	
  good	
  faith	
  effort	
  was	
  made	
  to	
  redact	
  negative	
  comments	
  by	
  
survey	
  respondents	
  that	
  are	
  directed	
  toward	
  an	
  individual	
  or	
  group	
  of	
  individuals.	
  	
  Any	
  
oversight	
  in	
  removing	
  such	
  statements	
  is	
  unintentional.	
  	
  	
  	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
8	
  A	
  technique	
  called	
  “Bulverism,”	
  coined	
  by	
  C.S.	
  Lewis	
  in	
  1941	
  where	
  he	
  wrote	
  of	
  a	
  tendency	
  in	
  public	
  discourse	
  to	
  attack	
  the	
  
motives	
  of	
  a	
  person	
  without	
  even	
  bothering	
  to	
  examine	
  the	
  merits	
  of	
  his	
  or	
  her	
  position.	
  Quoting	
  Lewis	
  he	
  writes	
  “The	
  
modern	
  method	
  is	
  to	
  assume	
  without	
  discussion	
  that	
  he	
  is	
  wrong	
  and	
  then	
  distract	
  his	
  attention	
  from	
  this	
  (the	
  only	
  real	
  
issue)	
  by	
  busily	
  explaining	
  how	
  he	
  became	
  so	
  silly.”	
  
9	
  One	
  citizen	
  stood	
  up	
  at	
  a	
  council	
  meeting	
  to	
  argue	
  that	
  the	
  newly	
  elected	
  members,	
  especially,	
  should	
  get	
  citizen	
  feedback	
  
before	
  they	
  voted	
  on	
  the	
  budget,	
  which	
  demonstrates	
  how	
  little	
  regard	
  some	
  have	
  for	
  the	
  voice	
  of	
  the	
  majority.	
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Overall Statistics
Duration
Survey Start Date: November 16, 2016
Survey End Date: January 3, 2017
Response Rate Details
Invited via US Mail

Total

Total
Registered Voters
Property Owners Not Registered to Vote

1,752
1,454
298
Count
505
525
589
3
Total
522
470
52

Overview
Completed Entire Survey
Started Without Completing
Viewed Login Page
Duplicates
Response Rate
Total Valid Responses
Registered Voters
Non-‐Voting Property Owners
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% of Total
82.99%
17.01%
% of Started
96.19%

% of Subset Invited
29.79%
32.32%
17.45%

% of Viewed
85.74%
89.13%
100%
% of Responses
90.04%
9.96%

2017 McLendon-‐Chisholm City Survey Results

Cost
Budget
Item Description
Survey Engine "QuestionPro"

Actual

Quantity

Total

Quantity

Sub-‐Total

Total

Monthly x4

$396.00

Annually x1

$899.0010

$899.00

Mailing #1

$985.91
Printing
Postage

$322.94
1,500

$225.0011

$179.99
1,830

$805.92

Mailing #2

$762.86
Printing
Postage

$159.19
1,500

$510.00

$34.36
1,550

$728.50

Mailing #3

$686.98
Printing
Postage

Hard Copy Survey Mailing

Grand Total

$159.19

$52.48

1,500

$510.00

1,350

$634.50

100

$325.00

15

$48.75

$2,892.32

$48.75

$3,383.50

The cost for the survey increased significantly when SurveyPro, the online survey engine, changed the billing
requirements after the survey had been launched. The level of service necessary to conduct the city survey was originally
$99 per month, with the expectation that it would be needed for just four months. However, after the survey had been
launched, when the City Secretary attempted to update the credit card information from a personal card to the city’s credit
card, the monthly option was no longer being offered for that level of service and SurveyPro would not negotiate with the
City Secretary. The city had no alternative but to pay the annual rate.
11 Estimate was based on postcard rate, however the size of the initial postcard required full first-‐class postage.
10
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CHART 1: Response Statistics by Subdivision
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CHART 2: Subdivision Response Rate
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Lifestyle	
  Expectations	
  
Why	
  Citizens	
  Choose	
  McLendon-‐Chisholm	
  [Q1]	
  
The	
  overwhelming	
  reasons	
  that	
  respondents	
  choose	
  to	
  live	
  and/or	
  stay	
  living	
  in	
  McLendon-‐
Chisholm	
  [MC]	
  are	
  centered	
  on	
  their	
  desire	
  to	
  live	
  in	
  a	
  more	
  rural	
  community	
  verses	
  a	
  
metropolitan	
  city	
  [CHART	
  3:	
  Breakdown	
  by	
  Number	
  of	
  Responses	
  Per	
  Choice].	
  	
  More	
  than	
  
any	
  other	
  option,	
  “open	
  spaces”	
  best	
  describes	
  why	
  McLendon-‐Chisholm	
  is	
  where	
  citizens	
  
choose	
  to	
  live	
  and	
  may	
  aptly	
  be	
  the	
  basis	
  for	
  how	
  they	
  define	
  their	
  quality	
  of	
  life.	
  	
  [CHART	
  4:	
  
Proportional	
  Citizen	
  Ranking]	
  
Respondents	
  punctuate	
  this	
  point	
  in	
  comments	
  submitted	
  throughout	
  the	
  survey	
  in	
  every	
  
question.	
  	
  It	
  is	
  also	
  the	
  issue	
  that	
  draws	
  the	
  greatest	
  levels	
  of	
  respondent	
  vitriol	
  towards	
  city	
  
leaders	
  who	
  violated	
  city	
  ordinances	
  that	
  were	
  established	
  specifically	
  to	
  protect	
  the	
  open	
  
spaces	
  and	
  bolster	
  this	
  quality	
  of	
  life.	
  
Though	
  there	
  is	
  a	
  considerable	
  drop	
  from	
  the	
  first	
  and	
  second	
  highest	
  rated	
  choices,	
  the	
  low	
  
[property]	
  tax	
  rate	
  makes	
  up	
  the	
  third	
  most	
  important	
  reason,	
  which	
  helps	
  explain	
  why	
  there	
  
was	
  overwhelming	
  turnout	
  and	
  support	
  that	
  voters	
  gave	
  to	
  rollback	
  the	
  tax	
  rate	
  in	
  the	
  last	
  
municipal	
  election.	
  
While	
  the	
  ability	
  to	
  get	
  more	
  property	
  for	
  the	
  dollar	
  was	
  the	
  fourth	
  highest-‐rated	
  reason	
  
chosen	
  by	
  respondents,	
  what's	
  clear	
  throughout	
  the	
  survey	
  is	
  that	
  this	
  factor	
  has	
  diminished	
  
in	
  importance	
  as	
  citizens	
  are	
  willing	
  to	
  pay	
  more	
  for	
  property	
  IF	
  the	
  city	
  is	
  committed	
  to	
  
protecting	
  the	
  standards	
  that	
  inhibit	
  high-‐density	
  developments,	
  like	
  Sonoma	
  Verde,	
  which	
  
was	
  the	
  development	
  specifically	
  cited	
  in	
  comments	
  throughout	
  the	
  survey.	
  
Scorn	
  Over	
  Violations	
  of	
  What	
  Matters	
  Most	
  
Many	
  respondents	
  used	
  this,	
  the	
  survey’s	
  first	
  opportunity	
  to	
  comment,	
  to	
  express	
  deep-‐
seeded	
  contempt	
  about	
  decisions	
  to	
  allow	
  high-‐density	
  development(s)	
  that	
  they	
  felt	
  had	
  
robbed	
  them	
  of	
  what	
  survey	
  results	
  demonstrate	
  is	
  the	
  two	
  most	
  important	
  reasons	
  they	
  
choose	
  M-‐C	
  [pg.33].	
  	
  	
  
Comments	
  throughout	
  the	
  survey	
  punctuate	
  the	
  sense	
  of	
  outrage	
  and	
  frustration.	
  
Respondents	
  Desire	
  Government	
  to	
  be	
  Limited	
  	
  
Most	
  notable	
  about	
  the	
  open-‐ended	
  option	
  in	
  this	
  question,	
  which	
  is	
  not	
  reflected	
  in	
  the	
  
empirical	
  data	
  charts,	
  is	
  the	
  emphasis	
  of	
  a	
  limited	
  municipal	
  government	
  [pg.28].	
  	
  This	
  
expectation	
  is	
  woven	
  throughout	
  the	
  survey’s	
  comment	
  section,	
  and	
  especially	
  at	
  the	
  end	
  of	
  
the	
  survey	
  where	
  respondents	
  are	
  invited	
  to	
  leave	
  final	
  thoughts.	
  

Mindset	
  Migration	
  of	
  Sonoma	
  Verde	
  Respondents	
  

The	
  two	
  key	
  differences	
  in	
  what	
  motivates	
  residents	
  of	
  Sonoma	
  Verde	
  to	
  choose	
  M-‐C	
  verses	
  
the	
  rest	
  of	
  the	
  community	
  is	
  dramatic,	
  as	
  the	
  development	
  is	
  the	
  primary	
  draw,	
  with	
  quality	
  
schools	
  rated	
  a	
  close	
  second	
  [CHART	
  5:	
  Comparison	
  of	
  Attitudes	
  of	
  Sonoma	
  Verde	
  
Respondents].	
  The	
  importance	
  placed	
  on	
  (1)	
  being	
  part	
  of	
  a	
  smaller,	
  more	
  rural	
  community	
  
and	
  (2)	
  the	
  open	
  spaces	
  are	
  rated	
  as	
  the	
  third	
  and	
  fifth	
  most	
  important	
  reasons,	
  though	
  to	
  a	
  
much	
  lesser	
  degree	
  than	
  the	
  rest	
  of	
  the	
  community.	
  	
  	
  
However,	
  the	
  most	
  telling	
  differences	
  in	
  mindset	
  between	
  those	
  who	
  come	
  to	
  live	
  in	
  Sonoma	
  
Verde	
  and	
  those	
  outside	
  of	
  the	
  development	
  is	
  where	
  the	
  separation	
  variance	
  is	
  most	
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pronounced as being more important than that of the larger community. Those who are
drawn to live in Sonoma Verde are more likely than other residents to be desirous of a
booming, fast growing community and more enthusiastic about adding amenities inside the
city limits, such as parks, shopping centers, and restaurants verses the greater community.
From Conformation to Transformation; An Opportunity to Influence Mindset
As the only high-‐density development of its kind inside the city limits, as Sonoma Verde
continues to expand, so may its influence on the greater community, which could negatively
impact the quality of life that the current majority of citizens wish to protect. Should city
leaders ignore the new expectations brought in by those who move into the development
then the community will inevitably be conformed from uniquely rural to just another
metropolitan suburb of Dallas.
However, a changing demographic can also be a platform of opportunity for the city’s new
leadership to instead transform the mindset of those who migrate into the community.
Leaders can accomplish this by establishing, affirming, and communicating a clear vision for
the city that quashes unwanted urbanization and bolsters a smaller more rural community
culture.
If protecting the quality of life of its current citizens is a priority then city leaders must find
ways to influence newcomers before they commit to move into the community.
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CHART 3: Breakdown by Number of Responses Per Choice
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CHART 4: Proportional Citizen Ranking
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“Other” (Open-‐Ended Option)
Peace & Tranquility

Fireworks
•

For the freedom to shoot off fireworks

•
•
•
•
•

Horses/Livestock
•
•
•

Bought land for cattle
Have horses and land. No houses right up
against each other.
Horse property

Quieter surroundings
Peace and quiet
Privacy and quiet
Country living and more space.
Country

Proximity to Dallas/Major Thoroughfares
•
•
•

Limited Government

The location is convenient to Dallas
Close to both I30 and I80/20
We liked to build in Kingsbridge and the 1-‐
acre and closeness to I30.

To live in a community that was led by
conservatives
• For a small city government with a small city
hall.
Restatements
• Smaller government
• Raised here
• For elected office holders who mail
• Married a resident
taxpayers information about a new city hall
• Married into an old Chisholm family.
bond BEFORE they approve it
• We were here Prior to the City finding their
• Small government
Limits. We were supposed to be in the
• For less government interference in my life.
County.
• For a city with a shack as it's city hall
• Family in local area
because of the fiscal conservative culture!
• To be close to my best friend
• For less government
• My husband chooses to live here.
• For a City Government that is LIMITED
• Move here in 1986
• To be free from government intrusion
• No City Taxes, Volunteer Fire dept. funded as
• Less government
started
• No taxes
Low Density
• To live in a city that doesn't tax us.
• Low density homes and more land required
• Low tax rate
for each home
• Wanted acreage
• Large Lots
• Amenities inside the community (pool,
• Building and land restrictions
playground, soccer fields, volleyball courts,
• To have space to not live so close together
etc.)
like in the city
• Only Home for sale we liked
• To have large lots-‐-‐ 5 plus acres and no HOA
• Bought a house
• The minimum 1.5 acre per home lot site was
• Would rather be in the City of Rockwall
the Major Reason
• I have commercial property on 205
• We liked to build in Kingsbridge and the 1-‐
acre and closeness to I30.
Safety
• Live in a safe town
•

Traffic
•
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CHART 5: Comparison of Attitudes of Sonoma Verde Respondents
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Comments about why citizens choose McLendon-‐Chisholm
Emphasizing All-‐Around Benefits
•

The upscale properties, education system -‐ RISD, higher educated men and women of the area, low crime, low
taxes and space/land between properties.

Emphasizing Family
•

Parents live in MC and wanted to be close to them more than anything.

•

My grandparents have lived here for many years

•

Lived here as a teenager, inherited property

•

Dad lives here

Emphasizing Growth
•

We chose McLendon-‐Chisholm for the fact it offered us multiple options to get to work while being part of a
smaller city. We were lead to believe that this was a rural town that was going to have some amenities coming
in the near future not be stagnant.

•

Like living here, need to improve public services, fire department; zoning enforcement, overall zoning and
building plan for future commercial development.

•

I prefer NO MORE development. Look at Rockwall; their infrastructure (i.e. ROADS) was not planned for the
increased development. Traffic is terrible.

Emphasizing Lifestyle Convenience
•

Work is in Tyler but wanted to be near Metroplex

•

We were drawn to Sonoma Verde vs. other neighborhoods due to the more remote feeling but still within short
drive to shopping and eating options.

•

We wanted to be outside of Rockwall but yet still close enough to shop, eat etc.

•

We moved out here because of the good schools, how much land and house size we could get for the money we
were looking to spend.

•

We chose MC because we could take advantage of a good school district while also being able to afford a 1+-‐acre
lot. The distance to downtown Dallas was also agreeable for our commute.

•

To be able to live close to cities but live in the country

•

Small town, country feeling, large lots with close proximity to the 'bigger city’ offerings, but without the high city
tax

•

Rural Lifestyle outside the city of Dallas

•

Rural feel with Rockwall and Dallas amenities not too far away

•

Moved here in 1983 -‐ wanted to live on 20+ acres in a rural area near to Dallas

•

Location

•

It's nice being out of the city but close enough to go into town.

•

I wanted to live in a quite community away from the busy life of the place where I work.

•

I never heard of McLendon Chisholm until a Lennar Sales Associates informed me about it. The area is close
proximity to I-‐20 and I 30, between Forney, Terrell and Rowlett more shopping areas to avoid the crowds on 205.
I also like the fact that I am minutes away from Stonebridge Veterinary office and Lake Ray Hubbard little park
off of 66 West.

•

I like how rural McLendon-‐Chisholm is but still not far from Dallas.

•

Close to development in Rockwall county while the city of MC is rural. The best of both worlds.
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•

Close to bigger city, yet homes with larger lots. Great school system.

•

Beautiful area with larger lots for homes, well built homes, and further away from high traffic areas, but within
a short drive. Low taxes also a big bonus.

Emphasizing Low/No Taxes
•

While I [selected] 'For the low tax rate', when I moved to McLendon-‐Chisholm, the tax rate was 0%.

•

When we moved here there was no city taxes and no city services. Now we have outrageous city taxes but still no
city services. But the unnecessary city hall sure is nice!

•

No City Taxes, Volunteer Fire dept. funded as started

•

No city taxes

•

No city tax when we moved here. Big consideration

•

At the time we moved here, there were no property taxes & was a rural setting.

Emphasizing Neighborhood/Development/Property
•

We moved into Sonoma Verde because it was the most affordable pricing in the area.

•

We liked to build in Kingsbridge and the 1-‐acre and closeness to I30. Did not think of anything else.

•

We enjoy the quality home in the superior neighborhood with excellent neighbors and exemplary schools.

•

We didn't know about the PID until it was too late. Otherwise, I would have not moved here.

•

We didn't even know we were buying inside a city limit -‐ the realtor told us we were just in the county.

•

We bought a house in Sonoma Verde

•

To move to a safer neighborhood.

•

The neighborhood we chose happened to be in MC which was a bonus compared to Heath because of the lower
tax rate in MC

•

Spacious neighborhoods, quiet, friendly

•

Sonoma Verde, be a part of something new

•

My daughter and son in law and I were looking to buy/build a home with enough space to have an in-‐law space
attached to the primary home. The lot size was appealing, the neighborhood was/is family friendly.

•

Loved the Sonoma Verde community

•

Liked house that came with acreage

•

Good neighborhood and development prospects

•

Found the house of our dreams on 1.5 acre lots; been to D.C. twice for a total of 7 years and did not want to live in
that type environment again.

Emphasizing Rural/Large Lots
•

While I do not mind spending time in large cities, I do not want to live in one. Enjoy the more relaxed
atmosphere of McLendon-‐Chisholm.

•

When I came to the community it was just Chisholm. It was a rural farming community with a family feel.

•

We wanted to have more land and fewer people.

•

We though it was going to stay somewhat rural. Small controlled growth. Infrastructure in place before growth
with more subdivisions and home

•

We needed acreage for horses and good schools. MC had a ZERO tax rate at the time so it was essentially similar
to living in the county. The ZERO [municipal] tax-‐rate was a big factor along with the rural atmosphere. If
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property values continue to rise in concert with the tax rate(s) in MC, Rockwall ISD and Rockwall County, we
may relocate elsewhere. We no longer have school-‐aged children.
•

We moved to M-‐C because of the minimum lot size. We want to live in a community with the large lot
atmosphere.

•

We like the feel of the open space and the abundance of wildlife, but we don't feel isolated.

•

We enjoy the country living. Away from all the city noise

•

We first moved here 31 years ago when we were zoned 2.5 acres/home and only county taxes. We deliberately
moved here as we thought we would be protected. We LOVE our area and want to keep it special.

•

We chose MC because it's supposed to be rural.

•

We are new to the community and love the rural atmosphere.

•

Wanted to get away from subdivisions and HOAs and have some space in the country. See the real stars.

•

Wanted the 'country living' experience while still being close enough to commute to Dallas area

•

Wanted small town and community that is not planning to grow.

•

To raise our children in the country and to have land to enjoy the cedar trees and the animals that live in the
natural habitat.

•

To live in rural environment with less shopping/business and lower taxes

•

To have space between neighbors. I like the 1.5-‐acre requirement and do not like to be to close to the house next
door.

•

The standard of 1.5 acre lots

•

The minimum lot sizes and knowing that a dense residential development could NOT go in next door...

•

The minimum 1.5-‐acre per home lot site was the Major Reason I chose this area to live in.

•

The 1.5 acre minimum

•

Rural Community

•

Larger lots, custom builders

•

Large lot size requirements

•

Large lot size

•

Peace and quiet

•

Keep McLendon-‐Chisholm rural.

•

Keep it rural!

•

Open, country atmosphere

•

Open spaces, rolling hills, horses in pastures, no commercial traffic once I pass Rockwall

•

Open space, small and safe

•

Open space means large open areas not developed. Since development is inevitable, would rather see high end
homes on at least 2 acres -‐ commercial needs to be clustered, not sprawled

•

My reasons reflect the community in 1992, the year I moved here. Now, I am living near a development with
houses stacked on top of each other.

•

My husband grew up in a large city and did not want to raise our family in that environment. Rural atmosphere
and great schools drew us to MC.

•

Low population density is primary

•

Love the rural community

•

Love the area and the acre lots
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•

Lived in the area for over 20 years wanted a little more land than what we had in Heath.

•

Like the area...concerned that the area will not enforce building standards. We hope people and city will support
strict land and architecture rules.

•

Like Rockwall but wanted more property. Do not like close houses together or clumped up subdivisions. Most
cities are trying to get as many houses in the city that they can fit.

•

It's not as crowded as the rest of Rockwall County.

•

Emphasizing Growth is inevitable, but stick to the 1.5ac per home as the charter stated and growth and more
amenities will come in due time.

•

Country living.

•

Country living in the subs. This is the best place I ever lived and will probably die here

•

Country atmosphere

•

A Rural area with larger lot sizes for housing and less density in a community with reasonable access to Dallas
metroplex

•

1.5 ACRE MINIMUM LOT SIZE

•

I wanted acreage and privacy and to build a gymnasium at my home. I do NOT want to be in neighborhood with
an abundance of houses. There are areas for that elsewhere.

Emphasizing Schools
•

Wanted a larger lot in the Rockwall ISD.

•

The city is still in a great school system and homes are not on top of each other.

•

Size of lots, and school district

•

Main reasons were reasonable land value, open spaces, and RISD schools

•

1st choice was the school quality for my child. 2nd was additional land with less crowding.

Other
•

We helped a friend build the house we live in and they divorced and put it for sale. We bought it from them
because we were looking for property out here anyway.

•

TRAFFIC IS RIDICULOUS!!!

•

The desire was for the most amount of land for an affordable price that represented a good investment.

•

It is NOT in Hunt County! ! !

•

Had land since 1986. Got horses and decided to build houses to have horses on site.

•

Friendly folks who are willing to listen and respect others ideas, views and thoughts

Scorn Over Violations of City Standards
•

When I moved here we had no city taxes and our city government was established to prevent us from being
annexed by other cities. Then we were forced to use just one trash company
. Then they decided to assess a tax,
without notifying anyone about what they, the city council, were doing so,
they approved Sonoma Verde and Triple Creek developments
and fast-‐tracked these developments.
Then they tried to prevent us from shooting off fire-‐works on
our own property but failed in that attempt, thanks to radio talk-‐show host Ben Ferguson, who helped lead the
revolt. Then, without notifying us that they were doing so,
decided that we need a new city
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hall and a lot of land. So, when Council Members Lovell and Pullen were absent, the three other members bought
[ten] acres of land, depleting our capital reserves. Then,
stood up to tell us that the city
hall would cost just $1.5 million, and talked about how fiscally responsible they were to build the new city hall,
they added more than six hundred thousand to that price tag without telling taxpayers about it. Then they
decided that we need to raise taxes, not by a little, but by 228% and hired a spin-‐doctor
Thanks to Robert Steinhagen, who led another citizen revolt, we were able to
roll back that needless tax increase, even though we are stuck with the bill to pay for the new city hall that cost
far too much to build and is far too big, unless the liberals
get their way to create a big city
government. Bottom line, the reason we choose to live here is everything that the city government is trying to
take away.
•

When first moving here the city office and Fire Dept were housed in a minimalist fashion and staffed by what I
would call 'good old boys' this was quite endearing. We felt as if these people would never be looking to sit in nice
cushy offices...

•

We used to love living in McLendon-‐Chisholm until elected leaders started to bring in high-‐density developments,
raise our taxes, put us into debt, and built a new city hall without so much as a letter to those of us who pay
property taxes explaining details about it until the construction was already in full swing. We have decided to
sell our house and move to a community that is free from all this nonsense.

•

We love living here. We just wish that our city leaders would stop all the growth.

•

The last city election should have settled how taxpayers in our city feel about how irresponsibly out of touch the
mayors and city councils have been regarding their actions. It all started when a trash company was forced
upon us by the city council and has just gotten worse from then on.

•

The
council has systematically robbed us of the life that we so wanted. I am glad that we have new
representation on the city council that actually believes in limiting government and acting in a fiscally
conservative manner. Those who tried to raise our taxes used
deceit to try and get their way but we saw
through that, rolled back our taxes and put people who actually represent us on the city council.
I'm sure that this survey will prove this to be
true.

•

The city hall should never have been built and we should not be in debt, nor should our taxes be increased. We
get noting for what we pay in taxes

•

The city council has destroyed our city by approving the Sonoma versed development. Please protect what's left
of our wide-‐open spaces and rural environment.

•

So much for low taxes and a country way of life! The city council lied to us and now we are paying for it!

•

I used to have a great deal of faith and confidence in our elected officials but that trust was broken because our
elected officials:
-‐destroyed our city's building standards by approving housing projects, like Sonoma Verde,
-‐purchased an extra ten acres of property when the two council members that opposed the purchase were
absent from the meeting,
-‐
to those of us, and there weren't many, who attended a meeting about the proposed city hall, which was
supposed to cost $1.5 million because of the 'fiscally conservative actions' of the council before approving the
project for more than six hundred thousand dollars over what they told us without first mailing out any
information to taxpayers about the facts of the project,
-‐mailed out two carefully worded letters (months after they approved the city hall bond) that were written by a
professional propagandist to obfuscate facts about the new city hall and proposed tax increase,
-‐approved a tax increase that we the people voted to roll back by an overwhelming margin.
I sat through this year's budget meeting where
talked about how the city council's job
is to make decisions for the people, even though he provided no feedback from anyone that he had spoken to in
advance of the meeting while at the same time completely discounting email feedback from more than thirty
supporters of Councilman Steinhagen that urged the council to balance the budget and ask citizens if approving
an increase to the public safety budget by using the budget surplus from last year. I wish the council would listen
to Mr. Steinhagen and start representing the majority of the people and stop acting with such a blatant
disregard for what we the people want. I hope that this survey is the first step.
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•

My desire to live in a community that is led by conservatives ended years ago
As it turned out,
helped
the zoning commission to fast track the Sonoma Verde development
while sticking it to
us
that high-‐density development will forever change the culture of our city.

because

•

Not for these huge developments like Sonoma Verde

•

Please stop the growth!

•

Please stop approving high-‐density developments!

•

Please protect our open spaces!

•

I wish the rural lifestyle were more important to elected officials.

•

I wish the city would protect the large lot sizes and not allow high-‐density developments to come in!

•

I wish that our city leaders would recognize how important it is to us that high-‐density developments be kept out
of our community but they clearly want to see the city grow. What a shame.

•

I would like to see the city council protect our country life and end the cronyism
.

•

They have acted without regard for what we want.
They have destroyed the rural nature of our community. We don't need more government or higher taxes and
we certainly didn't need such a large and expensive city hall. Keep our city rural!

•

I don't understand how the city could so easily violate the standards that were established to keep us rural!

•

I am tired of
politicians
telling us,
we needed a new city hall, or we needed
to raise taxes. NEVER ONCE before now have we ever been asked what we want! Electing a city council in
McClendon Chisholm used to be a benign activity because those we elected had to manage a just few things. But
then we got
self described visionaries (code for big-‐government liberals
Thanks to all these 'visionaries,' we're in debt, we've got high density housing
developments that never should have been approved, a city hall that is too big and way overpriced, and a city
plan that strips away the life we had hoped would be protected. I can't even choose my own trash company! The
politicians who run our city need to wake up to the reality that attitudes about government are changing, which
is why Donald Trump was elected. I am tired of politicians telling me that I don't understand, when what they
really mean is that if you disagree with us then you don't understand because I'm too stupid to understand smart
people like them. Bottom line, they want me to just trust them and ignore the rest of the facts. I attended the
town hall meeting
to
tell us why we need to raise taxes and why the city hall was necessary while at the same time prohibiting citizens
like Mr. Steinhagen from presenting facts that would have revealed the real facts that we being hidden from us.
The people, including me, elected Mr. Steinhagen by a landslide to represent people like me. I suspect that this
survey is a result of his efforts, though I think it should have come out sooner
I'd like to
encourage Councilman Steinhagen & Orchard to try and get the senior tax cap approved.
hopefully you can convince Klutz
and Lovell to vote with you
. Please protect our rural city and stop the city from
growing any further. Make sure that whatever city vision you have is supported by citizens.

•

I am so frustrated that the politicians in our city have eroded our freedom by taking away our rights like forcing
us to us a trash company that was chosen by the city, increase our taxes without our consent, and destroy the
nature of our community by approving housing developments with multiple houses per acre. When Sonoma
Verde was being considered the
council completely disregarded our concerns when we had a
room full of tax paying citizens who were opposed to the project without any citizen speaking in favor of it.
that has put us on a path that has completely undermined what most in
the community wanted,
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A city of our size should not have a planning and zoning commission because it has a city planner
and the city council should be where the buck stops. They can be held accountable but the P&Z is not. Many of
its members have been there forever.
Get rid of this needless
committee of political insiders and bring back accountability to the city council.
•

I am so disappointed in our elected leaders for making decisions that have violated our city standards that help
protect our open spaces and rural lifestyle, taking away our rights, put our city into debt and raised our taxes
without so much as notifying us in advance.
when they say that their decision to not ask
taxpayers to vote on the new city hall was a mistake. A mistake is doing something without knowing what is
right, but they clearly knew what they were doing, and the fact that they hired a PR professional to write letters
proves it.
I am glad that the city is asking this question since it is so clear to me that those who have been elected in the
past have no regard for the opinions of taxpayers like us. We need less government, not more. We need to stop
the high-‐density development

•

As a new member of the city council, I am committed to preserve our wide-‐open spaces, low tax rate, and more
rural lifestyle that all of the citizens of McLendon-‐Chisholm cherish. While we cannot prevent certain kinds of
growth and development, I am committed to protecting our city's building standards and, as I have
demonstrated by my actions, stand up to and stop developers who try to use their relationships with current and
former power brokers, including members of the city's Planning & Zoning Commission, to usurp these standards.
I am committed to prevent (1) developers and homebuilders who have a clear conflict of interest, (2) those who
are not taxpaying citizens of McLendon-‐Chisholm, and (3) those who are uncommitted to preserving our city's
building standards that protect our wide open spaces and more rural lifestyle from serving on either the
Planning & Zoning Commission or Board of Adjustment. As I have demonstrated by my actions, I am committed
to fight for limiting the size and scope of our city government to keep taxes low and preserve the personal liberty
of our citizens, while raising the standards of accountability for contractors and organizations where taxpayer
funds are used to serve the citizens of McLendon-‐Chisholm on behalf of the city. -‐Councilman Robert Steinhagen

•

A lot of the reasons why we moved here are eroding as the city leaders continue to take our city in a direction
that we don't want to go. My heart sank when I found out about the new city hall long after construction had
already begun, especially because it puts our city into debt for just over two million dollars. How our elected
officials could have done this without so much as a letter in the mail providing details is indefensible.
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Home-‐Site Ordinance
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Protecting the Minimum 1.5-‐Acre Per Home-‐Site Requirement
It’s the Single Most Important Issue… [Q2]
Seventy-‐six percent (76%) believe that this standard should be enforced and protected,
which is the highest percentage support for any issue in this survey [CHART 6: Citizen
Attitudes About Protecting the Standard]. It punctuates the importance that respondents
place on the top two primary reasons they choose M-‐C (Q1), which is for the open spaces and
for the smaller, more rural community. This is arguably the city’s most significant
contribution to enhancing the people’s quality of life.
…Torn Asunder…
However, the past actions of elected and appointed city leaders have proven that standards
established through local ordinances to protect the rural nature of the city are worthless.
Unbeknownst to most citizens in 2007, the City Council approved two planned residential
developments, Triple Creek12, which would put 1,876 homes on 409 buildable acres13 of the
development’s 1,583 total acres & Sonoma Verde14, which would put as many as 1,095
homes on 547 acres, both of which violate the city’s minimum 1.5-‐acre per home-‐site.15
The Planning and Zoning Commission16 recommended that these developments be approved,
which substantiates the assertion that without the conviction of leaders to uphold and
protect the ordinance, it is a worthless standard.
…That Led to Feelings of Betrayal!
Throughout the survey, feelings of betrayal are expressed over what is perceived as
deceptive actions by those who held the public trust [pg.44]. Both the number and the
voluminous nature of comments about this demonstrate the significance of respondent
outrage/frustration towards past decisions of city leaders that were made in the proverbial
dark of night.17
Comments throughout the survey punctuate how past efforts by city leaders to defend and
justify their actions to approve these high-‐density developments, move forward with the
bond to build the new city hall, put the city in long-‐term debt for the first time, and raise
12 SEE APPENDIX IV: Meeting Minutes; May 29, 2007 Regular City Council Meeting, pg.177, unanimous vote of the city
council to approve the “Developers Agreement with Triple Creek Ranch/Noble Kidd,” Item A, pages 1 & 2 (Development
Agreement Signed on July 25, 2007). The developer has died and the agreement will expire soon.
13 Most of the property resides in a flood plane but was rezoned from Agricultural to Residential in 2006 (Ordinance 2006-‐
16).
14 SEE APPENDIX IV: Meeting Minutes; June 11, 2007 Regular City Council Meeting, pg.180, unanimous vote of the city
council to approve the “Developers Agreement and Ordinance Adopting Developers Agreement with Chisholm Properties”
(AKA. Sonoma Verde), Item D, pages 1-‐3 (Development Agreement Signed on July 9, 2007).
15 Those who defend the city council’s 2007 decisions to sign both development agreements argue that the 1.5-‐acre
minimum should be based on a “gross” calculation, where the standard is based on calculating the average lot size of the
development’s total acreage. However, the Sonoma Verde development agreement, signed on July 9, 2007, stipulates that
the maximum residential density shall be two dwelling units per acre [SEE APPENDIX VII. Maximum Density Stipulation in
Sonoma Verde Development Agreement, pg.200]. Triple Creek should have no more than 1,056 homes, based on “gross.”
16 SEE APPENDIX IV: Meeting Minutes; May 9, 2007 Special Meeting of Planning & Zoning Commission, pg.174, unanimous
vote to recommend to the city council an ordinance approving a Development Agreement with Chisholm Properties, L.P.
[AKA. Sonoma Verde] and a resolution consenting to the creation of a Utility District owned by Chisholm Properties.
17 An analysis of the data shows that negative comments are not coming from the same group of respondents “piling-‐on”
with each opportunity to comment in different sections, but are expressed by different people at different points in the
survey, which is likely sparked by the survey question or the information that is included with it.
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taxes, have actually served to exacerbate the feelings of betrayal and inflame the negative
discourse.
These negative perceptions regarding past decisions permeate the comment sections of
virtually every question.
The survey results provide empirical evidence for those who argue that last May’s municipal
election, which unseated two long-‐term incumbents, was the people’s repudiation of
decisions like these.
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CHART 6: Citizen Attitudes About Protecting the Standard
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Comments Regarding the 1.5 Acre Minimum Per Home-‐Site Standard
Emphasizing Apathy
•

I could care less.

Emphasizing Enforcement
•

!!

•

1.5 acre minimum keeps property value up, less houses equals less traffic congestion

•

1.5 acres is the very minimum needed to adequately support an aerobic system.

•

2nd only to taxes why we chose to live in MC.

•

Absolutely no point to live this far away from Dallas on a zero line lot

•

Acreage should maintain its value

•

Apparently, the 1.5 acres minimum was not critical in the past, Sonoma Verde case in point!

•

As long as infrastructure grows along with the City it will be fine -‐ but roads at present do not support current
population.

•

Breathing room from the neighbors

•

Cannot stress enough how important this is!!

•

Creating tight neighborhoods would change the appeal of the area.

•

Critical, because the road network can't support much more commuting thru Rockwall.

•

Density is measured by other standards. Quality home sites can be less than 1.5 acres and density controlled by
other means.

•

Desire to keep it rural

•

Do not change this. We are not University Park and do not want to be.

•

Do not want to live in another suburban 'sub-‐division' community. Do not want to deal with the traffic or noise.
We will move if it gets worse.

•

Don’t want to be on top of the person next door

•

Given the trend toward smaller and smaller properties in most subdivisions, the large lot requirement will make
our city unique and more desirable.

•

This was one of the main reasons we built our home here.

•

I am committed to prevent (1) developers and homebuilders who have a clear conflict of interest, (2) those who
are not taxpaying citizens of McLendon-‐Chisholm, and (3) those who are uncommitted to preserving our city's
building standards that protect our wide open spaces and more rural lifestyle from serving on either the
Planning & Zoning Commission or Board of Adjustment. -‐Councilman Robert Steinhagen

•

I do not want a master planned city like Frisco, Allen, and McKinney. Traffic will only get worse and lose the
aesthetics of our community.

•

I do not want homes too close to each other. It would lose that country feeling.

•

I feel this is critically important in order to preserve our community.

•

I just don't want to see any apartment developments.

•

I still don't understand why the PD continually approves subdivisions that do not meet this requirement. The city
CANNOT solely depend on Ad Valorem taxes to support it. If every acre were built out, it would still not be
enough.

•

I think the election should have made it obvious that the city disregard for protecting this very basic standard
should never happen again.
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•

I understand development will happen since you cannot stop someone from using his or her property. Control
what they do.

•

I want the City Comprehensive Plan and strong zoning to guide our development, 1.5 is a great guideline, but
quality developments matter more. I want the city to be focused on improving land values as we grow.

•

I was on the P&Z when we had 2.5 acre minimum.... a builder came in, the city disbanded the P&Z and he was
allowed to build on smaller lots...the beginning of the change. So sad.

•

I would like to keep the country feel. Not too much housing.

•

If I wanted to live in a zero lot line area I would of stayed in the Shores

•

If I wanted to live in the city I would've stayed there. Like the open spaces and being able to see stars at night. It’s
close enough to shopping areas so you don't have to have them here.

•

If I wanted to live where houses were crammed onto acreage I wouldn't live in McLendon-‐Chisholm!

•

If people want to live closer to their neighbors then they can move to the city. The nice thing about this area is it
keeps the rural feel and be in close proximity to the city.

•

If the minimum is decreased we will lose the uniqueness of why many of us moved here. We don't want to do
what Rockwall has allowed.

•

If we allow additional subdivisions to come in like Sonoma Verde the city will become just another place for track
builders and low-‐end homes to be built.

•

If you don't have 1.5 minimums, you will

•

If you want to live on less than 1.5 acres move away. There is a reason people call it Rural living. If I wanted to
watch my neighbors I would live in an urban area.

•

Is this a new ordinance? I really love this so that more big developments don't come in.

•

It is imperative to maintain a rural upscale feel, with strong code enforcement. Allowing the properties to
maintain a strong market value and a high sense of community pride.

•

It is one of the most important reasons I moved here.

•

It is one of the primary reasons why we chose McLendon-‐Chisholm

•

It is the PRIMARY reason we moved here

•

It’s the main reason we moved out here.

•

It's why we moved out here. More land, less crammed subs & less congested roads.

•

Its one of the reasons we voted in a new city council

•

It used to be 2.0 acres per lot. So how did Sonoma Verde get past our restrictions, even though they have been
lowered to 1.5 acres per lot? Do not lower it! If people want less, move somewhere else.

•

Just don't want the city to turn into a tract-‐home community

•

Large Lots and strict building/architecture ordinances are key to maintaining value and quality of life!

•

Large lots are what attracted us to the area and maintain a rural feel with space between neighbors.

•

Lot size is not only way to control number of people or quality of development

•

Maintaining the existing standard will help to maintain property values and limit the number of low end tract
developments to the city. One should drive the neighborhood behind Home Depot in Rockwall for a glimpse into
the future of MC if high-‐density development is allowed.

•

Massive development in and around the DFW area has caused a huge strain on water rights in the locality of
Rockwall. Also that much land will always allow for an Onsite Sewage System Facility whereas small lots might
require the City to ultimately construct and maintain such a Facility thus raising taxes!

•

Master planned communities ruin any rural lifestyle

•

Most of us moved here because of the rural aspect of our community. Shame on us if we lose that feel.

a lot of people.
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•

Need to follow this, a big reason why we bought here. Please follow the city comprehensive plan that is posted on
the city's website.

•

Need viable mix of housing for future growth. The city cannot stop growth, as it is healthy for community.

•

New developments making huge traffic problems

•

One of the great things about MC is the wide-‐open spaces and lots. Staying consistent with future development
will set MC apart and serve to increase property value in the future.

•

One of the main reasons we moved here was the wide-‐open spaces and the country atmosphere.

•

Please do not waver on this issue.

•

Please enforce this. I want my home value to rise.

•

Please preserve our rural way of life

•

Really appose dense packed subdivisions.

•

SIMPLE-‐-‐smaller lots more houses, more people. Larger lots fewer houses fewer people

•

Since moving here over 30 years ago, I believe it used to be 2.0 acres minimum. Do not lower it from the
minimum of 1.5 acres per home site. Shame on the city officials that approved Sonoma Verde, because the
citizens were not offered the chance to vote, because it would have been a big 'NO!'

•

So I won't be jammed up to my neighbor.

•

Spacious lots add value and appeal to the community. When we cram houses in neighborhood developments it is
clear someone is looking to sell more homes and make a quick buck. A planned and spacious appearance to
neighborhoods adds to the appeal of living 'outside' of a major city in my opinion.

•

The 1.5-‐acre minimum is what makes this city unique.

•

The 1.5-‐acre per home site requirement is what makes this community so appealing to me. Please keep the 1.5
minimum acre home site requirement. This is why I moved here.

•

The 1.5 minimums should apply to all parcels of land.

•

The 1.5-‐acre minimum is critical to keeping the rural feeling of the community. Cookie-‐cutter home development
puts extreme stress on the roads that were not constructed to withstand the amount of traffic into and out of and
around McClendon-‐Chisholm.

•

The best way to control growth is by protecting this standard!

•

The biggest reason we moved here was the large lots which made the city unique. Communities with small lots
exist everywhere else, and I would have moved this far out to live in such home.

•

The lower density premium community aspect is one of the attractive merits for MCC.

•

The main reason I moved here.

•

The minimum prevents contractors from squeezing too many houses onto their property when developing.

•

The space and privacy that the acreage provides is the primary reason we chose McClendon-‐Chisholm. Keep our
city beautiful, unique and private by making space a priority. I think it should also be a requirement that only a
certain percentage of mature trees can be cut down for new developments, as they add value to property.

•

There will be overcrowding of homes and [M-‐C will be] less of a rural area to live and very little privacy without
keeping the minimum Home site requirement.

•

This is critical to maintain the rural make-‐up of McLendon-‐Chisholm

•

This is the MAJOR reason I chose to live in this area.

•

This is the primary reason we relocated here when we moved to Texas

•

This is why we choose to live here.

•

This is why we moved from Rowlett. Neighborhoods with houses stacked on top of each other don't hold their
value as well as nicer houses on bigger lots.
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•

This limits the amount of growth for the city

•

This needs to be firm and never change. Need infrastructure for all services need to be in place before any new
subdivisions or construction

•

This restriction preserves the open, spacious feel of a rural setting and prevents high-‐density neighborhoods that
conflict with this concept.

•

This was a key reason why we moved out to MC

•

This will keep a rural community that still has access to awesome amenities in Rockwall but preserves a quiet,
less populated residence

•

To maintain a higher level of homes acreage is one of the keys-‐we see what small lots have done to Fate-‐no DR
Horton type mass housing for me!

•

Traffic congestion south of Rockwall is already a problem. This requirement would help protect the area from
exploding population.

•

Want our city to keep the feel of living in the country.

•

We built out here because the neighborhoods were not all like the City where houses are on top of each other

•

We choose to live here because there were no massive neighborhoods here and we expect to remain the same. We
love the open spaces, the stars at nights.

•

We chose this city due to this restriction. We want it to remain like a rural city and not have additions that have
house on top of house.

•

We do not need 'postage stamp' size lots with carbon copy homes sitting almost on top of each other.

•

We do not want to cram this town full of people that live in top of each other. There are plenty of other places
that do that.

•

We don't need subdivisions with small lots, packed with low value homes.

•

We enjoy a city that is rural and not the high-‐density communities that are being constructed all over Texas.

•

We moved from Heath because Heath is becoming overcrowded and the City Council there was approving more
and more variances to bring in businesses. The draw of large rural home sites is what drove us to move to
McLendon Chisholm.

•

We moved here to get away from densely populated areas in Dallas.

•

We moved into Sonoma Verde, therefore, we do not have 1.5 acres. But one development like this is enough for
the city.

•

We moved to this city because of the strict city requirement 1.5-‐acre minimum per home. Don't change it

•

We need to protect the rural lifestyle. I moved to Rockwall County to have a more quiet life. Homes too close
together bring more density, stress the infrastructure, and stress the school system. I have young children but I
love that the elderly can live here on a fixed income w/o worrying about high taxes.

•

We should keep the country feel

•

We wish to live in more of a 'town' than a city. We moved here specifically because M/C had a more of a
hometown feel. Since we've moved here Sonoma Verde has taken some of that hometown feel away. Anything
that can be done to limit the population increase would be beneficial to those of us already living here.

•

When we first moved here the minimum was 5.0 acres. It has gradually dwindled down from that so the
1.5/acres is the 'very least' I would like for it to be.

Emphasizing Outrage/Frustration Over Standard Being Violated
•

City leaders violated my trust when they allowed Sonoma Verde to come in!
Does the city council not realize that they already screwed us on this issue? Ever hear of Sonoma Verde? How
about Triple Creek? I'm surprised that this question is even on here
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•

Doesn't matter now. We already have a housing development that obliterates this standard. All 70 houses in our
neighborhood, Quail Creek, were built on one-‐acre lots
It was how Sonoma Verde and Triple Creek developments were approved too.
it doesn't
matter how many people came out to speak in opposition to those developments, both of them were fast tracked
and all citizens could do was watch (some cried).

our city's lifestyle standards have been torn asunder.
Nothing will change unless we
get elected officials who care more about what the people think than what these few
want
I've held my tongue
but someone needs to do something about this because what they have done and what they are still
trying to do is just wrong.

city council ignored city standards, which is why we have Sonoma Verde.

the P&Z,
argued hard for the Sonoma Verde development to be pushed forward as quickly as possible and the city council
complied. Good friends of ours live next to that development and spoke to oppose the project at the public
hearing when the city council was considering whether or not to approve it. My wife and I attended that meeting
and witnessed a long line of citizens opposing it and just one person, the developer of Sonoma Verde, spoke in
favor of it. I was sure that the city council would not approve it, or at least slow down the project so that more
citizens could be informed and weigh in on it but, shockingly, that did not happen
Of course the city council approved the
project
I am also surprised that the Board of Adjustments has a former
member of the city council serving on it.
Since the purpose of the Board is to reconsider and make determinations on decisions made by the city council,
and
was part of approving most of the ordinances that the Board would consider, it's
conflict of
interest,
It's also why I opposed Councilman
Steinhagen's effort to get rid of the Board of Adjustments and give that power to the City council because it
would be an even greater conflict of interest.
•

How does the city council justify Sonoma Verde?

•

I hope that we are getting rid of all the political insiders. The city council needs to clean house and get rid of
everyone who has served on the P&Z or Board of Adjustment for more than six years.
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If you really want citizen input on these committees then appoint citizens,
.
•

I wish that the city had mailed out notice to citizens alerting us when they were considering the Sonoma Verde
and Triple Creek developments because I would have come out to protest it. But just like the like the city hall
bond,
kept us from knowing.

•

If our new city council is serious about protecting the 1.5-‐acre minimum per home site ordinance then they need
to get rid of the zoning and planning commission and take on the responsibilities of that body themselves. This
city is just not big enough to have an appointed body like this, which has advocated for high-‐density
developments in violation of this standard for years.
We can't have true citizen representation on a commission like this when those who serve are developers, which
create a huge conflict of interest.

Is this standard really still in effect? If so, can someone please explain how Sonoma Verde was approved?

•

Our city is being ruined by these homogenized small lot developments.

•

Our city's 1.5-‐acre standard was obliterated because of
development

the Sonoma Verde

I think that Councilman Steinhagen was right to want to get rid of the P&Z
trying to turn our city into the next highland park of Rockwall county.
•

So when is the city going to start doing this???Its one of the reasons I voted for Bob Steinhagen.

•

the council and planning and zoning commission
brought in developments that destroyed the way our city was supposed to be. When
tried to interfere with the election
they got the fire
department involved
supporting higher taxes
and Lovell.

I’m glad we’ve got Hodges Steinhagen and Orchard on the council along with Klutts
we might actually have a representative government.
this standard was thrown out the window years ago.
this standard will continue to be violated.

•

trying to turn our city into the highland park of Rockwall County
need to recognize that we don't live here for city services, but to have a more rural lifestyle. How dare they build
a city hall that we did not want and that the city does not need...unless of course the liberals in MC get their way
and destroy our country feel in exchange for a bunch of unnecessary city services?

•

The city council was wrong to approve Sonoma Verde. Shame on them. This clearly wasn't important to those
who were on the council when they approved Sonoma Verde and Triple Creek. I hope that it is now.

•

This question should have been unnecessary, but I get why it's here...because if feel the past leaders lied to us and
are still trying to lie to us.
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•

This standard has been violated over and over again BECAUSE OF the P&Z! The new city council knows this
because I attended that first city council meeting where the P&Z had approved and recommended that the new
city council approve another high-‐density development. Finally we had Councilman Steinhagen who became a
roadblock to the P&Z and these developers, which has never happened before now.
Get rid of the P&Z and put that
power in the hands of the city council that is actually accountable to voters.

•

This was one of the primary reasons for choosing this community 15 years ago. The planning committees in the
past few years have only made exceptions and have not kept this requirement paramount. We need to get new
people in our planning committees that are not trying to
digressing from the requirements.

•

We need to maintain our rural identity and not be overcrowded by
grow tax base.

•

Why have there been exceptions to this rule?

developers or city council trying to

•

The P&Z commission is a needless bureaucracy anyway that does little more than exert influence on the city
council that rubber stamps their recommendations. In a city of our size, these decisions should be made directly
by the council,
.
•

You have developers

on the planning and zoning commission
. Nothing will change
until the city council actually cleans house in the same way we did in this last election.

Opposition to High-‐Density Developments
•

How did Sonoma Verde get approved?!?

•

I'm somewhat hypocritical in my response as I live in Sonoma Verde. It's still not entirely clear how this
development was allowed to break the home site acreage restriction to me, but I do see tremendous value in
limiting the number of developments like this neighborhood in the city of MC.

•

It's a little late to worry about that after Soma Verde has been approved and is developing.

•

I don't believe that this is accurate. The Sonoma Verde homes are not 1.5 acres.

•

NO MORE SONOMA VERDES!

•

Please stop more Sonoma Verde’s from happening.

•

Please try to control the growth. Stop allowing these high-‐density developments.

•

So how was it possible for the city to allow Sonoma Verde to be built?

•

SONOMA VERDE was plenty, no more cookie cutter subdivisions with houses sitting on top of each other

•

Stop building high-‐density housing developments!!!

•

Thank you for asking this question. Why did our elected officials approve Sonoma Verde?

•

THE RULE WAS TO PREVENT CRACKER BOX STYLE DEVELOPMENTS IE: SONOMA VERDE IN THE CITY LIMITS.

•

This is one of the main reasons we bought here was the city master plan called for 1.5 acre lots minimum; then
along comes Sonoma Verde. We don’t want that type density, period.

•

When we read the city plan we were very glad to know lots would stay a good size. Then we watched with
dismay as Sonoma Verde began building and the lots looked small than should be.

•

Yeah, keep out high-‐density developments.
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•

Yes, please protect our open spaces. No more Sonoma Verde’s!

Support for Less Than .5-‐Acre Home Sites
•

Other than specific developments, such as Sonoma Verde, I think this should be enforced. But I do not think there
is a problem with allowing developments, but perhaps those should be limited to something such as greater than
1/3 of an acre.

•

We like the homes to be spaced out but 1/3-‐acre lots and up are desirable. We would want this neighborhood to
be finished out and we don't all have 1.5 acre lots

Support for .5-‐Acre Home Sites
•

I'd rather see lots near 1/2 acre and more density to share the tax burden for increased services

•

I'd be comfortable with a .5 to 1 acre minimum.

•

I would prefer homes to never go below 1/2 acre. Going below this seems to make the neighborhoods look
crowded with cars and homes have a tendency to look more neglected.

•

Suggest .5 acre would allow for nice homes with sewer and gas. This seems to work just fine in Falcon Point.
This will also expand the tax base.

•

The 1.5 minimums are a bit high. 0.5 would be more appropriate. Certainly there should be a minimum and
setbacks are very important.

•

The Sonoma Verde already has lots smaller than the 1.5 acre now. I would like larger lots, maybe .5 acre and up.

•

This requirement makes sense in some areas but in others does not. There is no reason that this town can't have
mixed usage/living/development. While I would prefer no apartments .5 acre to 1.5+ acres is not unreasonable.

Support for .75-‐Acre Home sites
•

.75 acre would be okay but not less. I heard 1.5 acres was required if you have a septic system. Not sure about
that. Sewer and septic would be preferable for future growth of neighborhoods.

•

I think .75 acre is sufficient.

Support for 1-‐acre Home sites
•

1.5 Acre is just too large for Residential Development. Most 1.5 acre residents say they want less to take care of.
My Opinion is 1 acre is the way to go.

•

1-‐acre minimum is more what I think it should be.

•

Although there have been some exceptions granted, a 1acre site is acceptable. It still has spaciousness about it.

•

I am ok with 1 ac in a nice PUD

•

I believe 1 acre is just fine. I appreciate the distance between homes. However, I know that some neighborhoods
are already selling 1/4-‐acre lots in our city, so I feel this question is not protected at this time anyway.

•

I believe that planned developments should be allowed to have a 1.0-‐acre minimum per home site.

•

I feel the minimum should be 1.00 acres

•

I live on a 1 acre lot that in a community that was given permission, but I think that should be the absolute
minimum.

•

I think 1 acre lots as a minimum would be acceptable

•

I think one acre per home site should be the minimum.

•

I think that 1 acre is sufficient, but I also want some hi-‐density housing and some small-‐scale commercial (shops,
food, professional, 'no strip mall')

•

I thought the minimum was 1 acre. I don't know what the appropriate size is but the thing that drew us was the
larger lot.
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•

Minimum 1 acre. Period

•

My personal feelings are the minimum should be 1 acre but I am good with 1.5

•

Our current lot is only on an acre. If we move the requirement to 1 acre I would also agree to that. I would much
rather it is at 1 or 1.5 acre minimum requirement versus four houses on 1 acre.

Support for Increasing Minimum Standard
•

2 -‐ 2.5 ac. is a better restriction.

•

I lived in the community Chamberlin Crossings in Fate, before I moved to Sonoma Verde. The homes barely have
decent acres; basically the homes are built side by side, with very little privacy. The 1.5 acres is applicable to
McLendon Chisholm. I personally would like to have the land increased to 2 acres per plot.

•

I was told it was a 2 1/2 minimum by the last city council

•

I think it should be 2.5-‐acre home sites! Sonoma Verde is a disaster for the community.

•

I think we should go back to the original 2-‐acre requirement.

•

I was hoping it would be a 2-‐acre minimum. I believe more space brings peace and stability and reduces
traffic congestion.

•

I would be okay if we went to an acre if they put in green spaces in the subdivisions.

•

It ought to be 2.5 acre home sites

•

It should never have been changed from 2.5 acres. We have too much density and not enough roads to satisfy the
need.

•

More acreage per home site would be better.

•

Personally when I moved here it was 2.5 acres and it should have never been changed.

•

The city now should move toward five+ acre 'estates' and away from dense developments.
Preservation of the rural atmosphere is important to the city's and the county's heritage.

•

Would like to see 2 acre, and also any easements should not be included in the 1.5 acres

Support for Higher Density
•

I BELIEVE A HIGHER DENSITY WITHIN LIMITS WOULD BE BENIFICIAL

•

If it's not enforced equally, then it should be rescinded

•

Just an opinion when you are wanting to have a paid fire department but not worried about response time from
county ems I would say you need more houses so that you can provide a service such as ems, ambulance in
house with paramedics on duty, which actually can bill the insurance for the people who live here. I would agree
they already pay taxes and shouldn't be charged for these services but accepting insurance payment for services
rendered could greatly increase the revenue of the department. Also with all the traffic that crosses through our
town on 205 we should be charging all non citizens auto insurance for fire response and if we had our own ems,
ems response also.

•

Low Density = Higher Taxes per household. Higher Density will result in more households to share in the costs of
needed city services

•

This minimum will eliminate a lot of people from living in our city. I would like to see a mix of acreage lots and
higher density communities.

Support to Compromise
•

1 1/2 acres is unreasonable for those of us who have children who are grown and no longer live with us. I would
like to remain in my community but be able to downsize to a smaller house and to a place where there isn't the
large lot to keep. Surely there is room for all of us. Not everyone should have to live as others want. There
should be room for all of us, not just the ones who want large lots! Think beyond yourselves and consider others.
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•

Enforcing a minimum 1.5-‐acre lot size may not necessarily improve overall quality of the city. Each housing
development's overall amenities, affordability and 'feel' establish desirability. City should seek to
encourage/legislate quality of developments vs. lot size.

•

Having this rule in place causes an unnatural restriction to development. Please leave government out of it.

•

I also feel building companies of existing home sites should be held financially accountable for not adhering to
current 1.5 acre requirements. There should be fines to the building companies for every 1/4 acre each of their
lots that have been sold are under 1.5 acre's which can then be utilized to fund the fire department.

•

I believe the city should have the ability to look at the big picture and decide if a neighborhood will represent us
well. A lot of 1.5-‐acre lots with crappy houses on them do not represent us well. Council should be open to ideas
and have the ability to adjust as needed.

•

I think that there should not be a minimum on land for future housing developments.

•

My choice would have been somewhat important but it was not a choice,

•

Some development under 1.5 is okay -‐ keeping in mind traffic density and needs to expand road infrastructure.

•

The quality of the homesteads and development is more important than the specific acreage.

•

There could be reasons in certain situations that requiring more or less would make sense.

•

There should be a standard set unless a developer can utilize the land in such a way that it will benefit the
homebuyer as well as the city. Although, I am absolutely not interested in seeing apartments, senior living condos
or that type of housing development.

•

While critically important, I would not expect any previously approved deals with developers to not be honored,
even if that developer has not yet developed their land. If our previous city leaders approved something less than
1.5, I trust their judgment on why that was the best decision at the time for our city. And I would expect our
city's current leaders to honor and respect previous leaders decisions and not go back on our city's word. M-‐C
leaders who go back on the city's word are not fit to lead our great city.

•

While it is a nice restriction I think we need to establish a good blend of 1.5 vs. plots below 1.5 for good variable
growth.
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Property	
  Taxes	
  
Too	
  High,	
  Too	
  Low,	
  “About	
  Right”	
  [Q3]	
  
While	
  forty-‐nine	
  percent	
  of	
  respondent’s	
  say	
  that	
  their	
  property	
  taxes	
  are	
  too	
  high,	
  and	
  just	
  
seven	
  percent	
  (7%)	
  answered	
  “too	
  low”	
  [CHART	
  7:	
  Citizen	
  Attitudes	
  About	
  Property	
  Taxes].	
  	
  
The	
  fact	
  that	
  the	
  survey	
  lacked	
  an	
  option	
  about	
  the	
  tax	
  rate	
  being	
  “about	
  right”	
  is	
  the	
  most	
  
likely	
  reason	
  for	
  such	
  a	
  large	
  segment	
  of	
  respondents,	
  forty-‐four	
  percent	
  (44%),	
  to	
  choose	
  
“unsure/undecided.”	
  	
  The	
  comments	
  affirm	
  this	
  notion	
  [pg.62]	
  and	
  since	
  the	
  subsequent	
  
question	
  in	
  that	
  part	
  of	
  the	
  survey	
  evoked	
  so	
  much	
  commentary	
  from	
  respondents,	
  it	
  is	
  
reasonable	
  to	
  conclude	
  that	
  most	
  of	
  those	
  in	
  the	
  44%	
  category	
  are	
  overall	
  satisfied	
  with	
  the	
  
current	
  property-‐tax	
  rate.	
  	
  	
  
The	
  mindset	
  of	
  most	
  taxpayers	
  is	
  that	
  their	
  taxes	
  are	
  too	
  high,	
  regardless,	
  so	
  for	
  half	
  of	
  
respondents	
  to	
  choose	
  an	
  alternative	
  option	
  is	
  significant.	
  	
  The	
  successful	
  tax-‐rollback	
  
initiative	
  in	
  the	
  last	
  municipal	
  election	
  could	
  be	
  the	
  catalyst	
  for	
  this	
  response,	
  where	
  
taxpayers	
  feel	
  that	
  they	
  were	
  able	
  to	
  take-‐back	
  control	
  of	
  their	
  destiny.	
  
Overwhelmingly,	
  respondents	
  in	
  Sonoma	
  Verde	
  responded,	
  eighty-‐eight	
  percent	
  (88%),	
  that	
  
their	
  taxes	
  were	
  too	
  high,	
  as	
  a	
  few	
  comments	
  reveal	
  that	
  the	
  added	
  cost	
  to	
  the	
  homeowners	
  
for	
  the	
  PID	
  may	
  be	
  viewed	
  as	
  an	
  added	
  tax	
  [pg.66].	
  

Sales	
  Tax	
  
Overwhelming	
  Support	
  to	
  Increase	
  the	
  Sales-‐Tax	
  Rate	
  [Q4]	
  
Sixty-‐seven	
  percent	
  (67%)	
  of	
  respondents	
  support	
  the	
  city	
  increasing	
  the	
  sales-‐tax	
  rate	
  
[CHART	
  8:	
  Citizen	
  Attitudes	
  About	
  Increasing	
  the	
  Sales	
  Tax-‐Rate],	
  which	
  would	
  have	
  to	
  be	
  
approved	
  by	
  ballot	
  measure	
  in	
  a	
  municipal	
  election.	
  	
  Most	
  of	
  the	
  comments	
  reflect	
  support	
  
for	
  a	
  consumption	
  tax	
  as	
  an	
  alternative	
  to	
  raising	
  the	
  property-‐tax	
  rate.	
  	
  However,	
  many	
  
comments	
  demonstrate	
  their	
  understanding	
  about	
  the	
  fact	
  that	
  the	
  city	
  has	
  so	
  few	
  
businesses,	
  which	
  makes	
  any	
  revenue	
  benefit	
  realized	
  through	
  the	
  increase	
  somewhat	
  
insignificant.	
  
Should	
  voters	
  approve	
  the	
  sales-‐tax	
  rate	
  increase,	
  M-‐C’s	
  sales	
  tax-‐rate	
  will	
  equal	
  that	
  of	
  all	
  
neighboring	
  cities.	
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CHART 7: Citizen Attitudes About Property Taxes
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CHART 8: Citizen Attitudes About Increasing the Sales Tax-‐Rate
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CHART 9: Attitudes of Registered Voters-‐ Sales Tax
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CHART 10: Attitudes of Property Owners Not Registered to Vote-‐ Sales Tax
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Comments Regarding Municipal Taxes:
Balanced Budget: Concern
•

Taxes support the policies that are necessary. Determine what policies the citizens desire and are willing to pay
for and then you then you can evaluate the tax that is needed.

•

City taxes are based on the revenue needs based on the budget set by the city council. I am more concerned the
city council does its base to responsibly control the budget, the tax rate, and then will be fair.

•

It all depends on what the taxes are used for. I believe one must financially support one's town, etc., but there
needs to be an understanding of what an increase will be used for, etc.

Business Growth & Development: Opposition
•

You need businesses/services in the community to raise revenue with sales tax. I do not want to encourage more
businesses to the MC area.

•

I want to discourage more business in the city, which is why I support raising the sales tax. Just don’t raise my
property taxes any more.

•

How about attracting some business to help with the taxes? I don't see how the gas station and Sonic can do it
alone

Business Growth & Development: Support
•

For sales tax to have a significant impact more businesses would need to be opened in McLendon-‐Chisholm and
this would counter the rural feeling of this community.

•

Entice new big business rather than increase taxes on the avg homeowner!

City Services
•

What city services???

•

What City Services are you talking about! The council should be voluntary and not paid! The fire Dept has been
a Volunteer one since I moved here in 93. And them responding to Accidents to back up the Sheriffs office is
stupid,

•

What are we getting for our taxes?

•

We do not need a police force. The sheriff does a great job.

City Services: Increasing/Adding: Opposition
•

Please stop the growth of our city government. MC should be a place for people to live who doesn’t want all those
services. That takes leadership to make that happen, however. Are there any leaders like that in MC?

•

I don't like to increase taxes, but I recognize that to make improvements and add amenities there will need to be
an increase in the revenue available

•

I do not feel MC needs big city amenities or taxes -‐ the reason we incorporated was to prevent being absorbed by
the city.

City Services: Adding/Increasing: Support
•

Question 3 is useless without a clear understanding of what services are provided. I would be willing to pay
higher taxes for more (or improved) services.

•

I am for tax increase to help firefighters, police, a growing community (water support), etc. I know 205 needs
better drive ability to keep our community strong in good growth. It is becoming increasing impossible to drive
into Rockwall, therefor commuters to the Dallas area with no turn lanes and only two lanes. This absolutely
needs to change and quick.

Keep Taxes Low
•

Taxes have been raised too fast in short time. Add on top increases in assessments and these are extreme %
property tax hikes in one or two years. I'm not at all happy with the run away spending of city of M/C. Too much,
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too fast. Determine and implement other ways of raising revenue and control spending. Looking for
conservative approach.
•

Taxes are necessary now due to the city hall but I believe we should keep them as low as possible after the city
debt is paid. The fire department should be separate, perhaps a bond for a new fire station.

•

Lower the better!

•

Keep them as low as possible and citizens informed!

Limit Government Growth
•

We don't need more government, but less. Liberals always disguise themselves as conservatives so that they can
grow and expand government.
talks about his own
fiscally conservative virtue but has been, and continues to
advocate for bigger, more intrusive,
local government; the pied piper for higher taxes
tells people that as an elected official, he has to decide what's best for the people, not necessarily what the people
want; our new city hall is a perfect example of this. I didn't believe it when I read that the city council voted to
purchase an additional ten acres when the two dissenting members of the council were away and on vacation
until I read the minutes from that meeting for myself. That was the single greatest outlay of funds in our city's
history at the time and
opposition was absent when
the motion to approve it. Our
new members of the city council need to watch out because I predict
use
parliamentary tricks and try to create new rules that limit what our elected members, especially those that we
just put in office to speak for those of us who are outraged by
liberal agenda, can say at city council meetings.

•

There is no need to increase the sales tax rate. Instead, I suggest the city not spend so much. First a city hall
building that we do not need was built. What will be next? Libraries, recreation centers, convention centers, bike
paths, more city buildings (i.e. fire stations, police stations). Plenty of people live in the county jurisdiction and
are doing just fine without a city infrastructure. I would prefer the same. One less layer of government impacting
my life and taking my hard earned money sounds appealing. (Duplicate)

•

Taxes are necessary to staying our own municipality, but I have an inherent distrust of those who claim bigger is
better and we need more government on the local level.

New City Hall Building: Support
•

City needs to stop complaining about the City Hall building. The old building was an embarrassment. Yes, it may
be more than what is needed today but at least it will not need improvements every 3 years as the city grows.

New City Hall Building: Opposition
•

Yes, maximizing the business tax is fine just stop raising my property taxes for stupid projects like the city hall.
(Duplicate)

•

Why did our elected officials build the new city hall, which is way over the top for what we needed? Why did they
purchase all that property? Honestly, do they really expect us to believe that this was a good purchase? If the
property were on 205 then maybe that would have been a good purchase, but 550? Unless the city has plans to
put high-‐density developments in and around the city hall, the city has no chance of recouping that money. If the
city had put the city hall on the ballot, it would have delayed the bond and, as we all know, would have gotten an
even better rate...plus the cost for the building would have actually been $1.5 million as we were told it would
cost when I attended the town hall meeting. I can't believe that this five thousand sqft building will end up
costing us over three million.
This is why we need to more carefully choose our
elected leaders.

•

What services does the city provide for the taxes we pay, besides servicing a debt for an outrageously overpriced
and ostentatious city hall with a bunch of empty office space just waiting to be filled with more bureaucrats so
that city leaders can feel important? I voted for the tax rollback and new city leaders so that we could change
this snowball effect that growing government creates. I love the fact that you guys voted for a senior tax cap,
even after
attempted to stall the vote to further investigate what the city
supposedly had been investigating already for the past several years. Bravo! (Duplicate)

•

We were really disappointed to see that the city built a new city hall. It scared us thinking we made the wrong
choice to come to a community that wants to become a high-‐end city, which is not at all what we wanted when
we purchased here. Obviously only a liberal would say their taxes are too low.
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•

We get nothing for our taxes. There are no city services. Why are we taxed

•

We certainly didn't need the new city hall. I could not believe the city built such a luxurious building with so
many empty offices until I figured out that those in power have big plans to grow our city to make all that space
necessary. I see how the vision to expand our city government is such a high priority because they want to
become the next Highland Park. This is why I voted to rollback the tax rate and to elect Mr. Steinhagen, Hodges,
and Orchard into office, so that we could change the way our government thinks. I am furious that
in
power have put our city into debt and raised our taxes and we have nothing to show for it other than a beautiful,
but unnecessary building, that are off the beaten path.

•

There is no need to increase the sales tax rate. Instead, I suggest the city not spend so much. First a city hall
building that we do not need was built. What will be next? Libraries, recreation centers, convention centers, bike
paths, more city buildings (i.e. fire stations, police stations). Plenty of people live in the county jurisdiction and
are doing just fine without a city infrastructure. I would prefer the same. One less layer of government impacting
my life and taking my hard earned money sounds appealing. (Duplicate)

•

The tax increase was ridiculous! Arrogant big government liberals built an unnecessary and overpriced building
so that they could post their names on the new city hall building for posterity. BTW
wistfully told
us that he's never built a city hall before, that it's something that he's proud of but HE DIDN'T build it, WE THE
TAXPAYERS DID AND ARE PAYING FOR IT TOO!
(Duplicate)

•

The new city hall should never have been built! I would never have supported it because we didn't need it!!!

•

The new city hall is a boondoggle!!!

•

The new city hall building is a boondoggle. Shame on the city leaders for putting us in debt and raising our taxes
to build it, especially since we did not need what they built.

•

The city should never have put us into debt to build a city hall that we did not need and that taxpayers were not
allowed to vote for.

•

The city should never have built the new city hall and then lie about what a smart decision it was. The property
isn't worth what you paid for it and only a stupid person would compare its value to property on 205.

•

The city cannot justify any increase or additional taxes; they provide absolutely no services. They cannot hold
anyone or company accountable for lack of service, like the rogue water department.

•

Should never have built the new city hall. It's too big, to opulent, and needless for the city we want to be and
become.

•

Its great that you capped the senior tax rate. I wish the city hall wasn’t so big. I guess those in power want the
city government to grow. What a shame. The building is way over the top. Doesn’t reflect the community.
Should have asked voters what we think, like a lot of things. (Duplicate)

•

Only
think their taxes are too low especially now that we have that monstrosity of a city hall that locked
us into debt for the next decade or two-‐-‐I wish the city council would sell it and move into something more suited
our community-‐-‐or the community that most people want
(Duplicate)

•

Increasing the tax rate is ridiculous. We don't receive any city services for the taxes we pay. Building the new
city hall was the wrong thing to do, as it put the city into debt and raised taxes unnecessarily. If the city council
were serious about keeping taxes low then they should sell the new city hall and build a facility that doesn't
encourage growth in government.
I wish we could get leaders who didn't
just talk about being conservatives, but actually voted as conservatives. Growing government is not what
conservatives do! (Duplicate)

•

If the leadership of our city hadn't have put us into debt to build a new city hall and raised our taxes to pay for it,
I would answer differently to the question about if our taxes are too high or too low.
needs to
be run out of town on a rail for trying to push for a $0.032 tax rate, especially after the rollback election
never seen a spending or tax increase
doesn't support.
(Duplicate)

•

Whoever thought spending all that money and putting us into debt for a new city hall was a good idea needs to
have their head examined. We should sell all that extra property that
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approved to purchased when Councilmen Lovell and Pullen were absent
and
pass it when they weren't around to try and stop it.
(Duplicate)
•

I am so glad that the city council finally passed the senior tax cap. I only wish that it had passed before the tax
increase to pay for that awful new city government building.

•

I am fiscally conservative, which is why I oppose raising the property taxes, especially after the wasteful spending
to build our new city hall and the extra property. Bad idea! What a waste of taxpayer funds. (Duplicate)

•

Find another route to increase city funds. Like getting rid of that new city hall bldg. and all of the newly contents
inside. That should help. Then we can use that money for fire services.

•

Anyone who thinks the new city hall was a good idea is either a big government liberal or hasn't seen it for
themselves. City planners want to grow our city government, that's for sure, when they built that monstrosity
without voter approval!

New City Hall Building: Support to Sell
•

The city hall should be sold and another, smaller facility should be built.

•

Sell the city hall and get some of our money back

•

Sell the new city hall

•

Sell city hall and let us live in a more rural community!

•

Increasing the tax rate is ridiculous. We don't receive any city services for the taxes we pay. Building the new
city hall was the wrong thing to do, as it put the city into debt and raised taxes unnecessarily. If the city council
were serious about keeping taxes low then they should sell the new city hall and build a facility that doesn't
encourage growth in government.
I wish we could get leaders who didn't
just talk about being conservatives, but actually voted as conservatives. Growing government is not what
conservatives do! (Duplicate)

Other Comments
•

Please see my comments at the beginning of this survey to understand why we DO NOT need to be raising taxes.

•

N/A

•

I am living with my grandparents; therefor I do not have to pay property tax yet.

•

Funny Question! The City of MC doesn't have any retail or restaurants or anything.

Outrage/Frustration/Admonition
•

We receive little benefit for all the taxes we pay and the city council had the gall to try and raise them even more.

•

Why did our elected officials build the new city hall, which is way over the top for what we needed? Why did they
purchase all that property? Honestly, do they really expect us to believe that this was a good purchase? If the
property were on 205 then maybe that would have been a good purchase, but 550? Unless the city has plans to
put high-‐density developments in and around the city hall, the city has no chance of recouping that money. If the
city had put the city hall on the ballot, it would have delayed the bond and, as we all know, would have gotten an
even better rate...plus the cost for the building would have actually been $1.5 million as we were told it would
cost when I attended the town hall meeting. I can't believe that this five thousand sqft building will end up
costing us over three million.
This is why we need to more carefully choose our
elected leaders. (Duplicate)

•

What services does the city provide for the taxes we pay, besides servicing a debt for an outrageously overpriced
and ostentatious city hall with a bunch of empty office space just waiting to be filled with more bureaucrats so
that city leaders can feel important? I voted for the tax rollback and new city leaders so that we could change
this snowball effect that growing government creates. I love the fact that you guys voted for a senior tax cap,
even after
attempted to stall the vote to further investigate what the city
supposedly had been investigating already for the past several years. Bravo! (Duplicate)

•

We wouldn't need more funds if the previous council had acted fiscally responsible. The new city hall was needed
and is lovely BUT they most assuredly didn't shop for value!
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•

Three of the current council members ran on an anti tax platform (yes I know that was property Tax) but now
you want to circumvent this with another tax as you would not listen to reason as to why the tax increase was
necessary. Way to instill confidence in our 'local leaders'. Maybe we need a recall election for your blatant
attempt at an end run. You are running this City like a bunch of clowns!!!

•

The tax increase was ridiculous! Arrogant big government liberals built an unnecessary and overpriced building
so that they could post their names on the new city hall building for posterity. BTW-‐
wistfully told
us that he's never built a city hall before, that it's something that he's proud of but HE DIDN'T build it, WE THE
TAXPAYERS DID AND ARE PAYING FOR IT TOO!

•

Taxpayers dodged a huge bullet because Bob Steinhagen took it upon himself to create a website and mail
taxpayers like us about the facts that were being hidden from us by the former mayor and city council. Before we
received Mr. Steinhagen's mailing we had no idea that the bond for the city hall had been approved at a cost that
was more than half a million more than we had been told at the meeting held at Chisholm Baptist Church, or that
construction had already begun and were even more shocked to learn about the proposal to grow the city budget
by more than three hundred percent. Had Mr. Steinhagen not caused so much of a ruckus, then the former
mayor and city council's past actions prove that they would have continued to hide the tax increase from us
(since so few of us read those state-‐mandated public notices which provide no actual details) and taxpayers
would certainly never have received any information whatsoever in the mail. In fact, the school district's tax
increase that passed by ballot measure is likely to have hidden the city's massive tax increase and we taxpayers
would have been none the wiser. Few, including my husband and me, would never have looked any closer.
However, as most taxpayers now know, the truth revealed in all of the facts was too damming to the mayor and
city council's case, which is why they had to hire a professional spin doctor
, which Mr. Steinhagen highlighted on his website, which brought even more awareness to taxpayers. The
old saying that the greatest threat to incumbency is an informed electorate certainly proved to be true.

•

It’s great that you capped the senior tax rate. I wish the city hall wasn’t so big. I guess those in power want the
city government to grow. What a shame. The building is way over the top. Doesn’t reflect the community.
Should have asked voters what we think, like a lot of things. (Duplicate)

•

Only
think their taxes are too low especially now that we have that monstrosity of a city hall that locked
us into debt for the next decade or two-‐-‐I wish the city council would sell it and move into something more suited
our community-‐-‐or the community that most people want and not those liberal politicians and liberal elitists in
the city.

•

Increasing the tax rate is ridiculous. We don't receive any city services for the taxes we pay. Building the new
city hall was the wrong thing to do, as it put the city into debt and raised taxes unnecessarily. If the city council
were serious about keeping taxes low then they should sell the new city hall and build a facility that doesn't
encourage growth in government.
I wish we could get leaders who didn't
just talk about being conservatives, but actually voted as conservatives. Growing government is not what
conservatives do! (Duplicate)

•

In addition to my successful campaign to unseat a long-‐term incumbent this past May, I led the successful fight to
roll back the tax increase that city leaders imposed on citizens without the consent of the people. The portion of
the tax rate that could not be rolled back is going to pay off the 20 year debt, the first long-‐term debt in the city's
history, for the new city hall building that is overpriced and unnecessary, a project that was not only approved
without a vote of the people, but also without any mailing to taxpayers that might have provided even the most
basic information about it. The new 5,000 sq. ft. city hall is a building designed to serve and office more city
bureaucrats to help needlessly grow the city government, which is why there are so many empty offices, instead
of a facility that serves the people of McLendon-‐Chisholm. The purchase of ten acres two years ago, on top of the
two that were donated and three that were purchased as a unanimous compromise of the city council, was
deceitfully approved by 3 to 0 when the two opposing council members were absent on vacation. The only
reason to purchase this much property is to grow and expand government, which I was elected to help stop. Our
taxes are too high because the people of McLendon-‐Chisholm receive virtually nothing for their tax dollars,
except for a building that the people did not want and is far too big for what the city actually needs. -‐
Councilman Robert Steinhagen

•

If the leadership of our city hadn't have put us into debt to build a new city hall and raised our taxes to pay for it,
I would answer differently to the question about if our taxes are too high or too low.
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•

I could not believe the tax increase that was passed without getting taxpayer consent and I didn't care that the
tax rollback was only a few cents because I voted in favor of it out of principle. I have gotten fed up that our
elected officials have consistently hidden information from us, like the bond for the new city hall, and then
mailing out information after the fact that omitted some of the most important facts.

•

I attended the budget meeting where the city council voted to increase our taxes and listened to a presentation
basically tried to justify what was
effort to raise taxes and expand our city
government
For instance, I was made aware of Councilman Lovell's
consistent and unrelenting opposition to building the city hall, which is why I sat with my mouth hanging open
wide as
asserted that Lovell had indeed voted to approve the city hall because of a previous
vote (turns out it was a year and a half before) that he made to approve the hiring of an architect so that the city
council could get an idea about how much a building like this would cost so that voters could make an informed
decision when it was put to them.
reminds me of a favorite quote by Mark Twain who said 'A half truth is the most
cowardly of lies.'

•

loves big government, wasteful spending, and higher taxes.
responsibility and conservatism

an affront to fiscal

loves to tell everyone how much
of a conservative he is even though
try and ban fireworks inside the city
limits, purchase the extra ten acres of land that the city did not need, increase the size of our city government,
approve the bond for new city hall without first mailing information to taxpayers about it, hire a spin doctor to
write
an attempt to try and convince taxpayers
about their decision
to build a new city hall and to support raising taxes by more than 228%!

Property Tax-‐Rate Decrease: Support
•

Support increased sales tax only after decrease in property tax. (Duplicate)

Property Tax-‐Rate Increase: Support for the Current Rate
•

I think that the city taxes are appropriate for the amenities that are provided. The City's taxes are some of the
lowest in the DFW area.

•

I don't like question 3 because you don't provide all options. I chose unsure/undecided because I like where the
property taxes are now, not too high or low.

•

City taxes are fine where they are. Sonoma Verde's PID tax and Severn Trent sewage is ridiculous enough. An
increase in SALES tax is fine. (Duplicate)

Property Tax-‐Rate Increase: Support
•

Not opposed to a tax increase if the area remained restricted by lot size. Additionally if commercial zoned areas
were placed in intersections and away from communities, we would support them first.

•

If the City is responsible with the budget and if more money is required for necessary city operations, I support
higher tax rates.

•

A sales tax increase should get the citizen’s better services or something of high value. It should not just be more
money for the City to consume.

•

A growing city always needs revenue -‐ constantly explain this to citizens. Tie costs/fees directly to HOW they
benefit locals -‐ constantly illustrate this to people to maintain support

Property-‐Tax Rate Increase: Opposition
•

Yes, maximizing the business tax is fine just stop raising my property taxes for stupid projects like the city hall.

•

Unless it used to decrease property taxes, I oppose.
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•

There is such limited business available in MC to support much revenue in the form of sales tax. The context of a
sales tax increase is lost on me as there's just not many places to charge such a tax. Perhaps commercial
developments in the near future change this but without knowing the vision for such developments, it's hard to
speculate on my comfort level for a sales tax increase. I'd rather see more businesses attracted to MC before
imposing an increase to sales taxes in the name of revenue generation.

•

The current rate of 0.15% is sufficient to support the fire department and defend the 1.5-‐acre lot size. 0.33%
would be far too high.

•

The city tax rate should not exist, because there are no benefits to the citizens.

•

Regarding, the property taxes for how much we are paying doesn't equate in my estimation of what we are
getting in return from city services to amenities in the area.

•

Raise taxes?!? For what? Are our city leaders thinking about buying more useless and unnecessary land again?
We need fiscal conservatives on the council, not more wasteful tax and spend liberals
. I was present when
attempted to derail Councilman Steinhagen's motion to give
seniors the tax cap and I was encouraged to see the other members of the council stop this effort and vote to
approve it
Please stop raising taxes to make our city government bigger because we don't
need big city government.

•

Property taxes were unduly raised before the rollback. I would not approve of an additional increase in property
tax -‐-‐ especially given that Rockwall county assessed my property value at 30% increase this year.

•

Property taxes in Rockwall County are unreasonably high. We just purchased a house with cash payment of
$320,000 but is already valued at $350,000 for next year. We must set aside $1,000 per month just to pay taxes
& INS. As retired seniors we find this very difficult. We love our home and never anticipated the taxes would be
so high or we might have opted not to live in this county.

•

Only
think their taxes are too low especially now that we have that monstrosity of a city hall that locked
us into debt for the next decade or two-‐-‐I wish the city council would sell it and move into something more suited
our community-‐-‐or the community that most people want and not those liberal politicians and liberal elitists in
the city.

•

It appears the City has outsourced all of its services so why is there a need to increase taxes? To pay City
Employees for doing the same work they have in the past before the growth?

•

Increase the tax revenue through growth and requiring developers to make the necessary improvements to get
approvals by the city.

•

Increasing the tax rate is ridiculous. We don't receive any city services for the taxes we pay. Building the new
city hall was the wrong thing to do, as it put the city into debt and raised taxes unnecessarily. If the city council
were serious about keeping taxes low then they should sell the new city hall and build a facility that doesn't
encourage growth in government.
I wish we could get leaders who didn't
just talk about being conservatives, but actually voted as conservatives. Growing government is not what
conservatives do!

•

I voted for the tax rollback. Don't raise our taxes again without voter consent!

•

I think property taxes are as high as they should be -‐-‐ generally, there should not be increases except small ones
over time.

•

I oppose any tax increase based on blanket statements. If there is a justified reason to increase taxes I should be
clearly presented to the public through a simple mailer, posted to the cities website and to the cities social media
page with the specific needs. Simple request for public donations might solve the need without raising taxes,
which never go down. As the population grows more revenue will come especially since PID/Mud districts are
paving the way for new development.

•

I HAVE NOT SEEN ANY CITY SERVICES ADDED.

•

I don't want to pay a dime more. After paying the PID, I don't want to pay anything more...EVER. (Duplicate)

•

I don't want city property taxes to increase. I don't get any city services now & if the property taxes increase, I
still wouldn't get any city services.
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•

I am fiscally conservative, which is why I oppose raising the property taxes, especially after the wasteful spending
to build our new city hall and the extra property. Bad idea! What a waste of taxpayer funds.

•

Hmmmmm, are my taxes too high? Well let me think about that for a second. We receive no city services, beyond
what the city pays to the Volunteer Fire Department, but we just got an increase to our taxes that were protected
from the rollback for a debt on that shiny new city hall that none of us even knew about until after construction
was almost complete. How could that be wrong? After all, government is where we get things done in the most
efficient and expeditious way, right? Or am I thinking about North Korea?

•

Consumption taxes, yes, higher property taxes, no.

•

As a conservative I oppose any tax increase that imposes a burden on property rights and income, which is why I
support consumption taxes, and is why I support increasing the sales tax. The value of our property doubled this
year, which increased our taxes considerably, which is why the city council should never have approved the tax
increase that we voted (overwhelmingly I might add) to roll back. Of course when I saw
was
helping to lead the charge opposing the tax rollback, I knew that voting in favor of it was the right thing to do.

Roads & Streets
•

I am for tax increase to help firefighters, police, a growing community (water support), etc. I know 205 needs
better drive ability to keep our community strong in good growth. It is becoming increasing impossible to drive
into Rockwall, therefor commuters to the Dallas area with no turn lanes and only two lanes. This absolutely
needs to change and quick. (Duplicate)

Sales Tax-‐Rate Increase: Concern
•

This is such a small portion of the tax bill that it is virtually insignificant

•

Sales taxes without a number of businesses will not generate significant revenue.

•

If this additional sales tax applies only to businesses WITHIN the MC city limits, would that really be a significant
source of income since there isn’t that many?

Sales Tax–Rate Increase: Impact on Business Growth: Concern
•

Concerned a rate higher than Rockwall will keep growth from the city.... especially higher end growth like nice
restaurants and higher end retail like an outdoor mall.

Sales Tax-‐Rate Increase: Opposition
•

There is no need to increase the sales tax rate. Instead, I suggest the city not spend so much. First a city hall
building that we do not need was built. What will be next? Libraries, recreation centers, convention centers, bike
paths, more city buildings (i.e. fire stations, police stations). Plenty of people live in the county jurisdiction and
are doing just fine without a city infrastructure. I would prefer the same. One less layer of government impacting
my life and taking my hard earned money sounds appealing.

Sales Tax-‐Rate Increase: Support
•

Yes, maximizing the business tax is fine just stop raising my property taxes for stupid projects like the city hall.
(Duplicate)

•

While I support the sales tax, I don't think that we need more businesses inside the city limits. It's what I love
about living here; we have all the amenities outside the city limits, so lets keep it that way.

•

Very good approach

•

There is no reason given to ask for a higher tax rate. Not in favor of raising the tax rate just to be doing it.

•

The only tax that I think is appropriate is a consumption tax. That means that everyone pays and the tax burden
doesn't stay with property owners only.

•

Support increased sales tax only after decrease in property tax.

•

Raise it 0.25%. That leaves us with a competitive advantage over our neighbors to attract commercial
development.

•

I’m okay with increasing the sales tax rate but I just don’t want to see more commercial business coming in to
our city
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•

If my choice is sales tax or property tax, I would pick sales tax

•

I'm ok with raising the sales tax if other taxes are lowered. But we all know that no level of government will
actually lower taxes. You will just keep taking and taking. Your only answer to the problems will be to take
more and more from the citizens.

•

I think this is a great way to raise money for the city and help reduce home taxes. Homes are more appealing
with a low tax rate. Buyers don't care about the sales tax.

•

I do support this, but being so few businesses in the area, what good does this do?

•

Consumption taxes, yes, higher property taxes, no. (Duplicate)

•

City taxes are fine where they are. Sonoma Verde's PID tax and Severn Trent sewage is ridiculous enough. An
increase in SALES tax is fine.

•

The only tax that should be allowed is sales tax because it impacts everyone equally. You only pay it if you
consume something, which is good for the free market since it is directly tied to jobs and industry.

Senior Citizen Impact: Concern
•

Property taxes in Rockwall County are unreasonably high. We just purchased a house with cash payment of
$320,000 but is already valued at $350,000 for next year. We must set aside $1,000 per month just to pay taxes
& INS. As retired seniors we find this very difficult. We love our home and never anticipated the taxes would be
so high or we might have opted not to live in this county. (Duplicate)

•

Being a senior citizen I'm on a fixed income. So as taxes rise it is a concern.

Senior Tax Cap
•

Wow, I wasn't aware of the senior tax cap. That will certainly help me! Thanks.

•

Wow, I didn't know that the senior tax cap had been approved! Hurray! I am so proud of those of you who made
it happen and I'm guessing that it was either council members Steinhagen or Orchard who made that happen.

•

What services does the city provide for the taxes we pay, besides servicing a debt for an outrageously overpriced
and ostentatious city hall with a bunch of empty office space just waiting to be filled with more bureaucrats so
that city leaders can feel important? I voted for the tax rollback and new city leaders so that we could change
this snowball effect that growing government creates. I love the fact that you guys voted for a senior tax cap,
even after
attempted to stall the vote to further investigate what the city
supposedly had been investigating already for the past several years. Bravo!

•

The senior tax cap is a great way to demonstrate that the new city council is serious about keeping taxes low.
Bravo!

•

Thanks for voting in the senior tax cap and letting us know what to do about it.

•

Thanks for passing the senior tax cap.

•

Thanks for finally helping seniors! Took a whole new city council that was willing to put taxpayers first to get
that done

•

Thank you for passing this tax cap for us!

•

Thank you for approving the senior tax cap. We are proud of our neighbor, Councilman Robert Steinhagen, for
getting this passed.

•

Seniors should have a 'tax cap'. It’s bad enough that the property values rise that increase taxes.

•

Its great that you capped the senior tax rate. I wish the city hall wasn’t so big. I guess those in power want the
city government to grow. What a shame. The building is way over the top. Doesn’t reflect the community.
Should have asked voters what we think, like a lot of things.

•

Love that the senior tax cap was finally passed. The property values of everyone in the city skyrocketed so there is
no need to raise the tax rate. I supported the tax rollback and I am so glad that I did. I almost believed what a
neighbor of mine
was telling me but others in the community told me all of the
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facts and I am so glad they did.
.
•

I was unaware of needing to file... is this different from our other property taxes?

•

I am so glad that the city council finally passed the senior tax cap. I only wish that it had passed before the tax
increase to pay for that awful new city government building. (Duplicate)

•

I am impressed that the city council passed the senior tax cap. I know that it had been proposed before but got
held up by all the liberals who used to be on the city council. I went to the church to observe the vote where they
increased our taxes and listened to
why an even bigger increase was necessary.
I have attended some of the city council meetings where Mr. Steinhagen stands up
and fights on behalf of the people who want smaller government. I truly wish that
would stop
interrupting Mr. Steinhagen when he is speaking
The Mayor should be supporting Mr. Steinhagen, not fighting against him. I thought
was a
conservative, but evidently I may be wrong. I hope that we can keep people like Steinhagen, Klutts and Lovell on
the city council as they seem to be willing to do what is right on behalf of the people.

•

Glad that Councilman Steinhagen got the Senior Tax Cap pushed through in the face of
opposition to it.

Sonoma Verde PID: Concern
•

I don't want to pay a dime more. After paying the PID, I don't want to pay anything more...EVER.

•

City taxes are fine where they are. Sonoma Verde's PID tax and Severn Trent sewage is ridiculous enough. An
increase in SALES tax is fine. (Duplicate)

Suggestions
•

Would prefer a 0.25% increase to 8.00% to keep a competitive advantage in attracting future development over
neighboring cities.

•

We need targeted development __ not too much or 205 will look a mess. Keep all development along 205. We
could benefit from a drugstore at 550/205 for sure but please make some effort for architectural guideline on
205 developments for gas station, etc. Increase in tax makes sense. City of Rockwall is 8.25%

•

The sad thing is you don't have much of a city. You have a church, auto, lawn mower repair, and insurance. I
would suggest a city sewer system so the town can grow.

•

In my humble opinion McLendon-‐Chisholm should be one of the First cities in Texas to adopt THE AMERICAN
ANTI-‐CORRUPTION ACT [pg.195] just to prove it transparency to it's constituents

•

I would like to see a system where your taxes are not only capped at 65 but should reduce the amount by 5% per
year, which would take you to 0% at 85. Or there should be some benefit of a reduction if you are a veteran or
retired military. Things like this would make it more attractive for young people to come here when they leave
the military.

Volunteer Fire Department [MCVFD] Tax: Support
•

Taxes are necessary now due to the city hall but I believe we should keep them as low as possible after the city
debt is paid. The fire department should be separate, perhaps a bond for a new fire station. (Duplicate)

•

I am for tax increase to help firefighters, police, a growing community (water support), etc. I know 205 needs
better drive ability to keep our community strong in good growth. It is becoming increasing impossible to drive
into Rockwall, therefor commuters to the Dallas area with no turn lanes and only two lanes. This absolutely
needs to change and quick. (Duplicate)

•

A special jurisdiction can (and should) be added for the Fire department (.5), to bring some revenue, to total the
8.25% total ST rate.
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Commercial	
  Development	
  
Significant	
  Support	
  for	
  More	
  Business/Commercial	
  Development	
  [Q5]	
  
Perhaps	
  the	
  biggest	
  surprise	
  from	
  the	
  survey	
  is	
  the	
  level	
  of	
  support	
  for	
  more	
  business	
  and	
  
commercial	
  development.	
  	
  It’s	
  surprising	
  because	
  a	
  large	
  percentage	
  of	
  respondents,	
  in	
  both	
  
this	
  survey	
  and	
  a	
  survey	
  conducted	
  in	
  early	
  2016,	
  selected	
  that	
  they	
  choose	
  to	
  live	
  in	
  M-‐C	
  
because	
  of	
  the	
  amenities	
  OUTSIDE,	
  but	
  in	
  close	
  proximity	
  to,	
  the	
  city	
  limits,	
  	
  [CHART	
  4:	
  
Proportional	
  Citizen	
  Ranking]	
  (Q1).	
  	
  Yet	
  despite	
  this,	
  fifty-‐six	
  percent	
  (56%)	
  of	
  respondents	
  
support	
  more	
  business,	
  with	
  another	
  nine	
  percent	
  (9%)	
  unsure	
  [CHART	
  11:	
  Attitudes	
  Among	
  
All	
  Respondents].	
  
While	
  the	
  response	
  rate	
  of	
  those	
  who	
  strongly	
  oppose	
  and	
  those	
  who	
  strongly	
  support	
  more	
  
business	
  development,	
  twenty-‐three	
  percent	
  (23%)	
  and	
  twenty-‐four	
  percent	
  (24%),	
  
respectively,	
  closely	
  mirror	
  one	
  another,	
  the	
  collective	
  opposition	
  amounts	
  to	
  just	
  thirty-‐five	
  
percent.	
  

Opposition	
  Emphasizes	
  Neighboring	
  City	
  Amenities	
  

Those	
  who	
  oppose	
  business	
  and	
  commercial	
  growth	
  inside	
  the	
  city	
  limits	
  are	
  the	
  most	
  
expressive	
  in	
  articulating	
  their	
  concerns	
  in	
  the	
  comments.	
  	
  The	
  amenities	
  that	
  are	
  outside,	
  
but	
  in	
  close	
  proximity	
  to	
  M-‐C	
  and	
  the	
  unwanted	
  traffic	
  and	
  crime	
  that	
  comes	
  with	
  business	
  
growth	
  and	
  development,	
  is	
  a	
  common	
  concern	
  expressed	
  by	
  respondents.	
  	
  They	
  want	
  the	
  
city	
  to	
  focus	
  on	
  remaining	
  a	
  largely	
  residential	
  community	
  and	
  express	
  concern	
  about	
  the	
  
possible	
  urbanization	
  of	
  the	
  city	
  as	
  more	
  commercial	
  business	
  takes	
  foot	
  [pg.83].	
  
Ultimately,	
  those	
  who	
  oppose	
  business	
  growth	
  do	
  not	
  want	
  to	
  see	
  M-‐C	
  become	
  a	
  destination	
  
for	
  outsiders.	
  	
  However,	
  most	
  of	
  those	
  who	
  oppose	
  demonstrate	
  an	
  openness	
  to,	
  and	
  even	
  
supportive	
  of,	
  businesses	
  that	
  serve	
  the	
  immediate	
  community.	
  

Grocery,	
  Family-‐Owned,	
  &	
  Dine-‐In	
  Restaurants	
  Are	
  What	
  Respondents	
  Want	
  [Q6]	
  

Over	
  and	
  above	
  all	
  others,	
  by	
  a	
  significant	
  margin,	
  respondents	
  expressed	
  support	
  for	
  
grocery,	
  family-‐owned	
  and	
  dine-‐in	
  restaurants	
  [CHART	
  14:	
  Citizen	
  Support	
  for	
  Various	
  Types	
  
of	
  Business].	
  	
  Storage	
  facilities	
  and	
  more	
  auto	
  repair	
  shops	
  garnered	
  the	
  least	
  support.	
  

Keep	
  Out	
  Storage	
  Facilities,	
  Liquor	
  Stores,	
  Fast	
  Food	
  &	
  More	
  Auto	
  Repair	
  [Q7]	
  

Over	
  and	
  above	
  all	
  others,	
  by	
  a	
  significant	
  margin,	
  respondents	
  expressed	
  opposition	
  to	
  
storage	
  facilities,	
  liquor/beer/wine	
  store,	
  fast	
  food	
  chains,	
  and	
  more	
  auto	
  repair	
  businesses	
  
[CHART15:	
  Citizen	
  Opposition	
  to	
  Various	
  Types	
  of	
  Business].	
  	
  Family-‐owned	
  and	
  dine-‐in	
  
restaurants	
  garnered	
  the	
  least	
  opposition.	
  
Even	
  Opposition	
  Wants	
  Grocery,	
  Family-‐Owned	
  &	
  Dine-‐in	
  Restaurants	
  
Most	
  notable	
  is	
  the	
  level	
  of	
  support	
  for	
  certain	
  kinds	
  of	
  businesses	
  among	
  those	
  who	
  
answered	
  that	
  they	
  oppose	
  or	
  strongly	
  oppose	
  more	
  business	
  or	
  commercial	
  development.	
  	
  
Among	
  this	
  opposition	
  group,	
  grocery,	
  family-‐owned	
  and	
  dine-‐in	
  restaurants	
  garnered	
  
significant	
  support	
  [CHART	
  19:	
  Business	
  Growth	
  Opponents	
  Except	
  Certain	
  Types].	
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Control Business Development!!!
The overwhelming concern that respondents expressed was control over the kinds of
businesses that were allowed and the desire to have architectural standards in place that
compliment the look and feel of the city [pg.85]. Keeping business growth and development
along the FM205 corridor may also be one of the key ways for the city to bolster support for
business growth.
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Increasing Development Inside M-‐C
CHART 11: Attitudes Among All Respondents
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CHART 12: Attitudes Among Registered Voters
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CHART 13: Attitudes Among Property Owner Not Registered to Vote
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Businesses Citizens Would LIKE TO SEE in M-‐C
CHART 14: Citizen Support for Various Types of Business
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SUPPORT “Other” (Open-‐Ended Option)
Post Office/Mailing Center

Bank
•

Banking

•
•

Clothing
•

Small town private owned clothing
stores or upscale trinkets to pull more
shoppers in to stay and support the
community.

Professional Services
•
•

Grocery
•

•

•
•
•
•

If a Central Market, Whole Foods, or a
Trader Joe's we don't need more of
the same!
WE NEED A NICE GROCERY STORE
ON 205!!! LIKE HEB, TOM THUMB,
ALBERTSONS
Sprouts Farmers Market
Other convenient services like donuts
dry cleaning.
Organic grocery
I think local owned business is fine;
we have some. If we were mainly
residential, where would we put big
business anyway? Some nice small
restaurants. A Trader Joe's maybe....

Industrial
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Movie theater
High end commercial office space
Churches, schools, office

•

Family businesses, antique or boutique
I would support an artisanal product
business of some sort, a wine bar,
antique store, art gallery, gourmet food
store, etc. Such places would add value
to the community and elevate its
reputation of refinement.
Physician offices and nail salon
Bakery
Independent Coffee Shops/Cafes, Craft
Breweries, Bookstores, Art Galleries,
Spice Shop (Penney’s), Natural Health
Foods Store, High End Laundromat
Phone/computer vendor or repair

General in Support
•
•

Pharmacy
•
•
•
•
•

Love Subway
Donut shop, Pizza, family friendly
Donut Shop
Pizza
Locally owned coffee shop or lounge
that serves pastries, sandwiches, salads,
etc.
Privately owned Coffee Lounge/Shop
and affordable small retail shops.

Specialty

INDUSTRIAL PARK, EXCLUDING
TRUCKING COMPANIES
Do not want any more trucking
related companies. Too many 18
wheelers now.
Light industrial
Maybe something that would allow
for Tech Industries in a nice building.
Manufacturing, Distribution, Textile,
etc...

Office Space

Professional services
Banking and Professional Building -‐
Medical, Dental and upscale dining,
Possibly Hi-‐Tech as these keep
businesses generally are well keep
facilities and grounds.
Real Estate, Insurance, Title Company,
Bank

Restaurant

Movie Theater
•

Small Post Office like Heath had.
Post office

•
•

One pharmacy
A CVS or Walgreens
Walgreens or CVS
Pharmacy
We need a pharmacy

•
•
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Any
Any of the above is fine as long as they
are kept to a high standard.
Any other small business.
Any that can prosper and Help the City
as well.
Better restaurants and bars
Build any of these if they're built on 550
east of 205 near the new city hall.....

Attitudes Regarding Commercial Development

•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Clean retail and service businesses
Competitive gas/convenience station
Could support some commercial
growth if strict zoning applies and
type of business is seriously reviewed.
I support any business that can come
in knowing the city they are moving
to and not expecting more services
than what we provide.
Keep it a small town look with family
owned businesses not big
corporations.
Not wanting the city to encourage
over-‐development of business to a
small rural community.
Open to the demographic need within
our community
Outdoor mall like fire wheel or
Grapevine. Strict code enforcement
for fast food.... make them build in the
style and quality of the community.
Retail
Retail businesses that support the
needs of the community
WHAT HELPS TO BENFIT SALES TAX
FOR CITY
Zoning is critical. Do not "mix" or
infringe on residential housing!!

General in Opposition
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

None
NONE
Nothing
None
None of the above.
NONE
No body!
None
None
NONE
NONE
None
NONE
None
None
NONE
None
None
None
None
NONE
None

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
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None
No businesses inside the city limits
None-‐ No commercial business inside
city limits
None. Our household STRONGLY
opposes any kind of business growth in
M-‐C. We moved here to get away from
Dallas and the surrounding Dallas areas,
which are plugging for business
development. We have no interest in
living somewhere that the city values
business revenue and caters to the
needs of businesses instead of its
citizens.
NONE. I live here and can shop
elsewhere. This area used to be quiet
and traffic free. I moved to this side of
the lake because of the community,
which is diluted now. It used to be 20
minutes to eat and shop and now it is so
much closer but still almost 20 minutes.
None, make the short drive to Rockwall
or Terrell
NONE! Already too many new homes.
Infrastructures like roads do not
support the growth already happening
the past few years.
None. We can drive to Rockwall or
Terrell.
I do not like to se more business in the
area.
I do not want to see large commercial
development in our city.
We are close enough to all we need in
Rockwall
We are only 6 miles from everything we
need. Don't want more congestion
The Shell gas station/convenience store
already checks off boxes 7-‐9. I think that
is sufficient considering the population
density.
Whatever the money for the PID will get
me.
Just keep the area rural. We all moved
out here knowing there were no
shopping malls in the city.
We have all businesses/restaurants we
need in the crowded cities nearby
I would like to keep M-‐C as rural as
possible. We are close enough to
Rockwall to take advantage of their
businesses.
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CHART 15: Citizen Opposition to Various Types of Businesses
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OPPOSED “Other” (Open-‐Ended Option)

•

Apartment Housing
•
•

Industrial

Apartments/rental housing
Multi family housing

•
•

Auto
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Used car dealer
No car lot or travel station for 18
wheelers, please
AUTO STORAGE/SALVAGE
Dealerships, huge malls
Particularly against auto repair, Storage
facilities, and liquor/beer/wine stores.
Also pretty opposed to fast food chain
restaurants.
Liquor sales, we all ready have beer/wine
(Shell Convenience); new or use car, large
retail (Wal-‐Mart) ... I am more concerned
with strict zoning and building standards
being enforced and quality construction
of any business.
No small car lots or even car dealerships.
No car lots, smoking bars, strip joints,
motels
Spa, Bank

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•

No cash businesses: Check cashing or
Pawn shops
Nail Salons, Payday loan shops, Pawn
Shops, Vapor/e-‐cig shops.

•
•

Over abundance of professional offices
that do not have sales taxes and
businesses that require a lot of semi
trucks and trailers (Duplicate)

Pawn Shop
•
•

Department Store
•

Businesses that bring high volumes of
traffic
No strip malls!
Dealerships, huge malls (Duplicate)

Office Space

Bar or clubs
Massage parlors
Sexually Oriented Businesses

Check Cashing
•

Trucking companies
No car lot or travel station for 18
wheelers, please (Duplicate)
No trucking companies or industrial
warehouses. The streets can't support it
now.
Warehouse type businesses
Factories I suppose. Anything with
negative environmental impact.
Over abundance of professional offices
that do not have sales taxes and
businesses that require a lot of semi
trucks and trailers
Heavy industrial manufacturing or
facilities that are loud an/or pollute
Prison, nuclear facility/waste, businesses
that attract excessive traffic (e.g., sporting
events)
Those causing pollution

Malls

•
•

Bars, Clubs, Sexually Oriented
•
•
•

•

•

Bank
•

Big Box stores (Wal-‐Mart, Home Depot,
Lowes, Target, etc...)

Would never want a supercenter Wal-‐
Mart or Target, but a neighborhood
grocery store type Wal-‐Mart would not
bother me.
Anything large like a Wal-‐Mart or Target
should be kept out.
Liquor sales, we all ready have beer/wine
(Shell Convenience); new or use car, large
retail (Wal-‐Mart) ... I am more concerned
with strict zoning and building standards
being enforced and quality construction
of any business. (Duplicate)
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•

Pawn shops
No cash businesses: Check cashing or
Pawn shops (Duplicate)
Nail Salons, Payday loan shops, Pawn
Shops, Vapor/e-‐cig shops. (Duplicate)

Pharmacy
•

Tobacco, Tattoo, pharmacy

Services
•
•

Nail Salons, Payday loan shops, Pawn
Shops, Vapor/e-‐cig shops. (Duplicate)
Strip mall businesses like nail salons and
gold/jewelry exchanges.
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Specialty
•

General in Support

Spa, Bank (Duplicate)

•

Tattoo
•

Tobacco, Tattoo, pharmacy (Duplicate)

•

Tobacco
•
•

Tobacco, Tattoo, pharmacy (Duplicate)
Nail Salons, Payday loan shops, Pawn
Shops, Vapor/e-‐cig shops. (Duplicate)

General in Opposition
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•

Any business -‐ no business at all
I don't want to see any commercial
growth. I left Dallas and drive an hour to
work everyday just to avoid living among
businesses.
None
na
None
Refer to question #6.
See the prior answer.
NONE
None in city limits
N/A
All above
There are currently enough
businesses/restaurants/etc. within a few
miles of M-‐C
None of the above-‐City of Rockwall is
close enough to McLendon Chisholm for
these amenities
NA
I don't want to see any commercial or
retail inside the city. Other communities
are pressing in on us already.
Liquor/beer/wine store would be ok if
tastefully done.
No business
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We need a commercial tax base in order
to grow
Those that expect more from a city than
M-‐C can give.
Undo restrictions denies liberties.
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CHART 16: Support/Opposition to Business by Those Who Choose M-‐C for Outside City Amenities
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CHART 17: Types of Business Supported by Those Who Choose M-‐C for Outside City Amenities
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CHART 18: Types of Business Opposed by Those Who Choose M-‐C for Outside City Amenities
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CHART 19: Business Growth Opponents Except Certain Types
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Comments Regarding Business/Commercial Development
Business Growth & Development: Concerns
•

Zoning is critical if commercial is to be expanded. Do not mix or infringe upon residential housing or property.
Expand on 205 only is the optimum.

•

The public needs to be educated on the pros and cons of having more commercial business before deciding this
issue. (e.g. -‐ how it affects property values, tax revenue, traffic, crime, etc.)

Business Growth & Development: Opposition
•

Yeah, this question scares me a lot. I’d really like for the city leaders to tell us exactly what the long-‐range plans
for the city are.

•

Why would we want more commercial businesses when everything we need is just a stones throw away? Let's
keep the country life and let our neighboring towns take on the business burden.

•

Why not keep our community more residential. The kinds of businesses that would be necessary for the city to
actually generate revenue that can have a true impact is not the kinds of businesses that anyone would want to
see in our community. Business development is a very tenuous venture for cities like ours, which requires
significant investment up front that only big government liberals would enjoy, so it is much better to try and
minimize business growth as much as possible. Regardless, increasing the sales tax is something that the city
should definitely do. It won't amount to much, but every penny from a consumption tax can help.

•

Why do we want to invite in more traffic when all the amenities of commercial businesses we need are right at
our front door in Rockwall? Keep MC rural!

•

We should not be bringing more commercial business into the city. All that it will do is increase traffic and bring
in crime.

•

We need to focus on protecting homes on large properties, not creating a big city with a lot of business.

•

We have enough business in the area.

•

We have all the businesses that we need outside of the city. Stop trying to turn our rural community into Heath!

•

We don’t want M-‐C to look like parts of Garland or Mesquite where strip malls are in abundance.

•

We don't need to bring businesses into the community since we already have all of the business we need in
neighboring cities.

•

We don't need commercial businesses when every service known to man is right outside our city limits.

•

We don't need businesses inside our city limits.

•

We don't need a grocery store inside our city! Please don't add one!!!

•

We are close to Rockwall and we can get all our needs there

•

We already have all the amenities we need outside the city limits. Why do we need more???

•

Unsightly and placing subject to running down our home equity and growth. Keep our town clean and
prosperous.

•

There is plenty of commercial business in Rockwall and the surrounding areas

•

There is plenty of business in Rockwall. No need to have these businesses out here.

•

The fact that I am being asked about growing businesses inside the city scares me. I guess city leaders don't
want to protect our rural lifestyle. We have all the businesses we need in Rockwall.

•

The city needs to reconsider the city plan and zoning to do more to protect our rural lifestyle.

•

The city leaders need to change their mindset and stop thinking that growth is our friend.

•

Stop trying to grow the city!

•

Stop the commercial growth and high-‐density developments!
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•

Stop commercial growth and development! We can get all that in neighboring cities. Let them continue to have
to manage the headache of governing all those businesses. The tax benefit isn't worth the hassle to have to make
our city government larger.

•

Some of my family members own a lot of property that they want to sell and develop but I disagree with it

•

Prefer to not have ANY new commercial business. Rockwall, Terrell, and Forney have everything we need.

•

PLEASE STOP TRYING TO TURN OUR CITY INTO HIGHLAND PARK!!!

•

Please don't try to turn our city into a hub for commercial business. Traffic is already too much so to invite more
of it just ruins the country atmosphere of our community. Growth for growths sake is not necessarily a good
thing!

•

Please don't add more businesses to our community. Let's keep this a residential city.

•

Our city needs to focus on being a residential community. We have all the amenities we need right out our back
door. If people move here they should understand this. It's part of what helps to keep a more rural environment
in our city.

•

Our city doesn't need more commercial business!

•

None

•

None

•

Let's not try to turn our city into a business center. We already have that in Rockwall.

•

Let's keep our town small.... convenience is one thing, businesses just for the sake of growing is another thing all
together!

•

Keep our city rural and keep commercial businesses out

•

Keep it rural! All of those facilities and businesses already exist a very short drive away.

•

Keep businesses out of our city!

•

It will 'junk-‐up' our area like Hwy 276

•

If there is no business, there are NO places to ROB! Equal no criminals.

•

If the city council really wants to destroy the city then invite more business. More business doesn't keep taxes
low, it actually creates higher taxes because public services to businesses becomes a necessity and sales tax
income to a city is a very small fraction of the total amount. Do the math. The state takes most of the sales tax
revenue. The small portion of the sales tax income that the city will receive in revenue will not be enough to
sustain the necessary increase in government services that goes along with commercial growth. Sales tax
income as the panacea to generate city revenue is a mirage!

•

I would hate to see our city inviting more traffic and crime by inviting commercial businesses in. What a mistake
that would be!

•

I recognize that for cities looking to grow revenue dollars that business development is a tempting solution.
When commercial business grows, so does the value of properties surrounding that growth. However the city
council should remember that when the economy tanks so do commercial businesses. A town or city with many
empty commercial buildings magnifies the economic condition and ends up creating a snowball effect that hurts
home and property values much more than a community that is primarily residential. Ebbs and flows of the
economy have less impact on residential communities because the property values don't have the same dramatic
increases and decreases. It is so much smarter to create a vision for our city as primarily residential and enjoy
all the benefits that come from the neighboring communities that have commercial businesses that serve us well.

•

I moved out here because it was country, now it's growing and traffic is crazy and I like it less and less. I don't
want any more reasons for people to come out here.

•

I know that some of the folks want a grocery store but we don't need one. All it will do is increase traffic and
diminish our quality of life.

•

I don’t think we need more businesses

•

I don’t think more commercial business is the right thing to do
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•

I don't want McLendon-‐Chisholm to turn into Rockwall. I certainly don't want to be looking at a Kroger shopping
center from my backyard. Some small family owned eateries in the old downtown (like downtown Rockwall) may
be fine but am significantly opposed to commercializing the corner of 550 and 205. I hate the gas station that is
there now.

•

I don't think we need to bring in commercial businesses. We have all we need in Rockwall, without the needless
cost.

•

I do not want to see more commercial business coming into our community! STOP THE GROWTH!

•

Geeeez, are you busy really considering growing business in our city. Good grief. Everything we need is just right
outside our city and we don't have to have all of the needless infrastructure to support it.

•

Don't bring businesses into our city. We don't need them! We have everything we need just outside the city in
Rockwall

•

Do not want 205 to look like 276.

•

Commercial business will commercialize the city, want to keep the country like feel

•

Can we please stop all of the development? The new city plan needs to be revamped to minimize business growth
and protect our 1.5-‐acre minimum home site requirements.

•

All of these services are available in nearby Rockwall. Keep the congestion/traffic in Rockwall and support only
a limited small business that compliment a rural, relaxed lifestyle.

•

Again, commercial development promotes traffic and congestion. I prefer the small town atmosphere with open
and uncluttered environment which is the reason we like M-‐C. All amenities one might desire are only six miles
away. Keep us in the country!

Business Growth & Development: Support
•

Would love to see more businesses in the area. Need to drive far to get practically anything. We knew this when
selecting to live here, but still would be nice not to drive so far.

•

We need a commercial tax base in order to grow!

•

Unfortunately, I think this is a dream. Rockwall and Forney will get all of these.

•

Existing convenience store is an asset.

•

Every business 'type' listed here is retail. What about other types of commercial businesses?

•

ESSENTIAL, TASTEFUL BUSINESSES

•

Especially with the limited roads, we need more resources within the city limits. It takes so long to get into
Rockwall because of the congestion on 205. And the one gas station we have charges 30 cents more per gallon
than anything else around.

•

Development is a must

•

Build a strong downtown that invites people to spend money in our town keeping sales tax dollars here.

•

Bring everything here. My PID should pay for it all.

•

As long as we don't offer tax incentives to attract business all are welcome

•

Any appropriate commercial business that pays taxes to take the burden off the homeowner

•

A city with no growing business base is a dying city. No reason for every city surrounding McLendon-‐Chisholm to
grow and this city loose out on the growth and revenue.

Control Business Development
•

We welcome all types provided there is a building/appearance code in place. For example, the Christian Bros.
facility on Robert Hall Pkwy in Rockwall is an auto repair facility that looks good from street.

•

Want to keep the feel of a country town while still providing some big city services

•

Should be kept to a minimum. Go to town in Rockwall if you need anything!
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•

Quality and not a hodgepodge of businesses like 276

•

One has to be careful when business move in. This will bring more people and more problems. I want to keep M-‐C
as exclusive as possible.

•

None of them really bother me except limiting the amount of fast food places to eat. Also making sure there is not
any multiples in stores i.e. Walgreens and CVS in close proximity to each other.

•

Most businesses can be brought in with out violating the integrity of the community. I have seen many areas
developed without stripping out the things that make it special.

•

Limited in size and not large box, design will need to be more of a rural, country feel

•

Like many residents, I (perhaps unrealistically) would like reasonably convenient access to most of the items
listed above; especially given the traffic situation in Rockwall (city). But, like many, don't want businesses 'too
close' to me. I realize that this is a difficult order that may not be able to satisfy everyone. In short, a good job of
city planning would be required so that businesses of different types don't end up scattered randomly around the
city without at least some forethought.

•

It would be nice to have small businesses instead of chain stores

•

If proper zoning isn't in place for growth, this town could end up like Royse City... That's not good.

•

I am not opposed to any specific commercial business, but would ask that there be strict standards for the
structures, signage, trees, etc. to maintain a classy appearance.

•

If developed appropriately and keeping the integrity of the city in mind, just about any business could be
welcomed.

•

I would say that we welcome business that do not interfere with the peace and quiet city that we have.

•

I would prefer to cultivate a more community business atmosphere. Instead of driving to a fast food chain, I
would prefer to see a vibrant selection of smaller, specialized, local options for food and shopping.

•

I think any commercial development in MC needs to fit within the architecture and aesthetics currently being
developed in the area neighborhoods. It should look more like a Main Street development and less like a strip
mall.

•

I support any business that knows the meaning of rural and is ok with being rural. The low tax rate is a great
draw for businesses.

•

I do not want to see a rapid commercial growth in McLendon Chisholm. A few commercial items, especially a
grocery store would make life easier than travelling into the city of Rockwall every time you need something.

•

Focus on businesses that will help our community and not draw other people to our city. This is where crime
rates increase.

•

Fast food is a cancerous idea, like broken windows in a neighborhood; it automatically lowers the quality of the
town. Chain restaurants are the same. Allow only the most essential businesses -‐ SEVERELY RESTRICT SIGNAGE
-‐ and limit/control lighting/types of lighting/volume of lighting etc. Charge developers for the right to build
here -‐ do not give tax incentives!

•

Even auto repair can be done tastefully; it’s a matter of planning in advance and holding a level of accountability
to the structure and operation.

•

Do we have an industrial area? All the things listed above are well and good, but wouldn't it bring more revenue
with larger business?

•

As I understand the current zoning plan (commercial development along the SH 205 corridor, I am satisfied with
amount set aside within the comprehensive plan. I am not in favor of adding more. I would also like to see the
city be more attentive to businesses being currently run out of private homes, gun smiths, electrical contractors,
landscaping, etc.

•

Any small business, restaurant, or grocery store would be a big draw. The biggest issue is location. Commercial
areas really need to be at intersections and away from residential neighborhoods. If this were done, we would
support them.
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•

A proper business district needs to be developed and not a collection of small businesses similar to Hwy 276 and
205 towards Terrell

•

A couple of businesses are fine, but not too many. We live in close proximity to two other cities that have all of
those things previously listed, so they are not necessary.

Emphasizing Restaurants: Support
•

Couldn't decide between fast food chain or dine-‐in restaurants. I feel we need something closer than Rockwall for
a quick snack or carry out.

Keep Out
•

We already have a gas station and convenience store. We don't need one on every corner. All of the items listed
are within 5 miles of MC. Don't need duplicates stores.

•

No more Spas or restaurants!

•

No malls of any kind

•

No junk, yards, bars night clubs

•

Against storage facilities

Other Comments
•

N/A

•

See previous comment about rural living

•

Though I am reluctant to support more business or commercial development, just as I did with the question
regarding increasing the sales-‐tax rate, I responded 'Unsure/Don't Know' to this question because I wish to
represent the will of the majority of the people of McLendon-‐Chisholm. I will wait to see the results of this survey
to determine how best to represent the people of McLendon-‐Chisholm. -‐Councilman Robert Steinhagen

Requests
•

We need a centrally located business district not a bunch of strip malls (no matter how high end and well
designed) scattered along 205; 550 and 548.

•

We already have a convenience store with gas station and fast food, auto repair small engine repair and BBQ.
Some nice restaurants perhaps would be welcome.

•

Should have a technology park like Rockwall, off of 205. Traffic lights at 549 would need better timing

•

Please review Madison, MS. I go there on business and they have strict building codes. So if development must
come we can make sure we protect the appeal of the community. Madison is fancy but this is an example of how
zoning can maintain community appeal and property values. Concerned we will get a bunch of messy looking
strip malls on 205. I like the Kensington business complex look.

•

PLEASE get more food and grocery options. A Neighborhood Wal-‐Mart or even a CVS or Walgreens. Some pizza
places. Nothing in Rockwall delivers out this way. Driving into Rockwall with the traffic on 205 is awful. While I
appreciate the country living, a Dominos or a Taco Bell or McDonalds would be fantastic. The Sonic is getting old
real quick.

•

OK so a lot of people raise heck over beer and alcohol sales bottom line is it produces sales tax on top of if it
becomes a problem our county increases ticketing and income from the idiots.

•

Need any Grocery store

•

Need a grocery store. Costco is not a grocery store. Not that its in MC. However it's the closest thing to a 'grocery
store' we have.

•

It would really be nice to see not necessarily a downtown location, but an area that is aesthetically pleasing. This
location would have nice area to park, walk to a restaurant that is like the Oar House, affordable retail shops to
buy clothing, a place where local farmers can line up their goods for folks to buy their produce and/or a gas
station that has competitive prices.
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•

If we have restaurants in MC it would be nice if they offer healthy foods in lieu of fried fast food.

•

If Grocery, it should be something of the level of a Sprouts, Whole Foods, Central Market, etc..... not Alde,
Brookshire’s, etc.

•

I'm not for any commercial business across from the Kingsbridge entrance. It can be hard enough getting out of
the entrance without the addition of a heavily congested gas station, convenience store, etc.

•

I would like to see banking services

•

I think the city should look at bringing in some type of Grocery store. Something like a Wal-‐Mart Neighborhood
store would work. Something that would attract the rural people as well as people who are on the fringe of
Heath, Terrell, Royce City where going all the way into Rockwall or Terrell for the drive. Currently the Shell
Station that is like a convince store price gouges people of the City of MC.

•

Grocery Store PLEASE!

•

Food mart/grocery store as well as a 2nd gas station for competition would be greatly appreciated.
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  City	
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McLendon-‐Chisholm	
  Volunteer	
  Fire	
  Department	
  
Survey	
  Heightened	
  Respondent	
  Awareness	
  [Q8a-‐8h]	
  
Most	
  respondents	
  were	
  split	
  on	
  their	
  awareness	
  of	
  facts	
  about	
  the	
  MCVFD	
  where	
  comments	
  
clearly	
  demonstrate	
  a	
  heightened	
  awareness	
  about	
  the	
  relationship	
  between	
  the	
  city	
  and	
  the	
  
MCVFD	
  [pg.90].	
  	
  This	
  new	
  awareness	
  prompted	
  many	
  comments	
  that	
  may	
  be	
  instructive	
  to	
  
the	
  city	
  council,	
  especially	
  as	
  it	
  considers	
  future	
  MCVFD	
  funding.	
  

Respondents	
  More	
  Supportive	
  than	
  Not	
  for	
  47%	
  Increase	
  to	
  MCVFD	
  Budget	
  [Q9]	
  

While	
  twenty-‐one	
  percent	
  (21%)	
  of	
  respondents	
  were	
  unsure	
  if	
  they	
  agree	
  or	
  disagree	
  with	
  
the	
  city	
  council’s	
  decision	
  to	
  the	
  increase,	
  forty-‐four	
  percent	
  (44%)	
  agreed	
  with	
  the	
  decision,	
  
compared	
  to	
  the	
  thirty-‐five	
  percent	
  (35%)	
  that	
  did	
  not	
  [CHART	
  26:	
  Support	
  for	
  City’s	
  Budget	
  
Increase	
  for	
  MCVFD].	
  	
  While	
  it	
  is	
  not	
  a	
  majority	
  of	
  support,	
  it	
  is	
  arguable	
  to	
  conclude	
  that	
  
those	
  who	
  are	
  unsure	
  or	
  undecided	
  could	
  have	
  been	
  persuaded,	
  had	
  more	
  facts	
  about	
  the	
  
increase	
  been	
  provided.	
  

Little	
  Support	
  for	
  Tax-‐Rate	
  Increase	
  to	
  Support	
  MCVFD	
  [Q10]	
  
While	
  the	
  comments	
  demonstrate	
  respondent’s	
  desire	
  to	
  support	
  the	
  MCFVD,	
  the	
  biggest	
  
push-‐back	
  to	
  increasing	
  funding	
  through	
  a	
  tax-‐rate	
  increase	
  revolves	
  around	
  the	
  following	
  
two	
  key	
  factors	
  that	
  some	
  express	
  makes	
  a	
  tax-‐rate	
  increase	
  unnecessary	
  and,	
  what	
  others	
  
describe	
  as,	
  fiscally	
  irresponsible	
  [pg.103].	
  
The	
  first	
  is	
  the	
  proportion	
  of	
  the	
  MCVFD’s	
  budget	
  to	
  which	
  taxpayers	
  inside	
  the	
  city	
  pay	
  
(ninety	
  percent	
  (90%))	
  verses	
  the	
  other	
  areas,	
  which	
  account	
  for	
  half	
  of	
  all	
  service	
  calls.	
  	
  	
  
The	
  second	
  is	
  the	
  number	
  of	
  new	
  homes	
  being	
  built	
  inside	
  the	
  city	
  limits	
  and	
  the	
  increases	
  in	
  
property	
  values,	
  which	
  provide	
  more	
  revenue	
  to	
  the	
  city,	
  without	
  raising	
  the	
  tax-‐rate.	
  	
  
Many	
  of	
  the	
  respondents	
  that	
  responded	
  with	
  the	
  greatest	
  levels	
  of	
  opposition	
  to	
  Questions	
  
nine	
  and	
  ten	
  expressed	
  the	
  expectation	
  for	
  the	
  MCVFD	
  to	
  find	
  other	
  sources	
  of	
  funding,	
  
specifically	
  in	
  areas	
  outside	
  of	
  the	
  city	
  that	
  they	
  serve.	
  
Statistical	
  Review:	
  Recommendation	
  
Two	
  notable	
  concerns	
  by	
  some	
  respondents	
  [pg.108]	
  question	
  the	
  call-‐volume	
  statistics	
  cited	
  
in	
  the	
  survey	
  arguing	
  (1)	
  concern	
  that	
  the	
  MCVFD	
  automatically	
  responds	
  to	
  all	
  traffic	
  
emergency	
  calls,	
  regardless	
  of	
  reported	
  injury,	
  which	
  could	
  arguably	
  be	
  adequately	
  handled	
  
by	
  the	
  Sheriff’s	
  department	
  and	
  (2)	
  that	
  many	
  of	
  calls	
  cited	
  as	
  being	
  inside	
  the	
  city	
  limits	
  are	
  
actually	
  on	
  traffic	
  emergency	
  calls	
  on	
  major	
  thoroughfares	
  where	
  few	
  of	
  those	
  calls	
  actually	
  
serve	
  taxpaying	
  citizens	
  of	
  M-‐C.	
  	
  	
  
If	
  either	
  of	
  the	
  aforementioned	
  concerns	
  significantly	
  impacts	
  the	
  statistics	
  then	
  the	
  call	
  
volume	
  may	
  need	
  to	
  be	
  recalculated.	
  	
  Regardless,	
  the	
  city	
  council	
  should	
  review	
  these	
  
statistics	
  to	
  either	
  verify	
  or	
  refute	
  these	
  concerns.	
  

Citizen’s	
  Expect	
  the	
  MCVFD	
  to	
  Stay	
  Out	
  of	
  Elections	
  

Many	
  respondents	
  expressed	
  concern	
  over	
  the	
  MCVFD’s	
  refusal	
  to	
  sign	
  a	
  contract	
  with	
  the	
  
city	
  that	
  included	
  a	
  new	
  amendment,	
  which	
  prohibits	
  the	
  department	
  and	
  its	
  uniformed	
  
officials,	
  from	
  engaging	
  in	
  municipal	
  elections	
  in	
  an	
  official	
  capacity	
  [pg.199].	
  	
  Many	
  
expressed	
  concern	
  over	
  the	
  department’s	
  participation	
  in	
  the	
  2016	
  Municipal	
  election	
  where	
  
officials	
  in	
  the	
  department,	
  as	
  representatives	
  of	
  the	
  department,	
  openly	
  campaigned	
  in	
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opposition to the tax rollback, especially since the rollback had no negative impact on the
city’s ability to meet the previous year’s budget, plus the city increased funding by forty-‐
seven percent (47%).
While the MCVFD views themselves as a separate and sovereign business, in the same way
the landscaping company that takes care of City Hall is separate and sovereign, many
respondents see the differences between the two entities as more significant. Many of those
that expressed their concern believe that the MCVFD should be considered an extension of
the government’s public service. They argue that while the city uses taxpayer dollars to fund
a variety of different services, the fire department is deputized to serve the public welfare
while all other, like a landscaping company, does not.
There is clear support for the city council to add back the provision in next year’s contract
that prohibits political activity by the fire department in an official capacity and, should the
department refuse to sign the agreement, the city should allow the MCVFD to live only with
the amount provided by the County.
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Citizen Awareness of Facts Regarding the MCVFD
CHART 20: The MCVFD is Independent of the City
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st

CHART 21: The 1 Responders are State Certified
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CHART 22: The MCVFD Has Two Fire Stations
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CHART 23: Municipal Taxpayers Fund 90% of MCVFD’s Budget
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CHART 24: Twenty Six Percent (26%) of City Budget is Allocated to the MCVFD
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CHART 25: The City Increased MCVFD Funding by 47%
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CHART 26: Support for City’s Budget Increase for MCVFD
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CHART 27: Budget Increase Support by Voter & Prop. Owners
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Tax-‐Rate Increase to Support MCVFD
CHART 28: Support for Raising the Property Tax Rate
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CHART 29: Voter/Non-‐Voter Support for Raising the Property Tax Rate
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Comments Regarding the MCVFD
City-‐Owned Fire Department: Support
•

Would support a city fire department and costs over a volunteer fire department.

•

Need to make this full time and part of the city

•

Good VFD and should determine whether it should become part of the City. Opposed to increase in taxes to
support VFD without long term plan that outlines FD and city relationship.

City Services: Police Department: Opposition
•

Need to see if others in community would want to be volunteers.

•

Keep taxes as low as possible. Example: we do NOT need a police force. The sheriff's department does a very good
job.

Elected Officials: Councilman Steinhagen
•

I responded 'Unsure/Don't Know' to these questions because I wish to represent the will of the majority of the
people of McLendon-‐Chisholm. I will wait to see the results of this survey to determine how best to represent the
people on the city council. -‐Councilman Robert Steinhagen

Funding: Future Increase: Support
•

Would prefer sales tax increase with commercial areas developed in good locations to help fund the VFD. Would
not oppose increased budget depending on need and VFD focus.

•

Without knowing all the details of the increased budget it’s hard to say for sure if the amount of increase was
completely necessary. I do however know that the fire department is underpaid compared to surrounding fire
departments and they deserve a good base salary given the amount of calls they go on not just inside the city
limits.

•

WE have to support the men and women who do this and we do not need to make cuts but help grow them to be
even stronger for our community!

•

We absolutely have to help fund the MCVFD but need to keep it a separate entity from the City. All funding
should be reviewed by Council or Oversight Committee. Tax or bond, after careful extensive review, might be
appropriate.

•

This is the kind of service worthy of a tax increase but with the increase in homes in the city and the revenue that
growth generates, does that provide enough additional funds to offset the need to raise taxes? I would be curious
to see the projections for growth and how that impacts the city tax base before making decisions.

•

This is sometimes opposed by certain individuals in the community until they need EMT's/Fire.

•

This is a terrible question. Anyone new to the city would not have any knowledge of the first set of questions.
Second-‐Without knowing why the city council increased the budget for public safety how can I know if I agree or
disagree. I will say this, the city council is a group of elected people, if they were elected by people who do not
trust them then why did they vote for them to make decisions on their behalf for the city? Third-‐if businesses
were brought into town that would increase the city revenue to help support the MCVFD's growing budget.

•

These questions are good but I know a lot of that budget was due to equipment and a fire truck that needed
replaced making some expenses a one time shot and should be as high for the same reasons in years to come.

•

The MCVFD is a wonderful and necessary organization. Like MC, it is changing as the community changes. We
need a professionally staffed fire department to meet our needs as we grow in population and services (schools,
professional services, etc.). The city council needs to determine if it will remain private or become a city owned
operation. If it remains private, the contract and cost structure must reflect its status as a private firm. It is
rapidly becoming unaffordable.

•

The fire department is a private entity so there has to be a careful balance of the fire department's budget and
our city's ability to fund the department. Question 9 is misleading since the fire department withdrew their total
funding request because of the roll back issue.
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•

The city is growing faster than our emergency personnel services, and we need to stay ahead of this.

•

NEED TRANSPARENCY AND AUDITING TO ENSURE VALIDITY OF EXPENSES.

•

Need to understand where the rest of the funding goes.

•

Need more information about the future of the city and fire department to answer the questions

•

Need more details on why the 47% increase and what future increases would support.

•

Might could raise it some with increased sales tax. If 2/3 of MCFD jurisdiction is outside of city limits, then are
they getting funded somewhere else for the 2/3rds? If 1/2 of calls are inside city limits, then maybe MC should
fund 1/2 of it.

•

Key word is 'should the need arise'

•

It would support as long as I know exactly what the increase is for and is it justified.

•

It seems the most important buildings in our city are our homes. Why in the world would we want to scrimp on
the fire department? We ask the personnel to be on call 24 hours a day, without providing insurance or
retirement, to be there when we need them the most. There is nothing else the city does for the good of the
citizens.

•

If there is a genuine need, I will support it but it must be justified.

•

I support an increase to the MCVFD and any other public safety budget items only with a corresponding
reduction in other items. For example, remove the city planner, lawyer, and reduce admin funding. All tax rate
increase should be put to citizen vote.

•

I agree with increasing the budget for public safety, but the city needs to have total control of the fire
department budget, where the MCVFD is not setting its own budget.

Funding: Future Increase: Opposition
Wow, had I have known that our city tax dollars pretty much fund the fire department that serves so many other
communities I never would have given a donation to their door-‐to-‐door fundraising effort. I think the fire
department needs to stop coming to the well of our city funding and go to those communities that are being
served.
If the
department wants professional wages and to be funded at higher levels,
•

Would rather see more commercial endeavors to help share the burden and for convenience' sake.

•

Why not have the other communities pay more?

My buddy who is a professional firefighter volunteers for
Rockwall because
wants to treat him as a rookie and go through drills that he learned ten years
ago. You’ll never get experienced firefighters to volunteer when you
trying to tell guys with ten times the experience how to put on their firefighting equipment.

•

Why is this budget growing? Why is there off there during that time? Are there more calls during the day versus
the night? Do other municipalities pay us to use our firefighters? Why do we have to pay more for a system that
is only used half of the time in the city limits?

•

Why is the city council giving the VFD more money when we already pay most of their budget? That doesn't
make sense. They should move their fundraising out of our neighborhood and into neighborhoods that don't pay
city taxes.

•

Why can't the fire department find other sources of funding? Why are we expected to foot the entire bill and why
does the city council support the cost of increasing staff to the volunteer fire department.

•

Why are city taxpayers paying 90% when half the calls go outside the city and we make up just 1/3 of the
geographic jurisdiction? As a private contractor I know that there is more building development going on
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outside our city but inside the vfds jurisdiction. So the burden to us inside the city is likely to be even greater if we
continue to have to absorb all of the cost.
•

Who is holding the VFD accountable? Why are we giving more money when we already make up 90% of their
funding but just half of the calls? Another brilliant government decision.

•

While I support the fire department I don't think its right for city taxpayers to keep being forced to fund more
increases to their budget, especially when half the calls fall outside the city limits. Its ironic that the when the
fire department does try to raise money, they come into our neighborhood to do it, when we are already funding
them. They should be raising taxes outside of the city limits in those other areas that aren't paying our city taxes.

•

Well the information about the VFD is certainly unsettling. I want the city to support the fire department, but
become the sole source of funding when 2/3 of the area served is outside the city, which is sure to grow
exponentially over the coming years. How is it okay for us to foot so much of the bill? I heard
refuse to sign a
contract with the city if cant use
authority
of the fire department to influence our city election.
said that the tax rollback would hurt the fire department funding but I understand that the increase in
funding is everything that they asked for.
department that they work for the people,

•

The city council needs to tell the
!

fire

We have always been very supportive of our first-‐responders and have made a donation every year to the MCVFD
when the department sends a representative into our neighborhood. However both my husband and I have lost
much of our enthusiasm because of
recent actions
It started with
efforts to oppose the tax rollback that
claimed
would harm the city's ability to fund the department, which puts lives at risk. Turns out that the tax rollback had
no impact on funding to the fire department at all! The facts above prove that the city is funding almost their
entire budget too, which is wrong, since half the calls go outside the city. Those areas need to pay their share.
So when we learned recently that the MCVFD refused to sign the contract with the city because the council had
added a restriction to political activity of the department, we thought that the city council should not have
signed the contract. Since the taxpayers inside the city funds such a disproportionate percent of the MCVFD’s
budget, it's clear that the city council could, and should have forced the issue and denied funding until they sign
the contract. Let the MCVFD live with the funds provided to them through the county alone.
Next year the city should not sign any contract that funds a vendor that does public service. A landscape
company,
used as an example of other vendors that the city hires without placing the same
restrictions on, is an insulting
argument to defend the MCVFD's refusal since the landscaping company
that the city uses does not serve the public.
The city council represents the people of McLendon-‐Chisholm, not the fire department

•

Throwing good money after bad when we are the only ones really contributing. THANK YOU for making me
aware of these facts.
This survey should have been sent out BEFORE the city council approved this increase. It’s a little too late to ask
us about this now, but increasing the fire departments budget is crazy.

•

This information was eye opening. The city council needs to require the MCVFD to find new sources of
generating revenue or serve our city exclusively. Either way, until areas served by the MCVFD can match what
our city is paying, the city council should not be increasing funding any further.

•

This city is spending too much on fire dept. for size of city. As the city grows build fire dept. proportionally. My
understanding is most calls are not fire calls but rather EMT calls. While I'm all for helping others in need and
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accidents, there must be restraint and limits to remain fiscally responsible. As city grows and has larger tax base
and additional income revenue streams, then build out more.
•

There needs to be more balance in funding. There is too much coming from city taxpayers.

•

There are enough new houses that will contribute to the taxes needed for this. Keep taxes where they are now.

•

The VFD does great work but
servants and should not be interfering in elections.

needs to keep in mind that they are public

I don't have a problem with paying the VFD every year the amount that is currently budgeted but I do have a
problem with such a disproportionate amount of the VFD's budget coming from city taxpayers, when half of the
calls aren't even inside the city limits.
One thing that I would like to know is of the calls that are inside the city limits, what percentage of those are
auto accidents on FM205? This statistic is important because it will demonstrate that most of those types of calls
servicing citizens who live inside the city and pay the city taxes
I think the city council needs to do a better job holding the VFD accountable and
be accountable. (Duplicate)

is willing to

•

The real question is... Has the need of these services increased 47%? What is the percentage of increased calls or
responses? It is hard to agree when this information isn't provided. Can individuals from the city assist the State
Certified Responders if a waiver of liability is signed?

•

The facts about the fire department are eye opening! THANK YOU for informing me about these facts! Why are
we paying the majority of the budget? That's ridiculous!

•

The city should cut their funding by 50% next year and encourage the fire department to raise the balance of
their funding from people living inside the fire district but outside of M-‐C city limits.

•

The city needs to stop increasing funding until the vfd finds other sources of revenue. They even come into our
neighborhood asking for more money

•

The city needs to put the kibosh on further funding until the other half of their jurisdiction pays their fair share.

in opposition to the tax rollback
should stay out of our city elections
.

I attended the campaign meeting
The fire department

•

Stop increasing funding until the other areas pay their fair share.

•

So we are paying most all of the cost to service areas outside of our city?!? How is that smart? Stop any further
increases in funding! The VFD and their supporters need to stop
trying to convince
us that more money is the answer to all our problems. That's what they say at every level of government but it’s
simply not true. The problem isn't funding but leadership!

•

So I understand that our fire brigade, which calls themselves volunteer, are paid?!? How does that work?

So the fire department governs themselves? They
also get to participate in elections? Hmmm. I wonder whom they will support in the coming election. Let me
guess...the candidates who will give them unlimited tax dollars and ask no questions. The city council needs to
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put an end to any more funding increases until all those areas around us start paying their fair share.
(Duplicate)
•

Should have done this survey before you increased vfd funding
(Duplicate)

•

Okay, time for the other communities being served to do their part and pay their fair share.

•

Obviously the fire department is getting plenty of funding from the city already. Why should we increase taxes
when the other areas served by the MCVFD's are paying so little? This makes no sense to me. I also don't get why
the city council increased their funding. I thought that the tax rollback was going to take money away from the
department, which is why I voted against it. I feel like I was lied to
.

•

Not sure if 'opposed' is the right answer that I want to choose. BUT, I will say, based on the FACTS of how much
MC is contributing to the FD's budget I believe it is unfair. Why are the other cities that the FD is covering not
contributing a larger portion or at least 'equally'??? If the FD is coming up with a budget and they are not part of
the city services that's keeping them accountable on what they are spending their monies on? How do we know
that they are maintaining their equipment? Why is the FD coming to MC to support such a large portion of their
annual budget? Were they denied by the other cities and it has been this way for years???

•

Need to ensure Non city residences cover there fair share and all the increase should not fall to city taxes.

•

Let the other areas that the fire department serves pay their portion of the bill. The city should not give the
MCVFD any more increases until this happens.

•

It bothers me that for the past several years I've donated money to the fire department when they have one of
their firefighters come door to door for donations only to learn that I am already paying most of their budget
through my tax dollars. I think the VFD needs to raise money from those areas that are receiving benefit from
our contributions and begin to participate in the financial support of the fire department.

•

It appears that the tax rollback didn't have the impact that the VFD
said it would! I used to be a big supporter of the fire department until I attended an
event where
tried to convince those of us who
attended, that the tax rollback would threaten the public safety of our community.

The city should not sign another contract with fire department until measures of accountability are in place,
the fire department is prohibited from participating
in city elections (which is a huge conflict of interest), and all the other areas that are served by the VFD pays
their fair share of the bill. (Duplicate)
•

If we are already footing most of the bill, why should we pay more?
The VFD would get more full time firefighters to volunteer on their off days if
wouldn't require them to jump through
hoops that they already do in their real
jobs. A fire fighter with just a few years working in Garland or Dallas has more experience fighting structure
fires
so how do
these
men have to go through
training. We could save a lot of money and get
experienced firefighters
to volunteer if they only had to have a pager and get called when actually needed.

•

If MC is growing, I don’t fully understand the need to increase as there will be more homes to pay taxes therefore
be an increase in and of itself. However, that being said, the safety of our homes and community is very
important to me.
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•

If 90% of the MCVFD is funded by the city, and the city comprises only 1/3 of MCVFD's area of operation, then
other areas that benefit from MCVFD should carry a more equitable share of the funding burden. Property taxes
are already too high and if they get any higher people aren't going to want to buy property here.

•

I'd like to know more about what the purpose is for the increases. How are they stewarding what they have given
the types of calls they make? Who determines what is a need and what is an upgrade and is the upgrade
necessary?

•

I would be more inclined to support tax increase for MCVFD if MC hadn't forced increases for over-‐budget city
hall on the taxpayers.

•

I used to support the fire department but

leadership is becoming too political
The city council
needs to hold the vfd accountable
the fire department should stop
demanding more money from those of us in the city and start demanding those other areas to contribute more.
(Duplicate)

•

I think there are other creative ways to fund and support the MCFD.
I think that the city council should get approval from the people before they approve more cities funding to the
VFD, especially since we already pay so much of the VFD's budget. The VFD needs to get money from other
places. They've gone to this well too many times!

•

I think that its time for the fire departments other jurisdictions to pay their fair share

•

I support our fire department but I don't think that those of us who live inside the city should have to foot the bill
for it. When the source of funding for the fire department better reflects those areas being served is the only time
that the city should consider sending more taxpayer dollars. I also understand that
has rejected the
request of the city council to prohibit the department, which my tax dollars are funding, from participating in
city elections. When the VFD signs a contract with the city they become an extension of the city and they should
not be engaging in elections

Where is the accountability from the city council???
•

I have serious concerns that the Volunteer Fire Department is only interested in increasing their budget
. I question whether the department looks at ways to cut costs versus how to increase their budget.

•

I had no idea that volunteer fire fighters were paid! We are supposed to be a rural community so why do we
continue to grow the fire department, especially when half the calls and two thirds of their area falls outside of
the city. The fire department needs to stop relying on us city taxpayers and find other sources of revenue!

•

I guess that I am confused by these questions. Why would the city council keep increasing the city budget for the
fire department and why we would want to increase taxes to add more funds to make the city's contribution even
more disproportionate than it is already? I am all for supporting the fire department but the other areas that
are served by them need to first pay their fair share before the city increases funding any more.

•

I don’t understand why we pay so much when the other areas that the fire department serves pays almost
nothing-‐-‐also not sure why they have a guy come into our neighborhood to sell us pictures and raise money for
them when we are already paying most of the bill.

•

I don't want a dime raised. Use my PID money.

•

I don't understand. If just 1/3 of the VFDs jurisdiction is inside our city and half of the calls are going outside of
our city, then why are we funding 90% of the department's budget?
Throwing more money at
things seems to be the solution for
government, but all it does is cause more problems. We need
to tell the fire department that the gravy train is over until they
find more funding from other places.

•

I don't understand why we are paying so much of the VFD's budget. That seems wrong to me. Why can't those
other areas pay more?
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•

I don't see why our tax dollars pays so much of the MCVFD budget nor do I understand why the city felt it
necessary to increase funding by more than one hundred thousand dollars.

•

I don't get how we pay so much of the MCVFD's budget but the other areas being serviced do not. Why would I
support increasing funding to the MCVFD or raising taxes to support that increased funding when those other
areas aren't paying their fair share of the budget?

•

I don't agree that those of us who live inside the city should take on so much of the financial burden when there
are other communities that pay so little.

•

I do not support an increase in property tax rates to support MCVFD. I have a problem with the fact that MC is
funding majority of the service that are provided yet our VFD is providing services to areas outside the city limit.
Why can't the other areas outside of the city limits benefiting from the MCVFD supplement that cost of running
the FD? I feel areas utilizing the services provided by out FD should contribute to the operating budget.

•

I believe it is time for the fire department to start figuring out other ways of seeking out funding for their budget.
I don't disagree in supporting safety needs, but it's irresponsible for a growing city to rely on a fire department
that is managing several cities. Especially, if the fire department is reporting that half the calls are outside
McLendon-‐Chisholm.

•

I am for supporting our Firefighters and first responders. I don't support a tax increase because even as a
growing community, we need to live within a budget.

•

Geeez, why does the fire department fundraise in our neighborhood if we are already funding 90% of their
budget? They should try raising money from other places. If the city does another survey, it would be helpful to
attach the fire departments budget to review how that money is being spent.

•

Do not raise taxes. Find other ways to meet the financial needs. Raising taxes is always the go to answer and it's
usually wrong.

•

Didn’t the election tell our elected officials anything? Stop spending money without asking us first, like in this
survey. Before next years budget, please send out another survey before you vote to consider spending any more
of my tax dollars. The fire department needs to find new sources of funding!!!

•

Current 0.15% rate is sufficient.

•

Citizen’s finances are already stretched thin with other increases in monthly expenses (i.e. Health Care,
insurance, Housing, etc.). How much more in 2017 can we take????

•

Build your commercial tax base instead of burdening the private homeowner!

•

Any funding increases should be consistent with the increase in number of rooftops. However, I would think the
increased tax base resulting from said growth would cover any necessary increment in their budget without the
necessity of increasing the tax rate. If they are 90 percent funded by donations, perhaps they should consider
holding a fundraiser. Another point, politicians love to raise taxes in the interest of public safety but the money
always finds other uses such as new city hall buildings, etc. As an example, I remember being told that a state
lottery would be used to fund public education. Instead the proceeds to into the general fund and our school tax
rates continue to rise. I have no reason to believe there would be any difference in this case.

•

A neighbor here in Quail Creek who is a veteran living on veteran’s disability after sustaining a combat injury is a
member of the fire department. All of us in the neighborhood are proud of our wounded warrior so we support
the fire department. I think, however, that the city council should not continue to increase funding to the fire
department until the areas that are being serviced, but not paying, participate in supporting the VFD more
equitably.

General Concerns
•

With so much of our city's tax dollars going to the fire department their needs to be a much higher standard of
accountability! Is that happening?

•

This is an extremely rural area. Fire departments should be volunteer or sparsely manned. All homes are wood
built even with a manned station they are going to be totally engulfed before anyone gets there. Big
developments such as [Mira] Vista should pay for their own station.
Half the calls the FD responds to are not calls I feel they should be going to.
Office Calls to bump Calls for Service is
skewing the stats
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This fire dept. was volunteer until some

•

decided

The VFD does great work but
servants and should not be interfering in elections.

have a paid fire position

needs to keep in mind that they are public

I don't have a problem with paying the VFD every year the amount that is currently budgeted but I do have a
problem with such a disproportionate amount of the VFD's budget coming from city taxpayers, when half of the
calls aren't even inside the city limits.
One thing that I would like to know is of the calls that are inside the city limits, what percentage of those are
auto accidents on FM205? This statistic is important because it will demonstrate that most of those types of calls
servicing citizens who live inside the city and pay the city taxes
I think the city council needs to do a better job holding the VFD accountable and
be accountable.
•

is running roughshod over the council so that

the fire department

can inject

is willing to

in our city elections.

needs to start acting like public servants

•
has no business
interfering in our city elections nor should any uniformed member of the department be involved in
political activity whatsoever. They should view themselves as public servants but if they really see themselves as
just like a landscaping company then take off the badges and the name McLendon-‐Chisholm from their trucks
and uniforms. Our city funds 90% of the MCVFD's budget
works for the city council.
stay out of our city elections.
•

•

So I understand that our fire brigade, which calls themselves volunteer, are paid?!? How does that work?

So the fire department governs themselves? They
also get to participate in elections? Hmmm. I wonder whom they will support in the coming election. Let me
guess...the candidates who will give them unlimited tax dollars and ask no questions. The city council needs to
put an end to any more funding increases until all those areas around us start paying their fair share.
•

Should have done this survey before you increased vfd funding.
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Is it true that the VFD refused to sign the contract with the city because it prohibited the department and
uniformed on-‐duty firefighters & officers from supporting or opposing candidates and ballot measures in city
elections? If the fire department wants to interfere in our city elections then they need to find other sources of
private funding. The funding that our city provides to the VFD is public funds for the benefit of all its citizens.
recently argued that the VFD was the same as the landscaping company that the city hires to
cut the grass at the city hall,
The city
already funds 90% of the VFD's budget. I think that it's time for them to find other sources of funding!
•

If we are already footing most of the bill, why should we pay more?
The VFD would get more full time firefighters to volunteer on their off days if
wouldn't require them to jump through
hoops that they already do in their real
jobs. A fire fighter with just a few years working in Garland or Dallas has more experience fighting structure
fires
so how do
these
men have to go through
training. We could save a lot of money and get
experienced firefighters
to volunteer if they only had to have a pager and get called when actually needed. (Duplicate)

•

If we are paying the fire department to serve the community, they
should not take a position in our elections.

•

I used to support the fire department but

is becoming too political
The city council
needs to hold the vfd accountable and
the fire department should stop
demanding more money from those of us in the city and start demanding those other areas to contribute more.

•

I think
threatening our public safety by refusing to sign a contract
with the city because it prevents
from getting involved in our city elections
First of all, any public
servant that is being funded with tax dollars should not be allowed to campaign or be involved in political
activity while they are on duty, period.
full time firefighters who work in
surrounding areas that are interested in serving
expects them to go through
training
program and be at the station when they are on call. There are many in our city who are current and retired
firefighters who would be willing to serve if the bell rang,

The city council should hold its ground and refuse to sign another contract unless the MCVFD understand that
their role is to respond to emergencies, not get involved in politics. There is absolutely no justification for the city
to increase funding to the MCVFD when areas around us don't first pay their fair share.
•

I have become less enthusiastic about the VFD over the past year, especially during the election where I attended
a campaign event where
lobbied hard to convince me that the tax rollback would hurt the
fire department. Apparently
they received a 47% increase over last year!
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how can the fire department justify participating in an election? I took down my tax rollback yard sign after
that meeting because I was afraid of how the VFD might retaliate. That's not right!
I encourage the city council to place limits on the VFD's political activities. After all, the city is paying the
overwhelming majority of their budget so they need to be focused on fighting fires, not campaigning for or
against candidates or ballot measures.
To now learn about how much of the VFD's budget my tax dollars are funding while the rest of their service area
is paying just 10% tells me that the VFD is overstepping its bounds in other ways too.

I appreciate what the VFD does but I don’t appreciate
the department
refused to sign a contract with the city if they were prohibited from participating in elections.

•

I disagree with the department’s decision not
to sign a city contract until the provision that restricts the department from participating in our city elections in
an official capacity was removed. The tax roll back election proved that their interference into this election was
misguided and inappropriate.
The fire department serves
the public in an official capacity and therefore should have no role in trying to influence elections. I cannot
understand how anyone can justify this. I sincerely hope that the city Council
will (1) require the provision which prohibits the department from participating in elections an (2)
stop increasing the MCVFD funding until those areas outside of the city that are being served by the fire
department begin to pay their fair share.

•

As a police officer I see the Fire Department being dispatched to accidents where they are not needed. It should
not be a blanket where they are dispatched to every accident unless the Sheriff's Office or other law enforcement
agency requests them. That's standard protocol for most cities. It gets to a point that two many emergency
vehicles responding is more of a hazard. I feel like they want to respond in order to inflate their numbers, but in
doing so, its also wear and tear on the equipment, extra fuel, etc.

MCVFD Fundraising
•

Wow, had I have known that our city tax dollars pretty much fund the fire department that serves so many other
communities I never would have given a donation to their door-‐to-‐door fundraising effort. I think the fire
department needs to stop coming to the well of our city funding and go to those communities that are being
served.
(Duplicate)

•

While I support the fire department I don't think its right for city taxpayers to keep being forced to fund more
increases to their budget, especially when half the calls fall outside the city limits. Its ironic that the when the
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fire department does try to raise money, they come into our neighborhood to do it, when we are already funding
them. They should be raising taxes outside of the city limits in those other areas that aren't paying our city taxes.
•

The fire department sends a photography company to my door every year to raise money. I didn't realize that
my tax dollars are already funding so much. I guess the tax rollback didn't have the impact that the fire
department was claiming. Sorry, but I no longer have any faith in what the unaccountable and politically driven
fire department to tells me. They need to focus on fighting fires and stay out of our elections.

•

It bothers me that for the past several years I've donated money to the fire department when they have one of
their firefighters come door to door for donations only to learn that I am already paying most of their budget
through my tax dollars. I think the VFD needs to raise money from those areas that are receiving benefit from
our contributions and begin to participate in the financial support of the fire department.

•

I don’t understand why we pay so much when the other areas that the fire department serves pays almost
nothing-‐-‐also not sure why they have a guy come into our neighborhood to sell us pictures and raise money for
them when we are already paying most of the bill. (Duplicate)

•

Geeez, why does the fire department fundraise in our neighborhood if we are already funding 90% of their
budget? They should try raising money from other places. If the city does another survey, it would be helpful to
attach the fire departments budget to review how that money is being spent. (Duplicate)

MCVFD Opposition
•

Eliminate MCFVD!!!

MCVFD Support
•

With the increases in funding to the MCVFD, it is quickly becoming volunteer in name only. While it is greatly
appreciated that some individuals will remain 'on call' the fact remains that the staff is growing and the word
Volunteer will soon be more of a formality than a fact.

•

We NEED emergency services, both for fire and medical related calls.

•

Very important for all homeowners

•

Top fire dept. is a must for this community, it adds value to my home

•

They have always been prompt, professional and thorough.

•

They are a very important part of this community and we should do more to support them.

•

Public safety should be a priority, with road improvements a close second. After all if the roads are in disarray,
then the 1st responders will have more difficulty doing their job and helping us, the citizens.

•

Please pass on our thanks to these volunteers

•

If they want to increase more than that for a 2 man basic response [then] we need to mandate that one of them
be a paramedic and that they have ALS capabilities upon arrival and be driving our future being able to take
care and transport our own, and make sure that is done at our expectations not someone else’s.

•

If MC is growing, I don’t fully understand the need to increase as there will be more homes to pay taxes therefore
be an increase in and of itself. However, that being said, the safety of our homes and community is very
important to me. (Duplicate)

•

I feel that our budget should remain dedicated to services to our public. Other allocations should be kept to a
minimum.

•

Good to have

•

Funding increased staffing and equipment upgrades should be of paramount importance. We need the assurance
of rapid response for all fire and medical calls!

•

Cut spending elsewhere to fund the fire department!

•

A fully staffed and well-‐equipped dept. is needed to ensure adequate protection for the community, to maintain
property values, and to encourage future real estate development. I support hiring enough full time personnel
to provide immediate response at least 12 hr./day and 7 days/week. I also support paying them a salary that
enables them to maintain a decent lifestyle and discourages them from looking elsewhere for a better wage.
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•

A fire department is one of the main services a city provides to its residents. The MCVFD provides the area a
great benefit for the amount of their budget.

More Information
•

We don't know enough about the budgetary needs to have an opinion.

•

It would be helpful to understand what the budget consists of and how the money is being used.

•

I would need additional data on what the department needs in order to serve the community. How many calls
per year/ training requirements etc. Are the volunteers employed by another department?

•

I would like to see the Council and Economic Development seek alternative methods for the additional funding.
Raise the sales tax rate and ear mark the increase through special jurisdiction for the fire dept., grants, etc.

•

I would like more information like comparisons between our size town and others and information on what is
adequate, and where to find the standard....

•

I suppose we should know what the need is before committing. We fully appreciate and support or volunteer fire
department, but still gotta know what’s going on.

•

I need more information to make this decision.

New City Hall Building: Opposition
•

Sell City Hall instead!!!!!

•

If it's that important, why did we waste money installing a city hall that we obviously didn't need? A total of 2.9
million dollars were spent on a building that is not only uglier than most of the houses in our city, but also more
expensive, and is essentially worthless. Aside from our city not being able to contract people that can make a
decent building with 2.9 million,
is an
abhorrent use of the city's funds. All that money was being spent and no one thought to improve the fire
department, so why should taxes be raised to cover

•

Didn't need to spend that much on city hall!!

Outrage/Frustration: Actions of City Leaders/Elected Officials

•

Here we go again!!! Three of the sitting Council ran on a platform for a tax rollback and now you are asking if
we support one.

Question
•

Would like to know what areas are covered in the district and why MC pays 90% of the costs when amounting to
only 1/3 of service district and half the use.

•

Where is Fire Station #2?

•

They are only open 7-‐7?? ...Who handles emergencies the rest of the 12 hrs.?? And if they are independent of the
city, why are our tax dollars supporting them?

•

Rockwall has a fire dept. why can't an agreement be negotiated to combine services?

•

After the rollback on property tax last year I thought there was a 6% increase of property tax.

Rapid Response Concern
•

As Rockwall County grows the ability of county EMS services become stretched thin. We need to ensure a rapid
first response capability.
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Roads
•

Public safety should be a priority, with road improvements a close second. After all if the roads are in disarray,
then the 1st responders will have more difficulty doing their job and helping us, the citizens. (Duplicates)

Tax Increase to Support MCVFD: Opposition
•

Volunteer is just that; volunteer. I get equipment and training cost money, but if you’re paying for firefighters
that not a volunteer fire department. Rockwall has the station just down 205 that is staffed and will respond to
our city via mutual aid agreement. I see. I point at this stage of the city to take on a full time paid department.
We don't have a full time police department cause we utilize RCSO. Why don't we utilize Rockwall fire
department the same way?

•

Sell City Hall instead!!!!! (Duplicate)

•

Obviously the fire department is getting plenty of funding from the city already. Why should we increase taxes
when the other areas served by the MCVFD's are paying so little? This makes no sense to me. I also don't get why
the city council increased their funding. I thought that the tax rollback was going to take money away from the
department, which is why I voted against it. I feel like I was lied to
. (Duplicate)

•

It appears the City has had poor management in the past so why would I need to pay more property taxes to fix
this problem?

•

I would
suggest first to prioritize funds in most needed areas, then assess and determine if an increase in tax is really the
only option. As I previously noted, our property taxes are more than most people can afford and must cut some
personal expenses to pay them. We all must make do with what we have, and the city is no exception. Do not
raise taxes

•

I have listed opposed to an increase in property taxes, however I believe a strong residential development plan
that is variable in plot size could provide a strong tax base at lower rates to provide additional funding for the
MCVFD

•

I am a police officer in a neighboring city and it seems crazy for me to think that so much of our tax dollars are
going to a volunteer fire department. I like the department being volunteer, but I am very concerned that they
are not really volunteers. I was surprised to see the fire department so engaged in the election of the city leaders
because there is a reason for that separation. If I don't support who the fire department wants, I would feel less
safe. I hope the city doesn't plan on starting a police force either...that would be crazy.

•

Good VFD and should determine whether it should become part of the City. Opposed to increase in taxes to
support VFD without long-‐term plan that outlines FD and city relationship. (Duplicate)

•

20 yrs. ago the city of Rockwall didn't even have paid firefighters! Are we there yet?

Tax Increase to Support MCVFD: Support
•

Who else do you propose to raise money to support increasing demand for services except with a rate increase?
Rather silly question.

•

Property tax rate increase would depend on what they were going to use the extra money for.

•

Not opposed to a property tax increase to fund FD growing budget, but would sure like to know how much and
what its being spent on.

•

If you had left the tax rate alone we would not be having this discussion.

•

I'll support the need for a tax hike ONLY if I see a growth plan that is reasoned, responsible, protective and puts
citizens and their future lifestyles first. If you favor developers then they have to pay for the growth.

•

I agree in paying slightly more taxes to fund the fire department

•

I agree with tax rate increase if needed, also increase should be gradually, not 47% at one time.
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City Services
Tepid Support for More City Services [Q11]
There is little support and more solid opposition for adding city services.
Among all the options, adding a city-‐owned fire department holds the greatest level of
support, thirty seven percent (37%) while thirty-‐six percent (36%) oppose it [CHART 32:
City-‐Owned Fire Department]. However, the biggest difference in these numbers is revealed
in the levels of opposition verses support, where twenty-‐nine percent (29%) strongly oppose
compared with just thirteen percent (13%) that strongly support it. This difference is
significant because it demonstrates that while opposition may fall one percent below
support, the resolve of that opposition is doubled that of supporters.
Coming in a very close second is adding water services [CHART 30: Water Services] and
streets [CHART 35: Streets], each one garnering thirty-‐four percent (34%) of respondent
support. However, just like the strength of opposition over support is significant to adding a
city-‐owned fire department, so it is for adding water and streets.
Adding law enforcement realized the greatest levels of opposition, as fifty-‐two percent (52%)
are not amenable [CHART 31: Law Enforcement].
Adding “parks and recreation” to the city, garnered support of thirty percent (30%) of
respondents while adding sanitation services received the least support, with just twenty
percent (20%) [CHART 34: Parks & Recreation].

Respondents Want to Limit Government and Keep Taxes Low

The comments reveal [pg.129] that the basis of opposition is centered on the overarching
mindset of the overwhelming majority that government services expands government and
increases taxes. As stated earlier, the key is for the city council to bolster the mindset among
those who migrate into the community by emphasizing the fact that M-‐C is a community that
does not have city services because the people prefer a more rural lifestyle, limited
government, and lower taxes.
Question Wording
The city of McLendon-‐Chisholm does not currently provide public services that our neighboring cities do. What is
your position on the city ADDING the following taxpayer-‐funded services as part of expanding your city
government?
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CHART 30: Water Services
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Comments Regarding Water Services
•

At this time the city doesn't need to get into the water, sanitation, and water businesses. This little city needs to
grow to 5 to 6 thousand people before you even consider it.

•

Water and Sewer would be my highest priority. Current companies are EXTREMELY unfriendly to our
community.

•

We only need to research water services; the RCH seems stressed by the development.

•

The City will control its destiny when it controls the water supply! The issues with RCH in Summer 2015 are a
prime example of needing City controlled water.

•

Taking more control over our water supply is the highest priority. RCH has proven they cannot be relied upon
for adequate water -‐ even at the current population. Future growth is impossible without a reliable source of
water.

•

Something needs to be dome about RCH. City needs to take it over. Citizens are very upset and dissatisfied with
them
, which needs to change yearly

•

Our water supply is nasty, filled with chemicals, and costs are OUTRAGEOUS. I would support our own water
services.

•

Not much need for services at this time. RCH Water Co. is ripping the citizens off. We should make a deal with the
city of Rockwall.
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CHART 31: Law Enforcement
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Comments Regarding Law Enforcement
•

We need to budget for the eventuality that we will have to pay for our own police and fire protection and the fact
that all the roads are private roads is going to hurt real estate values as the roads deteriorate.

•

The only reason to have a police department is to generate revenue from speeding tickets. Let's not turn our city
into a speed trap!

•

Fire and Police are the two basic services that should be provided by the City.

•

Police protection may become necessary with future growth, but is not needed at this time.
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CHART 32: City-‐Owned Fire Department
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Comments Regarding a City-‐Owned Fire Department
•

You will never get full time firefighters to volunteer with the VFD as long as you
expects
them to go through training that we have already been trained for. If you want to give us a pager and call us
when you need help, fine

•

We are paying the fire department already. With that money should come some level of accountability. To what
measures of accountability does the city council hold the fire department?

•

We already have the fire department, we wouldn't be adding it.

•

We need to budget for the eventuality that we will have to pay for our own police and fire protection and the fact
that all the roads are private roads is going to hurt real estate values as the roads deteriorate.

•

So what are we paying for now, besides a city hall that we don't need
?

•

So if we take on the fire department, does that mean we will be responsible for 100% of the cost to fund it and
still service those other areas or will the department be exclusive to the city?

•

So for all the taxes that we are paying to the city, what do we get for that besides a new city hall, a volunteer fire
department, and more staff than our city really needs?

•

Prefer small government. I do not know the average response time for sheriff/fire, so would support additional
funding if it's below average.

•

Fire and Police are the two basic services that should be provided by the City.
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CHART 33: Sanitation
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Comments Regarding Sanitation Services
•

At this time the city doesn't need to get into the water, sanitation, and water businesses. This little city needs to
grow to 5 to 6 thousand people before you even consider it.

•

Prefer small government. I do not know the average response time for sheriff/fire, so would support additional
funding if it's below average.

•

Unless I am mistaken, one of the city services added along with the ad valorem tax was IESI waste pickup
(outlawing any private waste pickup at that point). Why would it need to be added again? To avoid another
IESI debacle, a well thought-‐out and publicized *plan* for any such additional services would be in order.

•

This area is very small. I don't think you need a big city service for things you don't have. We don't need more
city government if these issues are handled by private companies. The only thing this city needs is sewage if you
want to grow your down town area at all.

•

Sanitation is adequately handled by the private entity.

•

Trash collection under Progressive is adequate but I wouldn't object to adding it to city services if it could be
done at lower cost.
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CHART 34: Parks & Recreation
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Comments Regarding Parks & Recreation
•

Would support parks if it were trails, playgrounds, etc. Don't need organized P&R activities, can get that in
Rockwall.

•

This is a small community. Lots are large enough not to need parks. A little walking area around city hall may
be okay for functions -‐meetings.

•

Some rec facilities (soccer fields & outdoor basketball) would be a nice benefit for the residents. Possible could
be constructed at the City Hall property.
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CHART 35: Streets
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Comments Regarding the City Adding More Streets
•

Would very much like to see the city, like other surrounding cities, add the subdivisions to city services and
improve the streets that lead to the subdivision. In my opinion the city roads are a major issue.

•

Without more information these services being provided by the city would mean to taxpayers it's too hard to say
whether or not I support it. The streets in McLendon Chisholm are awful. More needs to be done, but that doesn't
necessarily mean it should be city owned.

•

While a better job maintaining some of the roads is necessary I feel that the city should do better maintaining the
ones they have before taking on more? Also, feel that Water and sewer should definitely be done via City, current
companies are very backwards, difficult to work with and shady

•

What about new subdivision roads? Are they eventually turned over to the city? I’m in Kensington Park, these
roads may be private now, but once developer is done, who is responsible?

•

We live on the worst street in the county and the city does not maintain it. It would be helpful if they did.

•

Unsure on streets without cost information

•

We should research the costs of maintaining streets, which could be expensive. I have learned that most folks
here have SUVs or trucks so we are used to the rough roads.

•

They need to maintain Glen Acres Estates road also so this neighborhood doesn't end up being a 3rd world
country inside this neighborhood. It would add one mile to that cluster of streets that the city maintains.

•

these streets are maintained by the city, there are other 'private' streets that should be added because they are
torn up by city 'mandated' trash trucks!!!

•

HOA owned streets are a burden the subdivision residents when repairs are required. The ability to have a
strong buying power is provided when a City implements a road repair contract.

•

The city shouldn't maintain any roads (it can't afford it), let the county pay for it. The county has a larger tax
base. The city doesn't maintain my road!

•

The city needs to do a better job of street maintenance and this issue is growing rapidly.

•

Streets -‐ Critical that we move ownership to the city
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General Comments About Adding City Services
Annex M-‐C
•

We should work with Rockwall and the county to fund additional services. Why not simply annex and become
part of Heath?

Need More Information
•

Without being made aware of current data indicating need, demand, shortage, etc., it does not seem like the
additional expense is justified.

•

These are poorly worded questions with inadequate options for answers.

•

So we already pay like twelve cents in city taxes so what city services do we get for that? This would be helpful to
understand since its apparent that adding any of these services would require an increase to our taxes.

•

Okay, so being new to the community I don't get why my taxes are so high if none of these services are provided
by the city.

•

Not sure how I feel about either the need for services or benefits of said service. If a good case was made for any
of these, it could create support for them. This also is based on the city as of today and not future growth, which
could create more of a demand.

Opposition
•

Why again do we need to make our government bigger?

•

We knew the pro's and con's of a small town when we moved here. There are plenty of other cities (Rockwall,
Heath) nearby that provide these bigger city features if that's what other citizens desire. Please leave our city
alone. Don't destroy one of the last simple rural communities we have here in DFW.

•

We don't need to be like all the other cities. Let's be unique. Let's be the city that doesn't provide all these
services. There are plenty of people, us included, who want to live in a community like that.

•

We don't need more government services-‐ that creates waste and more taxes and very few actually benefit. We
are RIGHT next to Rockwall and can go to those parks for recreation.

•

We don't live here for city services. We want to stay rural. However, RCH sucks so if it's feasible, I support
bringing water services into the city.

•

We did not move here for city services and I would appreciate it if the city did not try and be what those other
cities are, which is highly taxed and highly in debt.

•

Very hesitant to have more 'services' added as those tend to morph and mutate to call for more tax money from
the citizens.

•

There's nothing wrong with how things are now. Why waste money on things that we do not need.

•

The services we get now are excellent and priced fantastic. I fail to see how the city could run these services
more effectively even if tax funds were available

•

The only thing that making these services part of the city government will do is raise our taxes and expand the
size of our city government.

•

The new subdivisions and housing should increase the tax fund of the city and fund these services. There should
be a larger Pool of money now.

•

Taking on these services will only increase my taxes and bloat our government which is already too big

•

STOP TRYING TO GROW GOVERNMENT!!!

•

So what are we getting for the taxes we pay now? How much more will our taxes have to go up to afford any of
these services that we truly do not need to make part of the city.

•

Private is better. Small govt is what I want
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•

Please stop trying to grow our city government!

•

Please stop trying to grow our city government

•

Please keep our city rural! More services means more taxes. Why don't we sell the city hall?

•

PLEASE DO NOT INCREASE THE SIZE OF OUT CITY GOVERNMENT!!! It's a slippery slope that we will not be able
to recover from!

•

Please check the number of households in M/C. The city is too small and tax base too small to offer these
amenities. Even cities that have much larger populations, these kinds of amenities are very expensive and
difficult to manage/legislate efficiently and effectively. I moved to M/C to live in a simple, efficient, 'no frills'
area, 'sort-‐of-‐rural', with low taxes. There are plenty of other cities around to get these amenities now. I have a
hard time understanding why folks in M/C want these amenities for M/C -‐-‐ if they want them, why not move to
another area/city that already has them? M/C has a unique position in that it *doesn't* have these amenities
and the associated expenses and complications of providing. I would like to see M/C stay more simple.

•

Our city needs to focus on limiting government, not expanding it.

•

Our city leaders need to stop trying to be like all the other cities. All those other cities around us are highly in
debt and because of the past leadership that wants to be like them, we too are now in debt for a gold plated city
hall that we did not need. Those who move into our city need to understand that our city does not provide the
services that other cities do so if they expect these services, they should move somewhere else. Consider passing
an ordinance requiring developers and homebuilders inside the city to disclose that the city does not provide
services as part of the closing documents.

•

Our city does not have the infrastructure to support these services. We now have a city hall that does nothing
more than a place to cast your vote. A total waste of our money. A much more cost efficient facility could have
been built.

Recommendation for Other City Services
•

We need a recycling center in the county somewhere. We need more infrastructures for all the new homes being
built in the city.

Support
•

Very useful services

•

Part of growth
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New City Hall
Most Were Aware of the Building’s Cost; Fiscally Irresponsible [Q12]
More than half of respondents, fifty-‐four percent (54%) answered that they were aware of
the cost of the new city hall building before the survey [CHART 36: $2.9 Million City Hall].
However of the forty-‐six percent (46%) that was not, the comments express significant anger
and frustration over the cost that was invested to build the building, as well as the extra ten
acres of property that was approved when the two members of the council were out of
town.18

Respondents Want to Sell the City Hall Building [Q13]

Sixty three percent (63%) of respondents favor selling city hall, where forty-‐one percent
(41%) strongly support the sale [CHART 37: Selling City Hall Building]. Combining the
sixteen percent (16%) that is “strongly opposed” and the nine percent (9%) that are
“opposed,” total opposition to the sale is just twenty-‐five percent (25%).
Respondents Feel Betrayed…Again
As with the sense of betrayal articulated throughout the survey by respondents angry about
the city’s violation of the 1.5-‐acre minimum per home-‐site standard, respondents feel that
efforts should have been taken to communicate and inform citizens with details about the
proposed city hall building in advance of the vote to approve the bond [pg.136].
Even those who were “paying more attention19,” felt deceived by the last-‐minute increase in
the cost of the city hall building, which amounted to more than six hundred thousand dollars
over the price tag that the city council was promoting.20
Wrong Solution to the Wrong Question
The primary justification for the building’s size & design was based on the premise that the
city’s growth is inevitable,21 rather than being based on a comprehensive city-‐plan22 or the
expressed vision by city leaders. While the growth of the population inside the city may
indeed be inevitable, that does not automatically equate to unavoidable growth in the size
and scope of the city’s government.
It’s true that as most cities grow, so do their governments, and yet correlation does not
necessarily equate to causation. For many who deal with and work inside government at

18 SEE IV: Meeting Minutes; July 23, 2013, Regular City Council Meeting, pg.189. Items 4 & 5 on page 1 of the Minutes
highlight the vote to approve the purchase of ten additional acres of land for the city hall when two city council members,
who were arguably opposed to the action, were absent.
19 Some respondent comments express frustration that so few citizens attend city council meetings, public meetings, or read
public notices that are published (1) in the Rockwall Herald Banner [RHB], (2) on the bulletin board outside of city hall,
and/or (3) on the city’s website. However, beyond notices regarding public hearings, at no time was information about the
new city hall building ever posted to the city’s website, in the RHB, or on the city’s bulletin board. The only town hall
meeting that was conducted to inform citizens about the proposed new facilities provided no written no details for citizens
to take with them and the most important detail, the building’s cost, was reported to be $1.5 million.
20 SEE IV: Meeting Minutes; January 27, 2015, Regular City Council Meeting, pg.193. Item 5b on page 1 of the Minutes
demonstrates the first time that the city council was alerted to the fact that the cost estimates for the building we “higher
than anticipated,” more than six hundred thousand dollars ($600,000) more than what the city council had informed
citizens at a town hall meeting.
21 Those who defend the decision to build the new city hall as a necessity consistently verbalize the argument of
inevitability.
22 The city’s comprehensive master plan was finalized just weeks before the city hall’s grand opening.
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different levels, however, the plausibility that growth in government is anything but
inevitable is tantamount to arguing that the world is flat.
So-‐called “experts” whose influence has gone unchallenged have cultivated much of this
“growth in government mindset” inside M-‐C. Couple that with the influence of political
appointees that have helped bolster this mindset, but whose interests may arguably compete
with what is best for the community, and it’s understandable why even those whose views of
government is quite conservative were so willing to compromise their convictions.
Respondents Don’t Want More Services; Hence No Need for More Office Space
The fact that respondents express so little desire for more government services and so much
expectation in limiting its size and scope suggests that the anticipated demand of citizens
would naturally fall dramatically. Eliminating the need, that arguably never truly was,
reduces the likelihood that the number and sizes of offices inside the new city hall building,
which currently sit empty, are ever going to be necessary.
Even Opponents of Selling Believe that Decisions Were Wanting
Most notably, are the comments made by those who are opposed to selling the building
[pg.143] that also express disagreement that the building was built in the first place,
especially the manner in which the city council went about getting approval and its price tag.
Leaders Are Viewed as Fiscally Irresponsible
Ultimately, respondents resent that so much taxpayer expense has gone into luxuries for
government, which has bolstered perceptions that those who have been fiscally irresponsible
have led the city.
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Citizen Awareness of City Debt
CHART 36: $2.9 Million City Hall
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CHART 37: Selling City Hall Building
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Comments Regarding Selling the City Hall Building (189)
Supporting Comments (126)
•

Yes, sell it. Never should have been built in the first place.

•

YES, please sell the city hall and the property that we will never use, which is most of it. We don't need it!

•

Yes, please sell the city hall and all the property, and build something better suited and more centrally located
(like on 205).

•

YES, PLEASE SELL THE CITY HALL AND ALL THAT NEEDLESS LAND!!! Let's bring fiscal conservatism back to
our city.

•

Yeah sell it!!!

•

Why are we even asking this question #13. I was told
that a lot of the materials, craftsmanship,
interior design, and furniture was donated. So, it’s frustrating to hear that the taxpayers are on the hook for
$2.9M with the 'so called' donations for this structure. Voter approval should always be in the forefront for any
city hall location. So, I would support getting out of debt and purchasing a less expensive building, not building a
new structure.

•

While we are at it, see if you can sell the new County Court House. We didn't get to vote on that one either.

•

While a new city hall was needed what was build was over too much. In addition a new county radio tower is
being build virtually on my property. What good does it do to have a town hall if the counsel doesn't protect its
residents and their property values?

•

Where was the taxpayer approval for spending $2.9M? Now we're looking to sell it to get out of a debt we should
never have been in? I don’t think building is the best option, look where we are at today with those types of
decisions.

•

When I attended last years city council meeting at the church for the tax vote I heard
talk
about how smart they were for spending our tax money to build a new city hall and how essential it was for our
taxes to be increased, but the fact is their decisions were as stupid as their rhetoric.
No doubt if the
majority of citizens support selling the city hall
is sure to argue that the people don't have
enough information about why we need to keep a building
. The fact
is I know everything I need to know about why the city hall is unnecessary, beyond the fact that it didn't go to
voters. Get rid of this monument to men and build a facility in a more central location that's smaller and better
reflects the personality of the people of our city.

•

Well that explains why our taxes are so high for the city providing absolutely no city services. So who were the
geniuses that decided to build a new city hall that would fit well in Highland Park? City leaders need to focus on
what's best for the community and not what's best for government.

•

Well I nearly fell out of my chair reading how much the new city hall is ACTUALLY costing us.
I think the attorney
general should investigate what it took to build this frivolous city hall.
There's no way that we could sell the building for what we paid to build it because only government does that.
However, I don't really care that we lose money on the deal; I just think we need to get out of it.

•

We have no idea even of how the new city hall was built. Is it wood structure or tornado shelter?

•

WE do not need that expensive of a city hall. It is an absurd waste of money for our small community. I never
authorized or was aware of their building this facility until it was too late.

•

We did not need a new city hall for our small town. It's part of the vision of those
become the next Heath.

•

Way too much was spent on new city hall in relation to size of city and tax base. Also, for what was built -‐-‐ it cost
too much.

•

Way too much money for a smaller community such as ours. Who are they trying to impress? Themselves?
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•

Way too expensive for what it is.

•

VERY OPPOSED TO WHY YOU SPENT SO MUCH OF OUR TAX MONEY ON THE NEW CITY HALL! WHO IS REALLY
MANAGING OUR CITY?????

•

Those who voted to approve that bond
approved it for $600 thousand
more than they said it would cost long before any effort was made to mail any information about it to taxpayers.

Sell the city hall and the property too!
•

This was a mistake and needs to be corrected.

•

This situation can NEVER happen again. This magnitude of debt should not even be considered without clear
communication and feedback from citizens.

•

This question seems misworded. 'Would you support the sale to purchase a less expensive facility if the total cost
meets or EXCEEDS the current total'? I would support if the transaction results were savings to taxpayers.

•

This is what happens when government doesn't abide by the will of the people. Thanks for nothing.

•

This is the primary reason why I took the survey, because the postcard asks about selling the city hall, which they
should. What an absolute waste of taxpayer funds to build that building and purchase all that land which is
completely unnecessary. They purchased a bulk of the property when two members of the city council were out
of town on vacation, which tells me everything that I need to know
it.
Now
trying to convince people how smart the purchase was
since the county just paid three hundred thousand for three acres on 205 and trying to say that the city property
is worth far more than the purchase price which
the county
overpaid for that property since its government funds and not their own. The city hall property
isn’t even close to 205
.

•

This is one of the reasons that we have decided to find a new community in which to live. That new city hall
building is a monument to men who care more about turning our city into Highland Park than preserving what
used to be a unique and tranquil community?
That building sends the wrong message to those moving into our community. Sell it and build something that
better represents the community.

•

This is a great idea that I fully support; yes please sell the city hall.
They should never have built that building and then
it was.

•

There are much cheaper options for constructing a city hall.
Other government services could be provided if the building is sold.

•

There are homes in M-‐C that are sooooo much nicer than that
You will never be able to sell the

us about what a smart move

city hall that cost so much less to build.

call city hall for the money you need. Good luck.

•

The voters should have been involved before the City council authorized the building of the new city hall.

•

The taxpayers should vote for:
1. The Budget -‐ Should be ratified by the citizens
2. Anytime this town wished to build a new municipal building the people should decide if it's needed.
This question is loaded. With property values up the building should be worth more that what is owed. Seriously
$2.9 million you could have had Lennar, Altura or another builder build a new City Hall for $500,000.
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•

The square footage of this building is less then that square footage of my house and yet cost almost 10x what
ours cost. We have a fully wired home with security system. Do we really need the excess land around that
building?

•

The price tag on the new city hall is outrageous. It is also a telling picture of the
purchase of ten additional acres of property when the two other members were out
on vacation. That property and the city hall should be sold, even if it is for a loss.
The price tag for the city hall is outrageous, especially when
they glossed over the facts, especially the cost. I am also shocked to hear
that
continues to justify the purchase of the city hall and all that land we do not need.

•

The new city hall is a cancer on our community.

•

The new city hall is a boondoggle
size of our city government. Get rid of it!

•

The MAIN reason we moved here was because of the quaint atmosphere. I drove family and friends by the
former (little) city hall with pride. If I wanted to live in Rockwall, I would have purchased there. What made this
city great was its small size and lack of commercial and political things.

•

The former mayor and city council continually kept facts and information about the new city hall bond from
taxpayers until the bond for the building project had been approved and construction had been well underway,
more than six months after construction started.
Selling the city hall is our chance to take back our city from all the big government liberals that have tried to run
our city into the ground.
I hate our new city hall building!!!

•

The former city council gave no information to taxpayers about the new city hall and the information they did
send out was filled with lies and half truths so it's not that we didn't get to vote on it

•

THE FACTS ON CITY DEBT IS NOT 2.9 MILLION. YOU ARE INCLUDING ALL INTEREST.

•

The cost of the new city hall is outrageous. Sell it!

•

The cost of the city hall keeps going up! First is was $1.5 million, then $2.1 million, now it's $2.9 million?!? I had
no idea that that little building is costing us so much.
Those who voted to approve the new city hall prove again just how out of touch with reality they are. Now when
I hear them try and me about how smart they were to build it and buy all that property I am reminded why they
needed to be voted out of office.
SELL IT ALL and let the voters decide what kind of city hall facilities we need.

•

The city hall building never should have been built and should absolutely be sold, even if it at a loss.

•

The city cannot afford that Bldg. and its contents. Again city council approved it WITHOUT citizen vote. IF THEY
WERE HONEST, we wouldn't have the debt that the city currently has. ALSO NEED TO SELL THE EXTRA LAND
that they bought too -‐ without citizen voting.

•

The building of that city hall was irresponsible and flat out ridiculous for a town the size of MC. What were those
folks smokin' when they thought that one up?!

•

The arrogance of the city council to build this new city hall building without getting taxpayer permission is
astounding!

•

That’s way too much to pay for that building. Yes, sell it and build something without all the needless space and
high-‐end frills.

•

That city hall should never have been built!

•

That City Hall looks like
getting used.

and created an opening to grow the

One
of our neighbors
donated the brick to the building, but I've never heard any value placed on those in-‐
kind donations and how much that saved the city.

It is a waste of the taxpayer’s money. It's not even
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•

Some of that area would make a nice technology park or rent out the unused offices or for events, socials, etc.

•

Sell the city hall and build a much smaller and less fancy facility. We need a large meeting space and two offices.
The most expensive thing should be the bathroom to meet ADA requirements!

•

Selling the city hall is a brilliant idea. I think it would certainly make national news to see how the Trump
revolution is changing the political culture in America. It tells big government liberals in our city that they never
should have taken any action until they first informed us in writing about what they were planning. Had they
done so, taxpayers could have been informed and could have helped the city to make better decisions that save
tax dollars and could have kept our city out of debt.
Of course when you listen to those who support the new city hall, everything they did demonstrated fiscal
restraint, transparency and was done in the most conservative way. But as John Adams used to say, 'facts are
stubborn things.
The fact that those who approved the bond kept this information from us by not first mailing us information
about what they were doing demonstrates
how fiscally irresponsible
they really are.

•

Sell the city hall!!! Finally, there are actual conservatives in office who actually want to shrink government!
BRAVO!!!

•

Sell sell sell!

•

Seems simple -‐ if the debt is too big -‐ sell it. In the long term it's a great building and definitely needed. But if
the debt service is too high, SELL it.

•

Sale it!!! 2 1/2 people work there.

•

Reeks

•

Question 13 is poorly worded. Why would you sell the current city hall and build a new one if the total cost of
doing so would exceed the amount paid for the current city hall? If, however, you're asking would I support
selling the current city hall and adjoining land and building a voter approved facility; provided the total
transaction cost is LESS than the total cost of the city hall bond debt obligation and associated land cost my
answer is yes I would support than action.

•

OUR NEW CITY HALL RIVALS THE OSTENTATIOUS LOOK OF THE ROCKWALL COURTHOUSE. NOT NECESSARY.

•

Only if the city does not lose money on the sale.

•

Need more information

•

McLendon-‐Chisholm does not need a city hall that has a value of $2.9 million.

•

Maybe could rent space in current city hall. There appears to be plenty.

•

LOL, I can't believe that you actually asked about selling city hall. Maybe their are some true conservatives on
the city council after all!

•

Less expensive is better

•

It's a pathetic waste of money. I just don't see how

•

It's a beautiful building, but it was VERY irresponsible to build something that does not have the cash flow to
support it. Raising the taxes to compensate for governmental irresponsibility is NOT the answer. It's a shame
that we will have to sell it to keep from raising taxes. We make choices in life, and you have to deal with the
consequences, instead of making someone else pay for your mistakes. If the building has to be sold to keep tax
rates low, the building is gone. Learn from your mistakes.

•

It would depend on if this step would lose money. For the size of the building I believe 2.9 million was wayyyyy
overpriced.

•

It was a total waste of taxpayer's money.

•

It seems to me like a lot of money to build the new city hall!

•

It a lot of money to build that!

•

Is this really possible? If so then go for it.
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•

If there is a possible chance of selling and rebuilding a new city hall I would like to see better communication for
citizens to be notified. As well as, to hear possible options with details so that I can be an informed voter.

•

If the city council truly believes in fiscal responsibility, then they will sell the city hall and the property. What the
city paid for those thirteen acres was far too much to pay for property on 550, especially since so little of it is
road-‐front property. If anyone actually thinks that they can sell that property for more than $20 thousand an
acre, then they are either ignorant of how property is valued and sold
. Either way,
the property should be sold and so should the city hall building. I recommend selling it to the county as a county
office. I was shocked to learn that the county commissioners paid $300 thousand for three acres on 205! That's
government run amuck! They are already looking to build more office space, like a JP court
.

•

If the city council is serious then they should absolutely sell the city hall building. We may take a loss but that
boat sailed when they decided to approve the bond for a building that realistically should have cost half of what
we paid.

•

If debt could be reduced while obtaining a suitable municipal building.

•

IF CAN GET OUT OF DEBT

•

I would NOT support spending ANY additional money on a building! If we can sale it and save money I would
support the sale. This question is not clearly stated.

•

I would like to see the city sell the city hall and the fifteen acres that the city will never use and did not need. We
will probably take a loss, after all this is a 5,000 square ft. building that's on a highway that is not a major
thoroughfare, but even with a loss, we can save taxpayers a lot of money by building a smaller city hall with a
large meeting space and eliminate all those empty offices. This will help keep future city councils from trying to
add more bureaucrats since there will be no place for them to office and force them to go to the people for their
okay, which hopefully citizens will reject.

•

I would like to hear more about this proposal if there is or are plans.

•

I was not aware that the price tag was so high. I think that is far too much for what we ended up with. However,
for the first time in my life I'm actually encouraged by something that has come out of government...the option to
sell a building that we don't need for one that will better serve the people. Wow, I love it!

•

I was appalled to learn about the decision of the city council to approve a bond to build a new city hall without so
much as a letter to taxpayers to inform us about any details until six months or so after construction had already
begun! I had no idea that building a new city hall was even being considered before we received that letter, so to
find out about it in a long letter that was short on facts and long on justifying poor decisions was galling.
I'm even more shocked to learn about what the final total is because the letter that I received from the former
mayor was about $2 million, which the letter said was such a great deal.
I hope that the new city council will find a way to sell that building and the property. All those empty offices
invite future city council's to fill them with government bureaucrats.
Also, please take down the plaque at the entrance of the building with the names of those who put us into debt
and chose not to mail out information to us in advance about their plans to build a new city hall! If Penn State
can take down the statue of one of the greatest coaches and finest men because of his inaction, then our city
should certainly be able to take down a plaque for the willfully
dishonorable actions of its
politicians.

•

I thought the cost was just over two million. So it's actually almost three million?!? How is that even possible?
We don't need a building that size and if we can find actual conservatives to run our city, we never will! By all
means necessary we should sell the city hall!!!

•

I thought it was supposed to be a little more than 2 million. That's a ridiculous amount to pay for the new city
hall building. Selling it is a great idea.

•

I thought it was supposed to be $1.5 million. That's what
told me to my face after the town
hall meeting where he stood up and talked about how smart they were and how lucky we are to get this new city
hall.
That's a ridiculous amount of money to spend for that building.

•

I thought it was just over 2 million. 3 million, really!
.
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•

I think that if the new city hall is not taking up all the property that was purchased then the excess acreage
should be sold and have those funds put towards the existing bond.

•

I STRONGLY OPPOSE SPENDING ANY MONEY ON ANY TYPE OF CITY HALL!!!!!!

•

I still cannot believe that there are people who think that the new city hall was a good idea. The price tag proves
what a mistake it truly was. I am glad that the option to sell it is on the table. Maybe conservatism isn't dead in
McLendon Chisholm after all.

•

I responded 'Unsure/Don't Know' to this question because I wish to represent the will of the majority of the
people of McLendon-‐Chisholm. I will wait to see the results of this survey to determine how best to represent the
people on the city council. -‐Councilman Robert Steinhagen

•

I realize the 50 sq. ft. building was too small for the needs of our community. But not seeking voter approval,
going extremely over budget, then sticking down the taxpayer’s throats did not set well with anyone. Then to
hear about all the 'breaks and discounts' the City received made me sick to my stomach. We do not offer services
to taxpayers to warrant that big of a building.

•

I love the idea that you are actually willing to sell a building that the city doesn't need and the people did not
want. I attended the public meeting about the project and boy, were we mislead. Had I known all of the truth I
would have spoken out. Go Bob Steinhagen!!!

•

I love the idea of selling the city hall. I attended that town hall meeting
Had I known even some of the true facts, I would have stood up in
protest.
also told us at last years budget meeting, when they voted to increase our taxes that
got rolled back via the vote of the people, that the city hall vote was unanimous because councilman Lovell voted
in favor of hiring an architect. When I read in the city hall minutes that the vote that
was using to justify
his assertion was over a year and a half before the vote to approve the city hall, and when I read all of the times
Lovell voted against the city hall, I realized
and stop listening to

empty rhetoric!

•

I like this line of thinking but I am doubtful there would be many potential buyers of a municipal building located
in the middle of nowhere with more super adequacies built into the infrastructure than I am even aware of.

•

I feel that the residents had NO input regarding the 'backroom deal' of the new city hall. I also feel that the
MCVFD should have gotten a new facility BEFORE a new city hall was built.

•

I drive by city hall quite often. It is quite often empty or has one car in front of it.

•

I do not think that the new city hall should have been approved without mailing those of us who pay taxes and
who would be impacted by the tax increase first. It was very wrong for our city leaders to approve the bond and
the size and cost of the new city hall is really out of step with our community.
I do believe that selling the city hall will help restore trust and confidence. I don't think that we will be able to
find a buyer who will pay the outrageous amount that was put into it but even at a loss I think that it’s the right
things to do.

•

I do not have a problem with the expenditure if the building is necessary, however if it is not being used or won’t
be used I would prefer a building that would meet the needs of the community.

•

I didn't know that the cost was $2.9 million. Does that figure include the cost of the property too? That building
should not have cost us so much.
Sell it!

•

I cannot believe a building of that size cost that much. I had read the land was to be donated and somehow the
city ended up paying for it. What is going on?

•

I can't believe that we built a new city hall in the first place! To see how much debt that our city has put itself in
is nauseating. That building could not have cost that much to build, especially with all those donations that were
supposed to have gone into it.
Sorry to be so negative but the fact that the city leaders made so much effort to hide what was going on before
they voted to approve the city hall and then spent all that money to pay for a writer
tells me that
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transparency
are very low on the priority list of those who pushed it through.
This is why people like me hate politicians!
•

I attended the town hall meeting where we were told about the details of the city hall; only to receive no real
details until well after the building was almost completed. The only reason for building a city hall like this is if
the city leaders plan to grow the government, which I do not believe the city should do. I believe in limited
government, but clearly the
city council
do not. If the city council truly believes in limited, fiscally conservative government, then
you should sell the land and the city hall, ASAP!!! Get us out of debt!

•

I attended the town hall meeting where the bond was discussed and asked questions during the meeting. I was
appalled that the decisions had already been made by the time that forum was held. It seemed that the Council
was just going through the motions to appear that they were being transparent, but were actually not.

•

Hurray! You are actually listening to the voters that put you in office YES sell the city hall

•

How was the small structure $2.9M??? Something not right.

•

Great idea to sell the city hall. I'm shocked at the cost for that building
have done to saddle us with this debt.

•

Great idea to sell the city hall and build a smaller one more befitting our community. Thanks for being more
fiscally conservative.

•

Get rid of it. We don`t need something that large and expensive

•

GET OUT OF DEBT. Sell the building and the land. Find land in the MC downtown area and build a combined
firehouse and city hall. Pay for it with cash from proceeds of the sale and taxes collected. Then reduce our taxes.
We will never be a city that needs a city hall like the one built.

•

From a new homeowner in MC, it is very irresponsible and unnecessary to build that size and costly of a building
in such a small community.

•

Don't need to spend more!

•

Don't need

•

Are you kidding Me?!? It was supposed to be $1.5 million. Then we learn that it's 2.2 million. Now it’s over 3
million, including the land? The city epitomizes bloated government waste. Why do we need 15 acres? We don't
need a park, since we all are supposed to live on acreage. Sell the property for sure. Not sure who would be
stupid enough to purchase the city hall,
.

•

Approving the bond for the new city hall was the straw that broke the camels back for me. I wasn't upset that
they didn't let me vote on the measure, I was upset that they did absolutely nothing to inform me about it. I did
attend the meeting that they held about it, but received absolutely no details and the price they quoted was $1.5
million. I just assumed that with a city the size of ours that we would get a portfolio that provided details about
the project, or at least have that information posted to the website. I checked the website often because I was
interested in learning more about it.
So when I received a long letter in the mail
which provided just one paragraph about the city
hall, which I learned was approved six months earlier for a cost that was half a million dollars more than they
told us at the meeting, I knew
That letter was trying to
convince me that I should support a tax increase that was outrageous.
When I attended the meeting where the city council approved the tax increase I had to sit and listen to
a proverbial dance to try and distract attention away from all
contained in the
letter. When said that it was 'probably a mistake' that they didn't put the city hall to
the people for a vote, as though what they did was unthinkingly innocent, there was no doubt that what it really
was, was a willful and calculated effort to keep information from taxpayers as they effort-‐ed to distort facts and
hide the truth now that construction was underway.
To now learn that the real cost of that building is almost $3 million dollars infuriates me to no end. I assume
that the $2.9 million includes the cost for all that property.
Bottom line, my opinion is that the city should SELL THE CITY HALL AND THE LAND ASAP!!!

•

Again, City council
kept citizens unaware and kept us from the approval process. I
think it is a monument to certain individuals in this community that wanted their name on something. That
plaque needs to be removed, it is a constant reminder that we were cheated of our voice by those few individuals.
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There was absolutely no justification to build such a costly facility, since the city does not provide any services to
us. There was even businessmen that donated materials to keep the cost down, and what on earth did the city
need with that much land?
•

A hundred years ago, anyone actively involved in this blatant misuse of public funds would have been tarred and
feathered!

•

A home could be built and converted to house the city hall for less cost.

•

A conservative who tries to reason with a liberal is just like wrestling with a pig; they both get muddy and dirty
but the pig likes it.
the whole purpose of this building was never to provide a central meeting place but a place to office more
city bureaucrats.
I once tried to reason with
one of the primary advocates for the city hall,
for all the property that was purchased and the outrageous tax increase

•

A City Hall erected without our consent was a very eye-‐opening and underhanded/unexpected stain on this
community's otherwise upstanding and forthright record in dealing with its local citizens. It was a bully-‐move
and did not sit well with me as it happened. I was glad to get an opportunity to vote against our city
representatives and any increase in taxes when given the chance.

•

$2.9 million!?! Are you kidding me? Who would pay that much for THAT building except
love to grow and expand government?

•

$2.9 Million! Are you guy’s crazy? For that building? SELL, SELL, SELL!!!

•

#13 is a very confusing question. 'If the total transaction meets or exceeds the total cost of what taxpayers have
already paid and are obligated?' This would depend entirely on whether or not the constituents could be
represented by a public defender in Court and those responsible for this action WITHOUT the public's knowledge
which have tied us to this Obligation purely for our needs and Not for ANY selfish wants or desires!

politicians who

Opposing Comments (64)
•

You couldn't get what's owed on it. Even if you sold it, & tried to build a smaller one, the city officials would find
a way to spend just as much money per square ft.

•

Wow! What a leading question in #13? Why not break that down to something that makes more sense for
people? Why would we sell the city hall for something that costs the same or more? How does that help the city?
It that's what it comes down to, has anyone considered ways to defray the current expense? Some sort of dual
use plan?

•

Would not transaction support incurring more debt.

•

Would like clear communication of the numbers/impact as this decision is made. Lets not follow up a bad
decision with another one.

•

With the current city hall you now have the space for community functions and citizens providing a revenue
stream by renting the facility for private events

•

Will everyone please get over the city hall build? The old-‐timers do not like it. The exclusive neighborhoods being
built can help pay off the debt and have a city hall a high-‐end town like McLendon-‐Chisholm deserves. Not too
many people in financial constraints in the town.

•

Why would you want to start over with a new building process? The new one is beautiful and very usable.
Thought process was put in it for future growth with the additional land purchase. Do your research on what
land and another build process would cost.

•

Why would we even need to do that!?

•

Why would I want to spend more? If you meet or exceed the current cost you are just obligating more future
funds.
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•

Why would anyone want to sell that building? Do you really think building costs will go down? Do you think
interest rates will go down in the future? Interest rates are at historic lows.
Would you want a two-‐car garage to replace the one car garage the city moved out of?
The new building is not ostentatious and leaves room for necessary growth in the future. Besides it is a beautiful
building that the citizens of this city should be and for the most part are very proud of.

•

Who would you sell a building like that in the middle of nowhere too?

•

Who would want to pay the exorbitant price needed to repay McLendon Chisholm taxpayers for the cost of the
present city Hall?

•

Where would city business take place if this were sold? Who would buy a city hall, and would it be fairly sold?

•

What would the new owner do with it...build a nightclub? And 20 years from now will folks say you built it TOO
SMALL?

•

What would be the point if it were the same price?

•

We will grow into the City Hall. We could look at renting space there for meetings as an income generator....

•

We need the city hall; its perfect

•

We have no idea even of how the new city hall was built. Is it wood structure or tornado shelter?

•

We have it, it's finished, keep it, make it accessible to citizens to rent for parties, etc.

•

We got the city hall now. It is in a central location so leave it be. The city hall is in a central location convenient
for voting, community meeting, etc. We should consider making money by renting it out and not placing for
sale.

•

Too late. We're stuck with it.

•

The voters, voted for the members of city council. That vote was a confidence vote saying we believe you will
make decisions that are good for our city. Now someone wants to say these people we voted for are incompetent
not able to make good decisions for the growth of the city. If that is the case then vote them out next time around.
Do your homework before you vote. Next, you can't just sell a government building because you don't agree with
building it. As a voter you approved the decisions of the city council when you elected him or her.

•

The requirement to build a new city hall was valid. I have no issue with how the land was acquired. I would have
chosen a smaller, less expensive modular design. Ultimately the method to move forward with construction and
acquiring the bond was poor decision making at best. However, it now exists and since I believe a 'redo' that is
economically beneficial to the taxpayers is unlikely, my preference is to move on to more pressing issues
(comprehensive plan, zoning, city services, etc.). I have little trust in government to manage a better outcome
(sell, identify, buy, build, and convert). Few to no government projects have come in at or under budget. Why
would I assume the current council could do better than the previous?

•

The planning & care that went into the planning, design, and building of the new city hall was impressive. As
impressive was all of the materials or labor provided 'at cost'. That is a testament to the leadership at the time
and love people have for this city and reinforces many peoples opinion of how badly we needed a new city hall.
The new city hall should be a facility of pride & one to pull the city together in community spirit and events, not
use to divide our city. It's a shame how a few have tarnished the good work accomplished by building our city
hall. I firmly believe that there would be no way we could build a replicate facility given current construction
costs & how much was donated with the current hall. Do not sell our current city hall. Get behind it and let's use
it for the benefit of our great community.

•

The new city hall will serve citizens well...City Council should move past this issue and focus on future.

•

The new City Hall provides the City with the needed facilities to adequately perform City business. It also is a
place for the community to gather for community events and a source of pride. Based on the way construction
costs have been increasing it would be difficult to replace the current City Hall with another facility.

•

The new City Hall is our centerpiece!!! The previous council did not build a Taj Majal, as did Rockwall. This
building was necessary and if we are going to act like a City (small though it may be) then we should at least
have an appropriate place for the City Council, City Manager, etc. and a place where large numbers of people can
meet. Just curious, have you run the numbers on how much rent or the cost of a new facility would be vice just
paying for our current facility. I for one am proud to walk into the new City Hall.
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•

The money has already been spent and because it is such an ugly building it is unlikely that anyone would buy it
for what was spent. At the risk of the city wasting more money we may as well keep the
building we
already have.

•

The

•

THE FACTS ON CITY DEBT IS NOT 2.9 MILLION. YOU ARE INCLUDING ALL INTEREST.

•

The city hall would have to sell for more than it's worth to cover the debt service. The current city hall is a good
size to allow for the current and future growth of the city.

•

The city hall is wonderful No way do not even think about selling it

•

The city desperately needed a new city hall, and a less expensive one would have been better, but we have more
important issues to resolve so just let it go. The new facility does present a good impression to citizens and
developers alike and could become a legitimate asset for future growth and development.

•

THAT would be beyond stupid!!

•

Since we moved in after the approval of the City Hall, I questioned why did we not build more city services
around the new town hall. Maybe instead of looking at purchasing a new building why do we not look at using
what we have? Maybe we should look at adding amenities that the citizens could use. Constructing a small park,
gazebo, picnic tables, something that the citizens can use. Make the City Hall an all purpose building. Rent it out
to the Boy Scouts; make city fundraisers events, something that brings the community together.

•

Shame on you for writing such a convoluted question within a question. This will surely confuse many.

•

Selling of the city hall is the most ridiculous thing I have ever heard of. How much would it cost to re-‐locate
everything and buy new land and build a new building? Forget this issue and work on issues that matter.

•

Not clear of the question. If you are asking to sell the current one and build another, then NO. If you are asking,
before the building was built, would I vote to spend $2.9 million on a city hall, my vote would be NO. Our city is
too small for this the size/cost of building and I'm not sure of reason for needing this building. I see other issues
with our city that could be addressed.

•

Move on.

•

Most ridiculous thing I have ever heard.

•

Maybe could rent space in current city hall. There appears to be plenty.

•

Looking ahead, won't the city need the new facility is we grow? If we build something smaller, less expensive will
it out last the current growth projections? Or will we sell the old, build the new and run out of room and have to
build another?

•

It's important to have the infrastructure needed to run and control a growing city. It's sad that the way it came
about happened behind our backs, and it may be more than we need today, but soon we will need this facility.
Let's not go backwards and instead lets keep moving forward.

•

It's a nice facility. Need to look at the big picture, 10 to 20 years out and make sure a short sighted decision to
sell it would not end up being more costly in the long run.

•

If Council stomps out growth (tax opportunities) it may be an issue. Control positive growth and raise taxes to a
reasonable level so we can have good services and be proud of our city. Our taxes are absurdly low as they are
now.

•

I would prefer that the city concentrate on the future needs of the city than to be rehashing previous doings. I like
the new city hall and think it will handle our needs for many years

•

I understand that selling the city does not relieve us from the debt service of $600,000. The city is growing and
we need to show an upscale city hall to keep our home values high.

•

I think it would be ridiculous to sell the new city hall. Its construction costs were reasonable for the end product;
the site is optimal; both building and acreage allow for expansion as the City's growth continues.

•

I hope you're kidding, right?

•

I feel in order to get the full use of the city hall, rent the facility.

council screwed the citizens with the city hall. At this point I don't know why we would sell it though.
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•

I believe the existing facility is a fantastic addition and important to the future of our city.

•

I believe that the previous counsel paid way too much for that building and the land and that is why they were
voted out because of decisions like this. I was disappointed when I saw the building and how much money was
spent on it. With that being said, we just need to own it and move forward.

•

How would selling improve our city?

•

Have you considered -‐
* who, if anyone, would buy the building and the land it sits on?
* If it sold, the penalty you would have to pay the bond investors?
* Where you would build a new building and the cost of that land?
* What kind of building you would get (think about all the donated items to the existing building?)

•

Enforcing the current zoning map with a five-‐year moratorium on rezoning.

•

Don't sell it at all. It's great and for the future

•

At this point it is done. Pay for it and make sure that voters have the right to approve new buildings and city
expenses in the future.

•

As frustrating as it is that voters did not have a say, I believe selling would not help with recovery of this.
Questioning what would take over the current building for once since it is so close to neighborhoods, yet nothing
else of service around? If the city of MC grows, this size may need to be supported to hold more offices for the
growth of our community anyhow. If a sale was to take place I also think it should be questioned, to what is it
being sold to?

•

Although I was very much against the expensive new City Hall, we are now saddled with it. We have to pay
interest for a period of time with no early payment benefit. A poor bargain was made. But it does not seem wise
to follow one bad decision by another. Let's pay off this debt and not incur further debt until we do. The value of
the land will probably increase and I would not be opposed to selling perhaps 10 acres if that was possible. It
would not help the debt situation but would provide money for an emergency fund or even help the fire
department in some way.

•

Again, I need more information. First, why would you build a new facility and not be able to pay for it. This
sounds like reckless management.

•

Again, details of such a plan would be requested. Would a new city hall be purchased/built before the current
one is sold? If not, where would city business (and meetings) be transacted once the current one is sold and
before a new one would be available? Where would a new one be? Etc.

•

Absurb! This is behind us. The new City Hall is fine. I don't think it was done with full transparency; however, I
think to try to do this again will ultimately cost us more.

•

2.9 million is not much these days for a nice building. As the city grows we will need that building. My concern is
we sell this building and then spend more money for another building when it is needed.

•

Selling it would be very shortsighted!
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Final Citizen Comments
Annex M-‐C
•

Would the voters approve being annexed and or incorporated into the City of Rockwall?

•

Maybe Heath or Rockwall should annex us. Maybe some of the costs would be less.

Annual City Budget
•

This survey should be asking questions about next year's budget.

•

Should have sent this survey before you approved a new budget. How much more will the VFD be asking for?
What's the next big thing that will requires us to see our taxes go up? Why do we need the staff that the city has?
Why does the city hall have to be open every day? Why do we have a city manager...what does he do all day?

Appreciation for Survey
•

While I am encouraged that the city is asking for feedback, I am doubtful that anything will come out of it. Many
of my neighbors are not participating in the survey because they believe that it's nothing more than window
dressing so that the city council can keep doing what they want, even if it is not what we want.

•

What a fantastic survey! I think that it was well thought through and I enjoyed to opportunity to make
comments about each section. I hope that our city leaders heed what taxpayers are telling them and act
accordingly.

•

Way cool of the city to do this survey. I hope my input helps.

•

This was awesome. Thanks for asking my opinions. It's about time. Hopefully our elected officials will finally
listen.

•

This was awesome! I actually have hope for our city, knowing that you actually want to know what the people
think verses the past efforts to tell us what we should think. Keep up the good work! Make this an annual
tradition!

•

This was a much-‐needed survey; it covered things that many residing in the city may not have been aware of.
Thanks for being transparent and providing awareness on these matters.

•

This was a great way to welcome us into the community. I love the fact that our city leaders are interested in our
opinions. I really do hope that they will focus on being more fiscally conservative and not be so quick to spend
our tax dollars on projects that are unnecessary, like the new city hall building.
This survey is the first sign of a city government that really cares about what the people think.
I really am encouraged that the city is finally listening. Please do another survey like
this next year before you vote to approve the 2018 budget.

•

This survey is a stroke of genius. I've never seen anything quite like this and I commend whomever it was that
put it together and made it happen. I hope you do this every year!

•

This is the kind of communications that more governmental bodies should employ. Stop talking and start
listening to the people-‐-‐thanks for doing this survey

•

The survey questions were very comprehensive and frankly eye opening too. I learned a lot and will start paying
more attention to what goes on in our city!

•

Thanks for the survey. Glad we have a voice!

•

Thanks for sending out this survey.

•

Thanks for asking.

•

Thanks for asking what I think about these important issues-‐-‐this was a lot better than those letters we got in the
mail
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•

Thanks for asking our opinions! Please do this more often, especially before the city considers spending more of
our taxpayer dollars.

•

Thanks for asking me my opinions on these issues. I didn't add many comments because I figured that no one on
the city council would actually read them. But if they are reading this, please stop the growth of our city
government and protect our rural lifestyle.

•

Thank you for your time and effort on our behalf. Nice survey and wise to ask for opinions. Hope people will
respond.

•

THANK YOU for finally asking me my opinion about things! This should have happened years ago! We need term
limits, including those who serve on city committees!

•

Thank you for doing this survey. Conducting this survey is the best decision to come out of city hall since they
decided to repeal their proposed ban on fireworks! We have needed this for a long time! The city should not take
on any more projects without first asking city taxpayers what we think.

•

Thank you for asking the questions you asked! It gives me hope that the future of MC will be run by responsible
leaders who care about the citizens. I was beginning to think I'd moved to a town of old timers who still want to
run the show regardless of what anyone else might think.

•

Thank you for asking for my input about matters that will impact the city. I appreciate the hard work that those
of you on the city council invest on my behalf and I hope that all of you will continue to seek the opinions of your
constituents. Thank you!

•

Thank you Councilman Steinhagen for overcoming the opposition
to
make this survey happen.
Survey is a great idea. I might have given better answers if I had been
given more context of the questions or more background to the issues being addressed

•

Nothing. Thanks for the opportunity to have a voice

•

Nothing comes to mind, this survey was a great idea, and I applaud the current city council on the forward
thinking.

•

Loved this survey! THANK YOU for doing this. I can't think of anything different you could have asked.

•

It's nice to have the city ask me what I think for a change. Very well done too. I appreciate all of the information
too. It's refreshing that the survey wasn't written in such a way as to try and convince me or sell me on what the
city council has done or wants to do. Kudos to whoever put this together.

•

It's about time the people were surveyed, because elections seem to be meaningless!

•

I would not add a thing. This survey was very informative without being patronizing like those letters
sent out
did.

•

I wish you had put this out BEFORE you approved next year's budget, but I understand that government moves
at a snails pace. Regardless, thank you for asking what we the people think. I hope you actually listen and that
you stop trying to grow and expand our city government. It would be helpful to know how the city council plans
to use the information gathered in this survey and what the plan for the coming years will look like. How does
the city council plan to protect our rural way of life?

•

I was frankly surprised to see this survey take place after observing
do
everything they could to derail it. I can't help but think what could have happened if
had allowed the survey to move forward much sooner, before the end of the year, so that citizens could weigh in
on the contract negotiations,
between the fire department and the city
council.

•

I truly appreciate the new outlook the City appears to be taking. This survey should have been done years ago,
before the Council and Mayor decided what is best for my City.

•

I think that our city leaders need to do more listening and stop spending taxpayer money, growing government,
and killing our rural way of life. Stop telling us that we are too stupid to understand the reasons behind why
they put us into debt and raised our taxes too. City leaders need to do this survey at least once a year and well
BEFORE they finalize the budget for the coming year. I don't attend city council meetings because I have young
children and they come first, so don't tell me that I should have attended this meeting or that to justify wasting
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our money by cutting deals with a sanitation company, building a new city hall, or creating a police department
that will only turn us into a speed trap. If you want me to be informed, then mail or email me and get a website
that actually provides useful information that's up-‐to-‐date! Also, I'm tired of all the spin. I liked this survey, that
it gave me information without trying to persuade me to one point of view or another.
•

I sincerely appreciate the effort that went into getting us this survey, the information it contains, the lack of
commentary in exchange for simple facts, and the many opportunities to add comments. I believe that citizens
think like I do and I hope that it will actually be used to guide the city council in making decisions in the future.

•

I resent it when someone tries to tell me that I should have been paying more attention to the actions of our city
government when all along the city officials were not disclosing or communicating with taxpayers about what
they were doing. To then receive information in the mail, which I later learned was written by a professional
spin-‐doctor
insult my intelligence, was infuriating.
In the future, the city council needs to inform those of us who vote, after all we are the ones who put you in office,
about major increases in taxpayer funding to things like the fire department or large purchases, especially
increases in taxes, BEFORE you act. We are such a small community that we should know what you are doing
before you act!
I should not have to attend city council meetings to know about the big things that are happening in our city.
I applaud you for inviting me, and all the other citizens, to complete this comprehensive and very informative
survey. I received more information in this survey about what is going on in our city than ever before. I
appreciate the fact that the information provided was not an attempt to persuade me, but inform. Great job and
very well done!
Maybe there is hope for our city after all!

•

I really liked this survey. It shows that the new city council really does care about what I think. Thank you for
doing this!

•

I really like this survey. Thanks for asking me my opinion.

•

I really appreciate the city council for making this survey possible. I have attended the town hall meetings and
some city council meetings and our city
love to tell me that they are
conservatives but do everything that I would expect a liberal to do. When is the city council going to actually
limit our city government???

•

I really appreciate being asked my opinions and for providing so many comments sections. These were great
questions and I also learned things that I did not already know, but should have if our former city leaders really
cared about keeping the people informed. I have grown tired of hearing politicians tell me that I don't
understand because if I don't understand a decision that they've made, it's their fault, not mine!

•

I can't think of anything that I would add. Really well designed survey. I'm impressed!

•

I can't think of anything else that I would add. I really appreciate all of the information that the survey includes.
I learned more from this survey than I have in the twelve years that I have been living here.

•

I appreciate the efforts of the present city council to address problems created by previous administrations and
to keep the citizens apprised of ongoing decisions. Thank you.

•

I appreciate the effort that went into developing this survey. It was quite comprehensive.

•

I appreciate being asked my opinions. Let's see what you do with it now that you know what we all think. I
suspect that most elected officials will ignore this feedback and do what they want.

•

I am proud that the city council created this survey. I am sure that the liberals in our city,
, will try and discount citizen feedback, which is sad, especially after the previous city council spent so
much money on a spin doctor
distort the facts about why we 'need' bigger government without any
effort to invite feedback. I am tired of politician’s unrelenting empty rhetoric, and so is the rest of America. It's
why Donald Trump was elected! I'd love if for once, the liberals in our city would actually shut their collective
mouths and open their ears to hear what the people are trying to tell them. However, it's doubtful that will ever
happen. Proverbs 18:2 says that 'fools have no interest in understanding; they only want to air their own
opinions,' which epitomizes those who have advocated for higher taxes and bigger government in our city.

•

First, thank you very much for giving me a chance to voice opinion without standing in front of a microphone for
2 minutes at a public meeting! When I first learned of big tax hike and city hall plan, I called the city and asked
how I could voice my opposition -‐-‐ I was told that the *only way* is to come to hearings and speak. I told them
that's crazy. I'm glad the new council is now listening to citizens and now asking citizens what they'd like city to
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be.
I suggest citizen survey should be done annually.
•

Great survey. I wish this happened before we got our new city hall. Could have prevented all that debt and
higher taxes.

•

Great survey! Thanks for doing this. Please do this more often. Maybe we can keep our city from going broke by
keeping elected officials hands out of the tax cookie jar.

•

Great survey! It's refreshing to know that our city leaders are finally listening.

•

Great survey! I finally feel like those in our city government care about my opinions, and not just their own.

•

Great survey!

•

Great survey, thank you for asking

•

Great idea to have a city survey. I have nothing more to add.

•

Great idea to do this survey. The questions were excellent. While it was a longer survey than I expected, I
appreciate the efforts that has gone in to producing it.

•

Awesome survey!

Appreciation for New City Leaders
•

I'm thrilled that Bob Steinhagen is causing the city council so much grief because he's doing what I voted for him
to do, which is to bring accountability to government, limit the impact of government on the people, protect our
way of life, end needless spending, and keep taxes low.

•

Thanks for the survey -‐ New council -‐ good beginning keep us informed.

•

I support what Councilman Steinhagen has been trying to do, which is to be more than a conservative in words
but to be a conservative by his deeds.

•

My wife and I voted to put Bob Steinhagen in office because he was our HOA president who literally saved our
association and restored our neighborhood. I was part of the faction of homeowners who distrusted and
opposed him until he earned my trust and demonstrated that he is a man of action who actually does what he
says he will do. He earned the trust of most every homeowner in Quail Creek when, as president, he fought and
succeeded in taking away the powers of the President to put that power in the hands of the collective board.
What leader has ever done that???
Those who have accused Bob of trying to centralize power when he proposed the elimination of the P&Z and
Board of Adjusters are the same people who support bigger and more intrusive and unaccountable city
government! It was the P&Z that advocated for high-‐density developments! Those who were appointed to serve
on these committees are in lock-‐step with the former regime that got thrown out of office, which is why those
who are trying to hold on to power are doing everything they can to demean and discredit Bob as something that
he is not.
I am so proud that he is standing up to all the liberals in our city, especially
who led
the fight for higher taxes and bigger government.
The longer I have observed Bob Steinhagen, the more I admire him as an incredibly gifted leader who works hard
to understand all sides of issues, unlike most politicians today. I recognize that those of you on the council,
don't care about
things that Bob continually demonstrates by
his actions, but for those of you that do, I hope that you stop and listen to what he has to say, especially if you
believe in limited government that is representative of the people.
I appreciate how the mayor and city council finally
started following
Bob to make this survey possible. A neighbor and me attended the meeting at the church where you finalized the
questions. I wanted to stand up and scream every time
tried to stop this from moving forward
and unrelentingly arguing that there needed to be a focus group on these questions, not to mention
seven
pages of outrageous and scurrilous questions intended to
deceive citizens in much the same way
those letter written by the spin doctor did. He showed his true colors when, after all of us in the audience started
to express our frustration with his constant attempts to stop the survey in its tracks, when he then tried to second
Bobs motion to approve after Wayne Orchard had already seconded it.
If those of you on the
council cannot recognize this then you need to open your eyes.
When the results come in for this survey, ignore
attempt to discredit the results
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Regardless, thanks for doing this survey.
•

I feel the current council is on the right track. Keep taxes at a minimum; keep government small, control
spending and growth.

•

I am glad that the city is finally listening to what the people want. The last city election should have made it
clear that citizens are tired of
politicians
.
Couple that with both the Brexit vote and Trump's election and every elected official should wake up to the
reality that the people are tired of the political hypocrisy that permeates every level of government. I think it's
time to clean house in our city.

•

I am excited about the new team at city hall and I will do all I can to support them.

Beautification
•

I feel as a developing community, the cleanliness needs to be thought about. The roads, such as [FM] 205
definitely needs to be considered, but also clean up of litter, dilapidated land/homes that are not cared for need
to be held accountable to keep he beauty of the area. Also with landscape of city owned areas, tree trimming,
planting of trees and maybe an area of a city sign?

Business Growth & Development
•

Need for a business district and development standards for HWY 205; develop an Economic Development Plan.

City Amenities: Parks & Recreation
•

It would be nice to have a park for the kids.

•

Green spaces. Bike paths. A good solid plan to support outdoor activities and connect our neighborhoods.

•

A city park with walking trails would be a much-‐appreciated benefit.

City Amenities: Water
•

What can be done about the mismanagement of our water provider in regards to water supply issues? Can we
require the water company to increase its infrastructure to adequately serve the city vs. starting a city water
department?

•

New water tower to maintain summertime water pressure from RCH.

•

I would be open to City provided water if the project costs of water could stay about the same as they are now.

City Amenities: Sewer System
•

Eventual provisions for a sewer system.

City Amenities: Technology
•

Ability of subdivisions to choose Internet and cable providers beyond those limited today.

•

Technological infrastructure. Better communications lines for offered services in neighboring communities. My
street does not have access to high-‐speed internet lines making difficult to work from home or upgrade home
monitoring features including security.

City Staff
•

Dave Butler favors city officials at the expense of the ordinary citizen.

Communication
•

WHY are our public notices published in a newspaper that is printed out of the county and costs me $180/year??
I pay $40/year for the Rockwall County News.
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•

Please, please, please hold forums at which residents may be given the opportunity to hear about drafted
plans/ideas and given the opportunity to provide feedback that can be incorporated before commitments are
made. Thank you.

•

More transparency in meeting planning and agenda's in advance as well as minutes from the previous meetings.
This should be able to be online or at least sign up for an email newsletter with this information. This includes
building and planning as well as city council. This should be able to be posted before the next meeting or 10
business days which ever comes first.

•

Information justifying the M-‐C city property tax

•

If you can send out this request and afford the survey why can't you notify us of the meetings? Thank you!

•

I would like to see the postings of the city council minutes be UP TO DATE on the city website so we can be better
informed. The same also for the planning &zoning minutes.

•

Email or paper mail as to what is going on with the mayor and city council and any updates to the [FM] 205-‐
construction project.

•

Do we get enough information about City issues? I would answer no. City emails about council decisions and
updates would be appropriate

•

City must send out a quarterly newsletter with an update on the budget.

Community Involvement
•

Remember that many residents of McLendon-‐Chisholm are with young, active families, which is why many
families do not actively participate in government.

•

Ask the community for volunteers if you’re in a bind.

Control Growth
•

No more Sonoma Verde projects.

•

Most of us that have lived here for over 20 plus years do not want the growth the city is wanting to move
towards. Our message is that if anyone wants that, move North, Frisco, Prosper, Celina. That is not the kind of
growth we want or need.

•

I would like the City Council to be judicious in its approval of building development so that the City does not
become a low-‐cost, high-‐density town. Growth is important and necessary, but it can occur without destroying
the nature of M-‐C. To preserve the rural character of M-‐C, I will support higher taxes.

•

I do not want M-‐C to hurry to expand. The land in M-‐C will only increase in value. Expansion will naturally occur.
There is no reason to expedite the process.

•

HOW CAN URBANIZATION OF OUR COMMUNITY BEST BE HALTED?

•

How are we going to maintain a rural lifestyle without master planned communities?

•

Changes are not always good, look at Rockwall now, what use to be a nice small town is now totally overcrowded
and has all the problems that comes with it.

Decorum of City Officials
•

The mayor needs to
hold decorum and demand respect for the floor when someone is speaking.
That means that neither
nor
should ever interrupt a speaker who has been duly
granted the floor until the floor is handed back to the chair.

•

I attended a city council meeting as
interrupt again and again and again as
by passively and just let
run all over the other members.

•

Questions we should have asked, should city council members be able to publicly attack other people? Should
our city council members be able to run their own website once in the council?
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•

I'd like to see this city go back to peaceful coexistence. Perhaps the city should consider an ethics policy for the
council and other office holders. Public slander creates bad press and could lead to lower property resale values.

•

I think
council members should be required to attend classes or learn the rules and regulations of
running a city. I feel they want their own agenda and don't give a flip about the State regulations.

•

How much we want
councilmembers to quit bickering & get off their high horses and think what the
citizens want and not their own agendas/personal vendettas.

•

Do not reinvent the wheel just make the wheel stronger!! Stop.... trash talking and acting rude toward others in
your position and be grateful they stepped up to serve. Gratitude is something this group needs to find and act
on!!! BE NICE!

•

HAVING MORE RESPECTFUL TREATMENT OF CITIZENS APPEARING BEFORE COUNCIL THAT MAY DISAGREE
WITH SOME COUNCILMAN OPINIONS.

•

Please be honorable and be

gentlemen.

Discharging Firearms
•

What is the existing ordinance about shooting guns for target practice in city limits? This goes on frequently in
neighborhood with small acreage close to our home! High noise level -‐ large caliber weapon.

Emergency Medical Services
•

Ambulance service?

Fireworks
•

The regulations of the use of fireworks.

•

Stop attempting to regulate the use of fireworks.

•

Keep fireworks legal. This is one of the main reasons I moved here.

•

KEEP FIREWORKS LEGAL!! This is the most important +liberty this city has made available to its citizens.

•

Fireworks should remain legal. This is a big deal to us.

Growth & Planning
•

Would like the city to ensure services (water, roads, etc.) can support any new developments BEFORE approving
them.

•

Stop all new home construction (subdivisions) until infrastructures are in place

•

Paying attention to growth without considering the current infrastructure. It is unconstitutional to restrict
current residents from watering their residence, which is their largest investment, while allowing new homes to
be built. The restrictions have caused the majority of homeowners to endure excessive amounts of damage to
homes and property. This is like putting the cart before the horse!

•

OPEN GOVERNMENT. PLAN FOR GROWTH -‐ we are not well prepared for current rapidly growing population.

•

I WOULD LIKE TO SEE BETTER PLANNING OF INFRASTRUCTURE SUPPORT BEFORE BUILDING ADDITIONAL
HOMES IN THE AREA. MAKE THE BUILDER RESPONSIBLE FOR IMPROVEMENTS PRIOR TO ISSUING APPROVAL.

•

Let the city grow, it takes all size houses and lots to have a thriving City.

•

It is a fast growing city and we need to be progressive. The current size of city hall allows for growth and an
adequate meeting place.

•

Incentivize commercial businesses to come to MC like Forney, Health, and Rockwall. Get out of the small town
mentality and become part of the 21st century! My family does nothing in MC because it has nothing to offer!
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High Occupancy Residence
•

I would like the city council to consider, if it doesn't already, not allowing condos and apartment complexes to be
built in our city.

Home Builders
•

Pollution from home construction is an environmental issue in M-‐C.

How much would it take for a
construction worker to throw trash in a bin rather than on the ground? I suggest security deposit be required
when a building permit is issued. If the builder continues to pollute, the security deposit is forfeited to the city.
$5000 for a security might get their attention. Right now the city would make a fortune

Limit Government Growth
•

If we have the funds to afford the property(ies) within the city limits, we are obviously adults of means. And
therefore have outgrown any need for Big Brother and most likely will resent those that will try to fill those
shoes. If indeed the members of the city council acquired these positions for a noble cause and not a selfish one
then occasionally they must remind themselves of how easily Power can corrupt even the Best of us! Let's be one
of the first cities in Texas to adopt THE AMERICAN ANTI-‐CORRUPTION ACT [pg.195]

•

How will we keep government small and still protect our quality of life?

•

Do not need or want more city government.

MCVFD
•

Would you support selling excess land controlled by the city to help fund the Fire Department in the future??

•

Keeping the fire department staffed and ready for service!

•

I think it would have been good to ask if citizens favor the proposed restriction in the contract with the MCVFD,
which prohibits the department from political activity in an official capacity. I would have supported the
council's decision to not sign the contract and force the fire department to depend on the funds provided by the
county and through the inter-‐local agreement with other cities.

New City Hall Building
•

Why did you pay $2.9 million for that little building?

•

Please, please do not change the city we love. Why not ask, 'How happy are you with your city?' or 'Do you love
your city the way it is?' I think the vote on the tax situation should have made it clear why everyone in this city
loves it here. We are PERFECT just the way we are/were. Sell that ridiculous city hall.

•

I feel that we were scammed on the new city hall.

•

Sell the city hall, get rid of the staff, and go back to being a community of the people again.

•

Don't spend any money until the City Hall is sold or leased. Use a local church or school for meetings. Really 2.9
million for City Hall plus interest not cool!!!

Outrage/Frustration/Admonition
•

Why did the city council agree to put the city in debt for a new public building without more input from the
citizens, and how do they justify trying to raise taxes over 100 % in one year, without a vote?

•

Try listening to all of the citizens instead of a 'select' few.

•

The city government needs to pay attention to what happened in the city election and what we just saw happen
in this year's presidential election. Trump was elected because citizens like me are tired of being told that
elected leaders know better and are more informed. Someone told me that
thinks that the
survey doesn't explain enough for citizens like me to make an informed decision about how we stand on some of
the issues brought up in this survey.
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•

If the city council members are actually reading these comments then I know that all of you want to be seen as
fiscal conservatives. But you need to remember that politicians always want people to judge their intentions
instead of their actions. So if you want to earn the respect of voters then please start demonstrating your fiscal
conservatism by your actions. Don’t grow government, get rid of the city hall, and protect our rural way of life.

•
BTW, how much is this survey costing??
•

Citizen input and support on all matters that affect taxes and major spending or acquisitions.
The city betrayed our trust and took it upon a few individuals themselves to decide what they thought was best,
we are footing the bill we have a right to vote on it and they stole that right to vote from us. Safeguards need to
be put into place to protect our citizens from incompetent, power hungry, individuals.

•

we need to
move forward not backwards. We need to leave everything like it is and get through 2017 without any more
changes (except for selling the city hall which eliminates some of the city debt).

Permitting
•

While we are told that M-‐C's permit structure mirrors those of the surrounding cities, this isn't true. The permit
schedule needs to be revamped.

Political Appointees
•

Should the planning and development committee have members from outside the MC community or that benefit
from the development of land in MC? My answer NO!

Post Office
•

I would like the city try to get a post office or at least get the USPS to recognize McLendon Chisholm as a city
with the 75032 zip code. Our legal address is McLendon-‐Chisholm but most web sites don't recognize it as a city.

Protect Property Rights
•

I moved from a neighborhood to be away from a neighborhood and a neighborhood association. My neighbors
are opposed to the current development because they live here for this reason also. I want to live where my travel
trailer, my extra car, my trailer, and my kids have room to play. I would love to build a gymnasium and expect
that I can do that here and live the way I wish. A tennis court is also a desire. I expect to be able to enhance my
property and build my play palace.

Protect City Standards
•

We don't need any more housing developments that are on less than 1.5 acres.

•

I strongly recommend sticking with the spirit of the current land use plan. We can't build walls around the city
and condemn all progress and growth. This city will develop and needs to be positive place to do business, live,
AND play.

•

I moved to this city years ago. When I moved here it was a quite little community. I have seen the land use go
from 5 acres down to 1.5 acres. I know the state has limits on building homes with septic on less that 1 acres
which in its self is already too small.
I think the land use should go up to 2 acres to allow proper
septic drainage.

•

I believe the council should levy a punitive platting fee on any lot smaller than 1.5 acres. This fee should be
$1,000 per each .01 acre below the 1.5-‐acre requirement. e.g. a 1.4 acre lot would pay an additional $10,000
while a ,75 acre lot would pay an additional $75,000. This would accomplish one of two things; make it to
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expensive for developers to build high-‐density developments or put a large amount of money in the city coffers to
pay for the expense of having high-‐density developments inside the city limits.
•

Get an architectural board and review the zoning plan. Make sure development is on [FM] 205 and not side
roads. Make sure development has strict rules about signage -‐ lights. We love living here because we can see the
stars at night. May seem strange but that is priceless and really that is why everyone lives here -‐ For peace, quiet,
and to enjoy the beautiful land we are blessed with.

•

Do NOT approve another subdivision like Sonoma Verde. Keep to the cities 1.5-‐acre lots minimum to maintain
open spaces!

•

Agree at least 1.5 acres is the smallest. Would prefer 5 acres instead. That is why we moved out here to begin
with! The zoning of 5 acres!

•

Architecture code enforcement should be an issue.

Protect Rural Lifestyle
•

We moved here to be in the country and want it to remain country. The acreage for homes has already
decreased. That means more homes. I want it to remain the peaceful country we moved here for.

•

We moved here for a rural lifestyle. We knew how far shopping and entertainment was. There were no city taxes
at all. I want a unique neighborhood environment, not a copycat of city life.

•

We like the rural country living. We don't want the city to 'blow up' with massive developments with tons of
houses on tiny lots and commercial properties. If we wanted that we would have bought in Rockwall or Heath.

•

This survey is too little too late for us to stay. The city council should have sent this out years ago. The new city
council will have its hands full trying to preserve what is left of the rural environment inside our city.

•

Please keep this small city, small and rural, which is why most of us moved here many, many, years ago. Thank
you!

•

Please keep McClendon-‐Chisholm small!!! We moved here for the small-‐town country feel!!!

•

Keep the city rural. We do not need to grow quickly to keep up with the Jones'. There should be a small center of
business for necessities or create a small square around city hall.

•

Keep it simple, low taxes and country atmosphere.

•

Keep it rural.

•

Keep it rural, keep it small don't let these developers ruin our town

•

I really think that the city needs to concentrate on keeping the rural feel and stop trying to become like other
smaller cities. The nice thing about our city is that we have what others don't have and that is the rural feel
which is what makes it so attractive to people who want to get away from the cluster of cities.

Protect Small-‐Town Feel
•

I think it is important that we keep our small town, which is what makes it so attractive.

Public Safety
•

What public services like police/non-‐volunteer fire department will McLendon-‐Chisholm be required to offer as
the population increases?

•

If public safety is in question then we should look to a public safety dept. similar to Fate and Heath.

Questions
•

Why did min. lot size decrease?

•

1. Do you want the Mayor, City Council and City employees to be required to file an annual conflict of interest
report and be required to receive annual conflict of interest training? 'Yes'
2. Review and update the City Comprehensive Plan and Zoning Map Annually? 'Yes'
3. Do you want the city to normalize its relationship with the MCVFD to achieve the best value, at the lowest cost
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to the taxpayers? 'Yes'
4. Do you want the MC Mayor and City Council members to hold annual Town Hall Meetings to discuss the state
of the city and how our government is functioning? 'Yes'
5. Do you want the city to install a tornado warning system? 'Yes'
6. Do you want the city to conduct disaster preparedness sessions, including a better job of being prepared to
respond in the case of emergencies? 'Yes' -‐-‐ right now we are 100% dependent on the County and MCVFD if a
disaster would strike. Argues for being unincorporated.
7. How do you rate the performance of the city government? 'Average.' Lots of room for improvement.

Recommendations
•

Before ANY major decisions on our city are made, there should be a citywide vote. In other words, if a developer
is wanting to put in a neighborhood that is not in our 1.5 acre agreement, the citizens should be able to know
what we are getting and have a say in the decision.
If we are wanting to grow
our community into a city that is pursuing higher quality families, we have
do what's right for the community,
.

•

Back to the old ways... country living.

•

Provide a web-‐based system of publicizing events and issues, gathering feedback, and accepting questions and
concerns from citizens. 2. Provide email distribution of meeting notices, agendas, and minutes for those who
wish to sign up. 3. Continue to solicit public feedback via surveys like this -‐-‐ thank you very much for
implementing this one!

•

To review the ordinances in place, and do away with unnecessary ones.

•

1. Need Rockwall to expand their animal control services to MC.
2. Include postal services (post office) in the 'provided services'.
3. With all the rooftops going in within MC (Sonoma Verde), why are we talking about massive tax increases for
all homeowners? Individual increases being talked about in this survey should not have to be so extreme for the
services that are offered today.

Radio Tower
•

The [County] recently purchased the lot at the corner of League Rd and Hwy 205 -‐ who authorized this purchase?
I believe that this is something that should have been voted on at least by the City Council.

•

How did you miss the sale/purchase at [FM] 205 and league for Rockwall -‐ that will be unsightly towers? Is there
no approval needed for such installations?

Roads
•

Would like something done about the Highway 205 project. Would rather see left turn lane put in instead of a
median. People that have lived here before rush and have businesses on 205 should not have to go and make U-‐
turns to get to their houses. Should not have to give up a big chunk of property either. When nothing is done to
other side of road or next door looses none of theirs.
Please rethink this and consider your citizens.

•

With the expansion of SH205 I've heard that the fire station will be rendered unusable. What are the city's plans
for dealing with this?

•

WHY IS THERE SUCH POOR ATTEMPT TO KEEP OUR ROADS UP TO DATE?

•

When are roads being expanded on the 205?

•

What is the city doing to ensure SH205 and other state roads are developed in such a manner as to protect and
enhance the beauty of the city and preserve its rural heritage?

•

What do we have to do to get the city to do our street? Also, we have a streetlight out and who do we contact to
get them to fix it? League Rd. needs to be fixed also, it has several bad spots.

•

What are the plans for the Hwy 205 expansion and do we have any say in the number of traffic lights in the City?
Can we slow the traffic through Chisholm to 45 miles per hour?
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•

What is the city plan for dealing with our already congested roads prior to more growth? We feel trapped in our
community (just read any community board for feedback). Furthermore, if we had a citywide emergency, I
highly doubt emergency responders could respond timely or at all? Our main roads in and out of our city are a
mess!!!!

•

We do not need to wait for 205 to be widened. The traffic is backed up for miles at all times of the day.

•

Traffic flow on 205 especially at 549. They really need to work on that.

•

The roads are of a big concern, specifically 205. Expansion is necessary!!

•

The fate of the street called Frontier trail. It's currently practically impassable. There's no HOA to make
residents pay for the street improvement. We need some kind of regulation forcing residents to fork out the
money to pay for road improvement, or turn over to the city. We can hardly get to our house via this deplorable
road, where the school bus doesn't even venture, and the mail doesn't deliver when it's rained.

•

How do we get our neighborhood street maintained? Developer for Sonoma Verde used our street during their
development and promised to fix our street at City Council meeting several years ago
Take part in the vision on the construction for Hwy. 205

•

Solution for [FM] 205 traffic. It's not just the trucks, its pretty bad getting in and out of M-‐C,

•

Slow down the development of MC until TX dot can provide better and expansion of Hwy 205.

•

Roads...Our road is in desperate need of repair, and the homeowners refuse to fix it. Can't some of the tax money
go towards a road within the city limits? I.e.: Frontier Trail...

•

Put pressure on or encourage TXDOT to maintain/improve the state Roads in the City. SH 205, FM 549, and FM
548 are impassable at certain times of the Day.

•

Provide street maintenance for the EJD.

•

Private road vs. city road. The original Frontier Trail road is practically impassable. The residents here are not
supporting the road improvement because of a lack of an HOA. I am the first resident here as of 1985, and knew
at that time the road was sub par. We tried to get the city to help us get the developer to improve the road, but
did not receive any support. And now we are left with the city's inaction to help us with that dilemma, having
even taken the developer to court over the road. Can the city not now do something to help us here at Frontier
Trail? I am a widow and cannot afford to pave the road myself, or I would. Also, large trucks on their way to
Sonoma Verde are being misdirected to our road and further destroying it. School buses don't come down our
road, and on rainy days, the mail truck won't deliver mail here. My friends won't come visit me. It is really a very
seriously damaged road. If you don't believe this, just try to come down sometime.

•

Please put pressure on the state to widen 205 if you possibly can. It will definitely affect growth in MC if that is
what you want for the area.

•

Please figure out a way to widen 205!!! We need road relief!!! The traffic is unbearable!!

•

No question. Just a comment....
The city needs to strongly consider street/road maintenance in the Chisholm Crossing Phase I, II, and III (Fireside
Dr., Granite Ridge, Dancing Waters, etc.) community.

•

Need to push county on widening of 205 in our area

•

Let's get in contact with TXDOT and USDOT to help pursue the Safe Routes to School initiative for our kids.

•

Is there a future? In my opinion in the short time I have lived here I have been disappointed in the poorly
maintained roads, miss-‐marked streets and lack of support for the citizens of M-‐C

•

On FM 549 where it meets 205 going west, there needs to be a short, right turn lane added so that drivers aren't
forced to wait long periods of time to turn during busy traffic hours. The road construction on FM 1139 needs to
be expedited as it is taking an embarrassingly long time and our neighborhood is getting fed up.

•

I don't know if it's the county or the state that maintains FM 550 but it's is going to become a major road when
the state widens 205, during construction. Twice in the last two weeks we have had to turn around because of a
bad wreck on the big curve. It's already seeing an increase in traffic. This, I think, is going to become one of the
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biggest issues facing McLendon-‐Chisholm: Traffic, when 205 is under construction. It is going to choke our city
off and will kill any growth or progress.
•

I believe the city council should levy a road improvement and maintenance fee against developers for the
additional usage on the roads leading to and from their developments. This fee should be a 30-‐year sliding scale
with the developer's share starting at 100% then being reduced as the development builds out and the
homeowner’s takeover the paying this fee. Handling traffic congestion via [FM] 205.

•

FM 205 traffic must be addressed. Additional lanes are a must.

•

Expansion of roads in and out of the city

•

Before this city grows, State Highway 205 should be widened into a 4 or 6 lane highway. This should have
happened 30 years ago. It has been 2 lanes since it was laid in the 30's or 40's when the population of Rockwall
was about 2,000. In case you haven't noticed, it's a traffic nightmare.

•

[FM] 205 need to be widened to 2 lanes in both directions. Surprised that it was not included in this discussion.

•

[FM] 205 Hwy needs to be 4 lane.

•

[FM] 205 has to be widened immediately as people are finding trouble in commuting during the peak hours

•

Are there plans in the future for the city of MC to take over some of the private roads aka Tucker Rd. which could
be used to cut through to FM1139 or FM548.

Schools
•
•

Support development of schools asp
Can we look at building a new elementary school in M-‐C?

Sonoma Verde PID
•

Please take a look into the amount of money Sonoma Verde residents are paying in PID money to be apart of this
community.

•

Make sure that everyone that moves here knows about the PID. It is $30,000 at an 8% loan rate. That's right. You
read that right 8%!!!! That's insane!!! I can't wait to sale my house and move away from this PID.

Survey Specific
•

I have no other questions to ask.

•

One of the answer choices on question 3 should have included that we should keep the rate the same.

•

None that I know of

•

None at this time

•

None

•

None

•

None

•

Did not ask if we support adding parks and/or trails or professional offices such as attorney, CPA, insurance, etc.
All of which we support.
Nor if we support retail stores. We do not.

Taxes
•

To add the option of my city taxes are just right. The options were too high, too low, or undecided. I had to put
undecided; however, I'm not undecided. I think my tax rate is just right!

Term Limits
•

In favor of term limits for mayor and council to prevent conditions reoccurring as they are now.

•

Consider term limits for elected officials.
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Tornado Warning Sirens
•

I would like the city council to work funding a tornado or emergency warning system and to develop a crisis plan
of action so we are not caught unaware if a crisis occurs. Get on with the future for heaven's sake.

Traffic Safety
•

Lower speed limit on [FM] 205 in city limits to 45 mph

Transparency
•

Transparency

Utilities
•

The city needs to work with the local utility providers to improve our options for TV, Internet, Phone service, as
well as improve the electric power Grid. We experience far too many power outages.

•

The city needs to put a halt on ALL new subdivisions until the city decides on what to do on city services.

Vision for the City
•

Would like to see the city plan for future development. With [FM] 205 expansions the city has a great
opportunity to expand with a good mix of commercial and residential growth. And keep the commercial to 205.

•

What do we want our community to be like? Minimal taxes and minimal services with adequate fire protection,
county sheriff, and contract services.

•

Try to entice Whole Foods; Central Market or Trader Joe's to consider our city.

•

The city is growing and we need a Full service grocery store so that we don't have to drive 15 minutes to get
groceries. Plus the tax money it will generate will go back to our city!!!

•

Stop trying to be a city that that we're not. Most of us live here because of the small town feel. If I wanted city, I
would have built/bought in Dallas.

•

Stop planning to change our city. Find a way to get more citizen involvement.
The current city plan, developments that have been approved in recent years and city hall
don't represent the broader
citizens.

•

Should we even have the City of MC? Personally, I believe that Land Prices are so high that Land Prices will stop
the Development that the City has been trying to stop. I prefer being in the County at this point and the County
will maintain all the roads.

•

If you consider commercial development or parks and rec development, it would be nice to see that happen in an
organized plan creating a 'downtown' area. Currently the city seems disparate and dispersed with no 'real' city
identity.

•

I would like you to plan for the future and to think about your vision for the community.
Please don't continue to operate based on the negative campaign conducted last year. It's time to move on.

•

I think the survey asked the right questions. I just think the biggest need is to look at what other cities did right,
wrong in their growth with a city that same size of MC. I think that the community builders have too much power
in MC.
How do we have so much open area in this town with no city parks? I mean maybe one big park would be great.
Instead my family goes to Rockwall and Heath to go to parks, buy all of our groceries and spend our money
outside of MC.

•

I feel strongly that local government should not be restricting community developments that are already
underway such as Sonoma Verde. I support additional new developments also, but not as strongly. Keep in
mind new developments bring in tax revenue, which will then support community without raising taxes.

•

How do we maintain a rural country lifestyle without the growth we see in Rockwall and other communities
around Dallas
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•

Have you seen Market Street that is located in The Woodlands? They have this rectangle grass area where kids
can play, families can picnic and bands could play. Surrounding that is shops, restaurants and parking. Oh and a
HEB. Maybe we could look toward finding an area that could be a small-‐scaled version of this for our city.
Here is the website: http://www.marketstreet-‐thewoodlands.com/

•

Don't try to make McClendon Chisholm a large city. Rockwall will be expanding out this way soon enough.

•

Do you support maintaining the rural nature/feel of MC as opposed to dense housing, albeit the latter would
support more 'city amenities?'

•

Do you believe the city can grow and yet retain a small town aura/persona -‐ like Grapevine, TX?
What towns would you most like M-‐C to emulate as it grows? Terrell? Heath? Rockwall? Frisco? Grapevine?
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I. Cover Sheet for Hard-‐Copy Version of Survey

SURVEY SIGNATURE PAGE
PLEASE RETURN THIS PAGE WITH YOUR COMPLETED SURVEY
Citizens without access to the Internet may fill-in this printed copy of the survey. This survey must be turnedin to the City Secretary or postmarked, via US Mail, by Tuesday, January 2. Hard copies shall have a cover
page and shall be filled in with the respondents name, address, URID#, and be signed and dated by the
respondent. The URID# must match the valid URID# on file with the city to be valid. After the survey has
been closed, the City Secretary shall enter the responses submitted in hard copy into the survey engine.

Before tabulation begins, this signature page shall be removed & filed separately, so that
the respondent information will remain confidential.

Name as it appears on the address label of your postcard invitation.

First

Last
McLendon-Chisholm, TX 75032

Address

Unique Respondent Identification Number (URID#) Located on your address label.

Signature
Return (postmarked) by January 2 to:
City of McLendon<Chisholm
c/o Stephanie Galanides, City Secretary
1371 West FM 550
McLendon<Chisholm, TX 75032
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II. Hard-‐Copy Version of Online Survey
WELCOME!

Thank you for taking time to participate in the McLendon-‐Chisholm 2016 Citizen Survey. Those that are
EITHER eligible and are registered with the Rockwall County Elections Office by November 1 OR own property
inside the M-‐C city limits, have been invited to participate.
There are 14 questions in this survey. While your participation is completely voluntary, the City Council is eager
to learn your opinions BEFORE moving forward with any future plans for our city!
This paper survey is for those who do not have Internet access. It must be accompanied with the survey
cover page, which should include a URID#, found on the postcard invitation. The City Secretary will
manually enter your responses into the online survey database. Your survey responses will be reported
only in the aggregate. If you have questions at any time about the survey or the procedures, you may contact the
City Secretary at 972-‐524-‐2077.
PLEASE NOTE: Each question will provide instructions about the number of allowable responses (eg.
“Select only 1,” “Select no more than five (5)” “Select all that apply”). Should a response exceed the limit
allowed, that question’s response shall be invalidated and will not be recorded.
Thank you for taking time to share your opinions.

Lifestyle Expectations
1. Select the PRIMARY REASON(S) why you choose to live in the city of McLendon-‐Chisholm.
(Select no more than five (5))
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

For the low tax rate
To be close to family
To be part of a booming, fast-‐growing community
The open spaces
Amenities INSIDE the city limits (parks, shopping, restaurants)
Amenities OUTSIDE, but in close proximity to the city limits (parks, shopping,
restaurants)
Quality Schools
Born or grew up here
To be part of a smaller, more rural, community
To live in a high-‐end and exclusive city
Proximity to work
The neighborhood/development drew me/us here
For the stable property value
More land/property for the $
Other _________________________________________________________________________

[1] Comments about why you chose McLendon-‐Chisholm:
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Protecting the City's Minimum 1.5-‐Acre Per Home-‐Site Requirement
2. How important is it to you that the city council protects the city's 1.5-‐acre minimum per
home site on future housing developments?
(Select only one (1))
! Critically Important
! Very Important
! Important
! Somewhat Unimportant
! Unimportant
! Completely Unimportant
[2] Comments regarding the city's 1.5-‐acre minimum per home site requirement.

City Taxes
3. Do you think your CITY property taxes are too high or too low?
(Select only one (1))
! Too high
! Unsure/Undecided
! Too low
4. With increases in city services comes the need to increase revenue in the city to support
it. One way to keep property taxes low is through sales tax. The state caps the total sales-‐
tax rate at 8.25 percent. The current total sales tax rate in M-‐C is just 7.75 percent. Here's
how that breaks down:
• 6.25 percent is imposed by the state.
• 1.5% is imposed by the city.
Would you support increasing the sales tax by .5% for a total sales-‐tax rate of 8.25 percent?
(Select only one (1))
! Strongly Support
! Support
! Unsure/Undecided
! Oppose
! Strongly Oppose
Note to Seniors: You must file with the County Assessor's Office to take advantage of the city
council's recently approved homestead "tax cap" for seniors over 65, which locks-‐in whatever
city property tax rate is in effect at the time the property owner registers, which also locks-‐in
the lowest rate adopted each year thereafter.
[3-‐4] Comments regarding city taxes:
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Business Development
5. Do you support more business/commercial development inside the city of McLendon-‐
Chisholm?
(Select only one (1))
! Strongly Support
! Support
! Unsure/Don't Know
! Oppose
! Strongly Oppose
6. What kinds of commercial business would you LIKE TO SEE inside the city, if any? (Select
all that apply)
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Fast Food Chain Restaurants
Dine In Restaurants
Family-‐Owned Restaurants
Grocery
Fitness/Gym
Dry Cleaning
Auto Repair
Gas Station
Convenience Store
Liquor/Beer Wine Store
Storage Facility
Child Care
Other _________________________________________________________________________

7. What kinds of commercial business would you NOT LIKE TO SEE inside the city, if any?
(Select all that apply)
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Fast Food Chain Restaurants
Dine In Restaurants
Family Owned Restaurant
Grocery
Fitness/Gym
Dry Cleaning
Auto Repair
Gas Station
Convenience Store
Liquor/Beer/Wine Store
Storage Facility
Child Care
Other _________________________________________________________________________

[5-‐7] Comments regarding commercial business inside the city limits:
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McLendon-‐Chisholm Volunteer Fire Department [MCVFD]
8. Before this survey, how aware were you of the following facts regarding the McLendon-‐
Chisholm Volunteer Fire Department (MCVFD)? (Select only one (1) response per row)
Very Aware Somewhat Somewhat Completely
Aware
Unaware Unaware
8A. The MCVFD is independent of the city,
which sets its own budget and determines the
needs for the fire district.
8B. All 1st-‐Responders are State Certified.
8C. The MCVFD has two fire stations; Station
#1 which is inside the city limits (on 205),
manned with two 1st Responders, 6 days/wk
(7am-‐7pm); Station #2, which is outside the
city limits (currently unmanned).
8D. Approximately 90% of the MCVFD's budget
is funded by taxpayers that reside inside the
city limits.
8E. Approximately one third (1/3) of the
geographic jurisdiction covered by the MCVFD
falls inside the city limits (the city makes up
10.3 sqmi of its total 32.3 sqmi fire district).
8F. Approximately half of the MCVFD
emergency service calls are inside the city
limits.
8G. The city council has allocated 26% of the
2016/2017 FY budget to fund the MCVFD.
8H. The city's 2016/2017 FY budget increases
funding to the MCVFD by $103,089, for a total
of $320,650, which is 47% more than last year.

❏

❏

❏

❏

❏
❏

❏
❏

❏
❏

❏
❏

❏

❏

❏

❏

❏

❏

❏

❏

❏

❏

❏

❏

❏
❏

❏
❏

❏
❏

❏
❏

9. Do you agree with the city council's decision to increase the budget for public safety by
47% over last year to meet the funding increase recently requested by the MCVFD? (Select
only one (1))
!
!
!
!
!

Strongly Agree
Agree
Unsure/Undecided
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

10. How supportive are you to an INCREASE on your PROPERTY TAX RATE to raise funding
to meet the MCVFD's growing budget, should the need arise? (Select only one (1))
! Strongly Support
! Support
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! Unsure/Don't Know
! Opposed
! Strongly Opposed
[8-‐10] Comments regarding the Volunteer Fire Department:

City Services
11. The city of McLendon-‐Chisholm does not currently provide public services that our
neighboring cities do.
What is your position on the city ADDING the following taxpayer-‐funded services as part of
expanding your city government? (Select only one (1) response per row)
Strongly Support Undecide Oppose
Support
d/Unsure
11A. Water Services (Currently provided
by RCH, High Point, Blackland)
11B. Law Enforcement (Currently
provided by the County Sheriff)
11C. City-‐Owned Fire Department
(Currently provided by the McLendon-‐
Chisholm Volunteer Fire Department)
11D. Sanitation (Sanitation is currently
provided by Waste Connections (formerly
Progressive & IESI))
11E. Parks & Recreation
11F. Streets (Currently the city maintains
League Rd., Pullen Rd., Klutts Rd., & Smith
Rd., which combined total is less than 3
miles)

Strongly
Oppose

❏
❏
❏

❏
❏
❏

❏
❏
❏

❏
❏
❏

❏
❏
❏

❏

❏

❏

❏

❏

❏
❏

❏
❏

❏
❏

❏
❏

❏
❏

[11] Comments regarding the addition of taxpayer-‐funded government services:
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New City Hall
12. Before this survey, were you aware that the current debt on the new city hall, including
interest on the 20-‐year bond, is approximately $2.9 million? (Select only one (1))
! Yes, I was aware
! No, I was unaware
13. Would you SUPPORT or OPPOSE the sale of the new city hall to build or purchase a less
expensive, voter approved facility, if the total transaction meets or exceeds the total cost of
what taxpayers have already paid and are obligated? (Select only one (1))
!
!
!
!
!

Strongly Support
Support
Unsure/Undecided
Oppose
Strongly Oppose

[12-‐13] Comments regarding the new city hall:

End of Survey
14. What question(s) did we fail to ask or what else would you like the city council to
consider as it plans the future of M-‐C?
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III. Postcard Invitation Samples
Mailing #1

City of McLendon5Chisholm
1371 West FM 550
McLendonEChisholm, TX 75032

Your Opinions Matter!
This is your invitation to participate in the Sirst5ever online citizens
survey created by the McLendon5Chisholm city council.

w w w. M y C i t y A s k s M e . c o m
Your survey responses will be strictly conPidential and data will be reported only in the aggregate. Only one
response per citizen is permitted based on the assigned Unique Respondent ID number. The survey may
also be taken only once per computer/smart device.

If you do not have access to the internet a paper version is available.
Call 972E524E2077.
The survey will close at 10:00am on January 2, 2017.
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Mailing #2

City of McLendon-Chisholm
1371 West FM 550
McLendon-Chisholm, TX 75032

There’s still time to tell
your city council what kind
of city you want
McLendon-Chisholm to
become! Take the online
citizen survey now!
www.MyCityAsksMe.com
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Mailing #3

City of McLendon1Chisholm OFFICIAL SURVEY
1371 West FM 550
McLendonPChisholm, TX 75032

FINAL NOTICE
to take the online
city survey!
GO TO:
w w w. M y C i t y A s k s M e . c o m
Your survey responses will be strictly con2idential and data
will be reported only in the aggregate. Only one response
per citizen is permitted based on the assigned Unique
Respondent ID Number (URID#). The survey may also be
taken only once per computer/smart device.
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IV: Meeting Minutes
May 9, 2007 Special Meeting of Planning & Zoning Commission
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May 29, 2007 Regular City Council Meeting
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June 11, 2007 Regular City Council Meeting
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July 23, 2013, Regular City Council Meeting
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January 27, 2015, Regular City Council Meeting
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V. The American Anti-‐Corruption Act

This item was mentioned be two respondents and is included for information only.
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VI. Contract Amendment Rejected by the MCVFD
Political Activity
The VFD and its Board shall not engage in political campaigns & elections of the city. In
accordance with this agreement, activities for active members of the VFD & its Board:
• May be candidates for public office in elections that are unaffiliated with the city of
McLendon-‐Chisholm
• May register and vote as they choose
• May assist in voter registration drives
• May express opinions about candidates and issues
• May contribute money to political organizations
• May attend political fundraising functions
• May attend and be active at political rallies and meetings
• May join and be an active member of a political party or club
• May sign nominating petitions
• May campaign for or against referendum questions, constitutional amendments, municipal
ordinances
• May campaign for or against candidates in elections that are unaffiliated with the city of
McLendon-‐Chisholm
• May make campaign speeches for candidates in elections that are unaffiliated with the city
of McLendon-‐Chisholm
• May distribute campaign literature in elections that are unaffiliated with the city of
McLendon-‐Chisholm
• May hold office in political clubs or parties including serving as a delegate to a convention
• May not use their official authority or influence to interfere with a municipal election
• May not solicit, accept or receive political contributions
• May not knowingly solicit or discourage the political activity of any citizen of McLendon-‐
Chisholm
• May not engage in any political activity while on duty
• May not engage in any political activity in any government office
• May not engage in any political activity while wearing an official uniform
• May not engage in any political activity while using a government vehicle
• May not be candidates for public office in city elections
• May not wear political buttons on duty
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VII. Maximum Density Stipulation in Sonoma Verde Development
Agreement
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